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ABSTRACT
HI HAT HAPPENS UJHEN A TEACHER STOPS JUDGING STUDENT WORK?
A CASE STUDV OF STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY FOR LEARNING IN A HIGH
SCHOOL ENGLISH CLASS.
FEBRUARY 1995
JUDY E. HOLMES, B.S., UNIUERSITY OF SOUTHERN MAINE
M. Ed., UNIUERSITY OF SOUTHERN MAINE
Ed. D., UNIUERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Laiurence F. Locke

The purpose of this dissertation, a year-long qualitatiue
study inuoluing action research, mas to record and analyze the
behauior of both a teacher/researcher and her tenth grade
students uihen she eliminated judgmental language, grades,
and punishment in a high school English class. Instead, she
prouided specific feedback, engaged students in dialogue
concerning their work, and used uerbal strategies uihich did
not alloiu deuelopment of the usual classroom roles of "teacher
as Rescuer and Persecutor," and "student as pouierless Uictim."
The study describes the initial debilitating anxiety the
students experienced as they created their ouin rules,

u

examined qualities of excellence in uiriting and speaking,
eualuated their own work, engaged in daily class discussion and
performed a uariety of cooperatiue learning tasks. The study
further describes teacher responses to the students1 behauiors,
parental and administratiue concerns, and the extensiue time
commitments inuolued. It concludes that most of the
participating students did not know horn to take responsibility
for their learning, and that the teacher's primary role was to
guide them through a process for learning to do so.
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ICarpman Drama Triangle

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem

Educators and parents agree that high school students do not take
responsibility for their ouin learning. There is less unanimity, however,
when people attempt to agree on strategies by which responsibility is
effectively taught. Rs a consequence, students continue irresponsible
learning behaviors.
The most common strategies used in an effort to teach responsibility
include such diverse behaviors as explanations, reminders, threats,
praise, punishment, lectures, embarrassment, natural consequences,
and ignoring. The research literature indicates that these strategies
may well accomplish the immediate goal of causing the student to turn
in assignments. There is no indication, however, that over the longer
term, these strategies teach students to become responsible for their
learning.
My own experience is that using such strategies actually teaches
students to become irresponsible because a concrete model of
1

responsible behauior is not provided, and students are denied the
opportunity to acquire and practice the behaviors of responsibility. In
addition, use of these strategies often develops negative student
attitudes toward school and toward themselves. The twin problems,
lack of student responsibility and the absence of teaching strategies
which encourage responsible learning behaviors, remain a high priority
for research.
The concept of student responsibility is a broad one, encompassing
both social and learning behaviors. In either area, responsibility
involves the ability to self-evaluate and self-regulate. It also includes
the desire and ability to fulfill one's own needs in a way that respects
the rights of others and even helps others as they work to meet their
needs. In this study, I addressed the development of student behaviors
which improve student responsibility for learning. The strategy which I
used was to respond to student work by using only nonjudgmental
language as feedback. This strategy, developed for counseling, has
been shown to be effective in helping counseling clients develop
responsibility for their behavior.
flt present, the most common method for providing feedback on
student work is for teachers to make comments which point out errors,
2

suggest methods of improvement, provide answers, and give praise.
Then the teacher grades the uiork, all of the evaluation having come
from teacher judgment. During mg twenty-two years of teaching high
school students, I have observed a major problem with this method.
Students' reactions to their returned work fall into one of two
categories, and in both the responsibility for learning ends with the
returned paper. UJhen students receive an acceptable grade, most
believe they were just lucky, or that the work (or the teacher) was
easy. UJhen students receive an unacceptable grade, most react with
blame; blaming the teacher whom they see as expecting too much or as
not liking them, blaming the system which they believe expects too
much from them, or blaming themselves whom they see as deficient. Rs
long as individuals are blaming either the system or themselves, they
are not taking responsibility for their own learning (Karpman, 1968;
Sennett, 1980).

Purpose of the Study

In this case study, I was both researcher and participant in the
observed class, fl regularly assigned secondary English class served as
3

the setting for analysis. My purpose uias to examine students'
behauiors in relation to deuelopment of responsibility for their own
learning when I, as teacher, eliminated judgmental feedback. In the
place of judgmental statements in both my written feedback and my
personal interaction with students, I employed specific nonjudgmental
language as a strategy to help students deuelop responsibility for their
own learning.
R second purpose was to describe the problems encountered by both
students and teacher as this strategy of nonjudgmental language was
employed. I first started to incorporate nonjudgmental language as a
teaching strategy nineteen years ago while I was earning a master's
degree in counseling. Through the subsequent years of experience with
the strategy, I haue come to know that when teachers do not
immediately giue their judgment of student work, the students
experience great anxiety. This anxiety is commonly demonstrated
through uarious negatiue behauiors and is uery frequently negatiuely
conueyed to parents, to other teachers, and to administrators. fls a
consequence of these factors, the teacher inuolued experiences a great
deal of anxiety resulting in a potentially ouerwhelming desire to return
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to the traditionally accepted role of teacher as judge of student work.
A thorough and clear description of this aspect of teacher use of the
strategy may serue to facilitate successful implementation.
Because this study is action research, I belieue that in addition to
prouiding useful information for teachers who wish to consider this
approach to encouraging student responsibility, the study has ualue for
teachers who wish to conduct research on student/teacher interaction
in their own classrooms (Goswami & Stillman, 1987).

Ma jor Research Questions

The questions used to guide the case study were as follows:

1. Ouer the course of a school year, do high
school tenth graders in a modified hetero¬
geneously grouped English class demonstrate
an increasing responsibility for their own
learning process when the teacher eliminates
judgment on student work, and each
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quarterly grade report is deriued through
ongoing student/teacher comparison of
student work to course objectiues?

2. What are the inherent problems in the use
of the strategy and how do teacher and
students respond to the strategy ouer the
course of the study?

Definition of Terms

Student Work
For the purposes of this study, student work encompasses two aspects:
(a) all student writing—both classwork and homework—performed in
accordance with the course syllabus, (b) oral presentations, class
discussion and group participation work.

Responsible Behapior

Behauior inuoluing (a) critically analyzing a situation and (b) taking
consequent action which is in the best interest of self and others is
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considered to be responsible. For this study, responsible behauior is
carried on without the use of punishments and threats or the use of
praise and rewards. Responsibility is euidenced by the followiny
student behaviors:

1. attends class and is oirtime
2. brings class materials to class
3. completes assignments and turns them in
on time
4. regularly maintains the data base materials
by storing all work in personal folder
5. seeks out teacher or peer to clarify assign¬
ments or to obtain them when appropriate
6. responds to and interacts with the teacher
in relation to the teacher's written com¬
ments on assignments
7. reworks assignments in relation to teacher
feedback or seif critical analysis
8. engages in comparison of personal progress
to the course objectives at least twice
each quarter
9. recognizes when help is needed and, with¬
out teacher interuention, seeks out teacher,
peer, parent or appropriate other to provide
this assistance

7

10. demonstrates sharing of responsibility
(uithin classroom group projects
11. edits written work as a result of reflection
and self-critical analysis of this work
12. demonstrates growing awareness of
successful strategies for achieuing the
course outcomes
13. auoids blaming people or euents for non¬
accomplishment of course objectiues
14. recognizes and freely expresses personal
successes in meeting course objectiues
15. recognizes and freely expresses instances
of failure to achieue course objectiues
16. engages in personal goal setting as part of
the ongoing effort to achieue course
objectiues
17. reuises personal goals as appropriate in
the effort to achieue course objectiues
18. asks to engage in additional work in order
to meet personal goals or course
objectiues
19. demonstrates willingness to take risk
through engaging in personal creatiue
learning actiuities
20. euidences a growth in responsibility for
personal learning by demonstrating an
increasing use throughout the school year
of these behauiors listed as #1 through #19.

8

Teacher Punishment
Actions deliberately used because they are intended to be auersiue to
the student are considered as punishment and include the follouiiny:
1. corporal punishments
2. detentions
3. additional assiynments giuen as penalties
4. use of judgmental language as defined below
5. loss of priuileges
6. reduction of quarterly report card grade
7. Suspension from class
8. any other commonly understood forms of
punishment

Judgmental Language
That language which indicates the speaker is engaging in any of the
following behauiors is considered to be judgmental: deciding that
another's work or person is "good" or "bad," assuming a superior
position of knowledge or authority as differentiated from assuming a
position of consultant, making decisions for another as differentiated
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from prouiding options from which the other is free to choose or not
choose. Judgmental language is characterized by the following
categories (Gordon, 1974):
1. Ordering, Commanding, Directing ("You
haue to write it this way or it's wrong.")
2. Warning, Threatening ("If your assign¬
ment is late one more time, I won't giue
you any credit for this work.")
3. Moralizing, Preaching, Giving "Shoulds
and Oughts" ("You should make a work plan
and stick to it." or "You ought to practice
writing euery day."
4. Advising, Offering Solutions or
Suggestions ("It would be better to do
it this way." And then the teacher rewrites
it.) This is to be differentiated from
gluing information.
5. Lecturing, Giving Logical Arguments
("You needed to spend more time on this
assignment. Writing takes a lot of work.")
6. Judging, Criticizing, Disagreeing,
Blaming ("You are so irresponsible." or
"If you had been paying attention when I
explained this...")
7. Praising (global rather than specific)
("You're such a good student." "This paper
is great.")
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8. Name-Calling, Stereotyping, Ridiculing
(“You're just being lazy.“)

9. Interpreting, Diagnosing ("Eueryone is
talented at something different, and you're
just not meant to be a writer.”)
10. Reassuring, Sgmpathizing (“Don't
worry; you'll get better at this.")
11. Questioning, Probing ("UJhy didn't you
start this work earlier?")
12. Humoring, Reing Sarcastic (“Come on
now, I know a talented person like you can
write a better closing paragraph than this
one."

Another form of judgmental communication is giuing grades on
assignments. Grades serue the purpose of seueral of the
aboue— reassuring, praising, interpreting, stereotyping, criticizing,
warning—all teacher judgements (Bostrom, Ulandis, and Rosenbaum,
1961).

Still another form of judgmental communication is contained in “tone"
of uoice. One can auoid each of the forms of judgmental language in a
literal sense, and still conuey judgment through a tone as in the
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following example which, If literally interpretated only glues
information: "I haue told you and told you that this is not correct.11

Non judgmental Language
Language which indicates the speaker is seruing as helper or consultant
as contrasted to that of "Rescuer” (Karpman, 1968) is considered to be
nonjudgmental and includes the following categories:
1. 1-Message (Gordon, 1974, 1989; Rogers,
1969, 1983) begins with
and states what
1 see, hear, feel, or think; usually followed
by a request for clarification or a question:
("Rs I'm reading this part of your paper, I'm
getting confused. I notice seueral incomplete
sentences and I'm wondering if this could be
creating confusion here?” or ”! was
immediately drawn into your paper by your
narratiue introduction.”)
I-Messages are also used to giue
information. (”! see what i think is the
same problem here that you were hauing
with the last writing. Could we con¬
ference?” or ”1 see you'ue used seueral
short, quick sentences here to build an
atmosphere of tension. That's just what
the experts tell us to do.”
I-Messages are used to disagree with
stated facts and uieuipoints. (“I think
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of that differently” or "My understanding
is....or "I haue a different uiay of doing
that.”)
1-Messages are used to recognize
specific skills and behauiors and
euen to include one's personal
reaction to it (I uias really impressed
by your thinking mhen you connected those
tmo ideas from the nouel and then tied
them in mith our morld today!")
fln 1-Message does not take the form
of "I think you...."
2. Questions are different from probing
as listed under judgmental language.
They are used to ask for clarification, to
help students assess their mriting, and to
encourage them to support their thinking.
They are used in making requests and may
be part of an 1-Message, fl partial list of
nonjudgmental questions is included here.
I don't find your thesis. Would you clarify?
I'm not folloming your thinking here. lUhat
is your point in this section?
Can you say more about that?
Horn does this point relate to your previous
point?
UJhat do you knom about this so far? (rather
than teacher giuing an eHplanation)
I find seueral spelling errors here. Can you
locate them and correct them?
Which section do you see as better mriting?
Horn did you decide on that?
13

How do you think your project is yoiny?
UJhat are you planniny to do next?
3. Paraphrase (Gordon, 1974, 1989; Royers,
1969,1983) is used to state one's under¬
standing of what another is saying or
feeling. ("Then you're saying in this para¬
graph that...." or "Researching your topic is
taking a lot of your time, and it sounds like
you're feeling quite frustrated with the
whole project.")
Paraphrases can be phrased as questions.
("Rre you getting discouraged with this work?"
or "Rre you saying that your first point is
related to this last point?")

It is important to note here that these nonjudgmental statements do
not preuent students from knowing what the teacher judgment is.
Rather, these statements giue students a specific model from which to
learn how to judge their own work.

Significance of the Study

This action research case study provides information concerning the
use of specific nonjudgmental language as feedback on student work
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and the process by which students work to deuelop responsibility for
their learniny. Strong evidence from the following related areas lends
credence to such a study.
The positive results of counselor use of nonjudgmental language in
helping clients change their behavior have long been recognized
*

(Rogers, 1951; Erickson, 1964). Studies of teacher use of facilitative
language have shown that students involved developed stronger selfimages, maintained higher attendance rates, and increased their
learning (Rspy, 1972; Rspy & Roebuck, 1974, 1977). More recently,
studies of new strategies for teaching the writing process (which, do
not specifically avoid teacher judgment, do employ fewer directional
instructions and more questioning), have revealed highly positive
results in helping students become more fluent, independent writers
(Britton, 1970; Elbow, 1986; Rtwell, 1987).
Because teachers have traditionally been the sole evaluators of
students' work, students have come to depend on outside verification of
their abilities. Twenty years in a high school classroom have
demonstrated to me that students are insecure until a teacher tells
them their work is right. Rs a general rule, I have found that the higher
the achiever, the greater need for teacher approval of the work.
15

The practice of keeping students in continual dependence on an
outside authority is in sharp opposition to mhat is known about the
learning process. Because learning occurs by constructing knowledge
rather than from being giuen knowledge, it has long been my working
hypothesis that students will increase their responsibility for learning
in direct proportion to their growing understanding of how to evaluate
their own work.
Helping students become independent from the teacher is a major
step in teaching responsibility, but it can create great student and
teacher anxiety. Most students equate memorization with learning,
haue no idea how to find answers, and do not belieue that the process
of finding answers and developing ideas is learning. Most, perhaps even
all, just want the “right" answers and belieue the teacher's job is to
give right answers.
Each year when I begin student group work, I observe and listen, and
every year I notice the students' debilitating lack of self-confidence in
their own learning ability. When forced to rely on one another without
a teacher, most will go along with the proffered answers of whichever
person is known to earn high grades, even in the face of answers which
they admit make no sense.
16

Despite the many years of educational reforms and quality teacher
inseruice programs uiithin my own school district, I continue to
experience no improuement in student deuelopment of responsible
behauior. In fact, my experience is that irresponsible behauior is
increasing. To learn responsibility, students must experience the
process of analyzing their own work because only then do they learn
how to trust their own thinking, thereby becoming independent from
the teacher.
Many studies haue demonstrated the efficacy of nonjudgmental
language In relation to social behauior, counseling, and the writing
process. The proposed study encompasses a much broader range of
learning in that it addresses student deuelopment of responsibility for
all learning which is recorded in written form as well as for oral
performances and interaction within the classroom.

17

CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction to the Literature Reuiew

The literature is replete with studies of classroom communication—
both uerbal and nonuerbal. In relation to classroom talk between
students and teacher, two psychologists, in particular, (Rogers, 1969,
1983; Gordon, 1974, 1989; and one psychiatrist, Glasser,1969, 1975,
1986, 1990) haue long documented the positiue results that occur for
students when teachers conuey empathy in their language and behauior. Others also haue contributed to this literature. One major
research project, The National Consortium for Humanizing Education,
carried out a seuenteen year study which included teachers and their
students in forty-two states and seuen foreign countries. The results
indicated that when teachers use the language of understanding,
caring, and genuineness, students learn more and behaue better ( Rspy,
1972).
In these studies, no differentiation was made for teacher language
which specifically auoids judgment; euen so, the deleterious effects on
learning when judgment in the form of teacher grading is inuolued has
18

been shown in the literature as early as 1912 (Starch & Elliott) and 1913
(Starch & Elliott). John Holt (1983), working with young children,
describes the fear teacher judgment produces and the consequent
student behauior which preuents students from taking responsibility for
their learning:
...Their (students') fear of failure, punishment,
and disgrace severely reduces their ability both
to perceiue and to remember, and drives them
away from the material being studied and into
strategies for fooling teachers into thinking
they know what they really don't know (p.140).

Although there appear to be no studies involving the specific use of
teacher judgmental language and the development of student
responsibility for learning, Holt's work, as well as that of Hart (1975)
and Glasser (1990), clearly supports the proposition that when
judgment forms the basis for classroom interactions, students devote
most of their energies to figuring out what the teacher wants rather
than to assessing their own work, and thereby becoming responsible for
their own learning.
Because meeting the teacher's expectations becomes the students'
objective for the lesson, they are unable to develop responsibility for
their learning. Most students trying to meet the teacher's expectations
19

respond oy becoming compliant. Most of those mho do not comply
become rebellious and do the assignments, if at all, under duress
(Glasser, 1990; Powell, Farrar, & Cohen, 1985). According to Glasser
(1990), less than 15% of students do quality work. It seems logical to
conclude that some of the quality work is being done out of compliance;
therefore, it would follow that less than 15% of students are taking
responsibility for their own learning.
Stephen Karpman (1968), a San Francisco psychiatrist, prouides a
way of visualizing the teacher/student interaction—an interaction
which inadvertently leads teachers and students into a power struggle
existence and traps them there. Sennett (1980) explains that while
engaged in a power struggle, people are not self regulating their
behavior, but rather they are re-acting and therefore are not taking
responsibility for their own behavior. While Karpman applies his model
to society in general, the model has been applied within the nursing
profession (Levin, 1972) and has strong chances for successful
application to the teaching profession.

20

Theoretical Framework

The Karoman Drama Triangie

Making use of Karpman's model in the classroom could prouide
teachers uiith a process for recognizing and greatly reducing pouier
struggles uiith students. Reducing pouier struggles frees students to
take the responsibilility for their ouin learning. Rn understanding of
Karpman's model also clarifies the role that teacher judgment plays in
establishing and carrying on pouier struggles. R presentation of the
Karpman Drama Triangle as a theoretical framework provides a visual
format uiith which to order and understand the dynamics of teacher
judgment and student responsibility.
Karpman, recognizing that drama as an art form is based upon a
power struggle, named his model—an inuerted triangle—the Drama
Triangle (figure 1). He identifies this power stuggle as a game with
three positions: "Rescuer," "Persecutor," and "Uictim." fl person takes
one of the three positions (usually inaduertently), by saying or doing
something which inuites another to take a position in the Triangle; if the
other responds by saying or doing something in reaction, then she or he
21

is taking a position within the Triangle too. Now, theg are both into a
power struggle. If theg continue to react to each other rather than to
self-regulate their behauior, theg will continue the game by taking the
uarying positions around the Triangle in reaction to each other. The
ineuitable result is a winner and a loser for each round.
Starting at the top right corner with the position of Rescuer,
Karpman explains that when people rescue as opposed to help, they do
more than their share of a task. When people deuelop a pattern of
rescuing others, the response is not a positiue one. The people being
rescued most commonly react in one of two ways—either they come to
feel less worthy than the Rescuer, thus helpless, so they take the
position of Uictim on the Drama Triangle and engage in behauior and
language which indicates they are reacting from this position, or they
deuelop anger and react in a way that indicates they haue taken the
Persecutor position. While locked into this power stuggle, some people
may maintain one particular position, whereas some people may switch
positions in reaction to the other s position, and the "game" can
continue indefinitely—euen a life-time (Berne,1964).
In applying Karpman's model to the classroom (Holmes, 1984),
teachers and students consistently inuite each other to engage in this
23

power struggle, and in both the areas of social behauior and learning
behauior. In the latter, teachers from preschool to graduate school
haue established the power struggle atmosphere and continually inuite
students to react. This is all done inaduertentlg and usually with onlg
the best of intentions, but in the process teachers take the students1
responsibilitg for learning onto themselues.
In trging to help students learn, teachers frequently do more than
half of the students' tasks and thereby become Rescuers. They explain
the lesson that the students didn't study for homework; they identify
and correct the errors in student writing; they tell students exactly how
to do a task, ouer and ouer; they explain the solution to a problem yet
another time; they allow students to make up forgotten work at the
last hour. They unintentionally usurp the students' responsibility.
Then, if the people rescued don't euentually reciprocate (do their
homework, get better grades, pay attention), the Rescuers end up
feeling exploited or uictimized, thus finding themselues in the positon
of Uictim at the bottom point of the Triangle. Rnger is a common
reaction to feeling like a Uictim. Consequently, the Uictim usually, and
quickly, changes to the third position; Persecutor.
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When playing in this position, the teacher may administer any
number of punishments, giue failing grades, or lecture on the
consequences of irresponsible behauior. While this is happening, the
students take a turn in the Uictim position. When students feel helpless
and are in the Uictim position, they do any of seueral things—none of
which inuolues taking responsibility for their own learning process.
They may attempt to follow the teacher's directions exactly (and their
reason for doing so has nothing to do with learning and euerything to
do with making sure the product is acceptable to the teacher); they may
engage in continual teacher checking to assure their correctness; they
may insist on teacher uerification of all their answers euen when they
haue supported their reasoning; and many, unable to acquire teacher
approual, giue up in defeat.
Students don't like feeling helpless any more than teachers do, so
they may moue into the position of Persecutor and then the teacher
assumes the Uictim position, and thus the reactionary cycle continues.
Students may euen assume the Rescuer position if they feel sorry for
the teacher; thus they comply out of pity for their teacher rather than
out of insight into the learning. While this rotation of position
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continues, the object of the game is to maintain position on the
Triangle, and eueryone loses the chance for real learning.
tllhile the teacher and students are locked into this power struggle,
the student(s) are unable to take responsibility for their ouin learning.
They are either stuck in feeling uictimized, or are acting in rebellion
✓

(Persecutor), or are acting in compliance (Rescuer)—all of uihich are
reactions as opposed to actions. Euen the teacher is mired in reaction
rather than free to choose an action which would encourage students to
take their own responsibility for the learning. Because responsibility
inuolues self-analysis and self-regulation, rather than re-action, wheneuer people take a position on the Drama Triangle, there is no role model
for how to become responsible.

The Language of Irresponsibility

The most common and traditionally accepted modes of
communication in our society serue as the scripts for the three
positions of the Karpman Drama Triangle. These include all of the
language identified in Chapter I as judgmental. (See pp 10-11.)
The judgmental language used in the Persecutor position includes
numbers (1) Ordering, (2) Warning, (3) Moralizing, (5) Lecturing,
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(6) Judging, (8) Name-Calling, and (12) Humoring, Being Sarcastic. Each
is effective in putting the other(s) into the Uictirn role, thus creating a
pouier struggle which may manifest itself either ouertly or couertly. In
any power struggle, one is re-acting rather than taking action from
within (Sennett, 1988).
Judgmental language used in the Rescuer position includes numbers
(4) Rduising and Offering Solutions, (7) Praising, and (10) Reassuring.
Most people haue difficulty seeing these as creating communication
problems. To help others carry their own responsibility, teachers can
auoid rescuing by not attempting to solve the problem for students
(Britton, 1970; Hart, 1975; Ulhimbey, 1976,1984; UJhimbey & IDhimbey,
1975), and by not jumping in during a problem and distracting with
praise and reassurance, but rather, through using a different kind of
communication, helping the students to solve the problem themselves.
Illhile specific feedback in relation to a nonproblem-solving situation
helps students learn their own strengths, research shows that general
nonspecific praise may well foster irresponsible behavior. Several
studies have yielded evidence suggesting that high levels of teacher
praise are associated with decreased student independence (Brophy,
1981; Rowe, 1974; Stallings & Kaskowitz, 1974). The researchers
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conclude that this type of praise may be creatiny students uiho are
more dependent on doing uihat pleases the teacher than on
experimenting uiith independent ideas. The fact that Gordon (1989) has
prouided an extended discussion of praise and his reasons for
designating it as a "communication roadblock" indicates that praise is
✓

far from a simple concept.
Numbers (9) Interpreting and (11) Questioning may be used in either
Persecutor or Rescuer position, primarily depending upon one s tone of
uoice and one's feelings at the time. Asking "why" concerning student
behauior actually encourages excuse making (Glasser, 1975), and serues
to diuert the attention away from the real issue (Gordon, 1974), which is
to make a plan for future effective behauior.

Grades as a Form of Judgment

The practice of teacher judgment in the form of grades encourages
irresponsible behauiors. it has long been shown that those students
who consistently receiue low grades tend to auoid learning by
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employing uarious methods such as engaging in acting out behauior or in
withdrawing from learning situations (Child & UJhiting, 1949; Glasser,
1990).
Euen for those who do well in school, grades haue many negatiue
affects on the deuelopment of responsibility. Earning grades
encourages students to uiew their worth through others1 judgments
rather than through their own self analysis. Thus grading fosters
dependent and compliant behauiors. Grades for the better students are
often a form of praise, and as such inaduertently encourage students to
auoid risk taking behauior which often includes creatiue endeauors and
indiuidualistic thinking (Brophy, 1981; Gordon, 1989). 8s long ago as
1949 (Child & UJhiting), researchers were learning that when teachers
giue grades, the better students work for the grade rather than for
knowledge and skill deuelopment.
For all students, teacher-assigned grades serue to maintain a power
struggle between teacher and students (Kirschenbaum, Napier, & Simon,
1971). In fact, wheneuer one person takes ouer the job of judging
another's work, the potential for a power struggle is established
(Karpman, 1968). Wheneuer people engage in a power struggle,
responsible behauior becomes impossible (Sennett, 1980).
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The Language of Responsibility

Teacher use of specific interpersonal skills has been shown to effect
changes in student behauior. flspy and Roebuck (1974) in their research
summary of the work carried out by the National Consortium for
Humanizing Education, report that at the secondary leuel student gain in
self-concept, achievement, and attendance was inuersely related to the
classroom functioning variables of “Teacher criticizes or justifies
authority.... Teacher gives directions or commands” (p. 197). Going on to
discuss further studies from the NCHE, these authors cite one study
involving six hundred teachers and ten thousand students from
kindergarten through twelth grade. The students whose teachers used
facilitative language (language which expresses understanding, caring,
and genuineness), were compared with students whose teachers were
not trained in the facilitating skills. The students of the trained
teachers were found to display the following behaviors:
1. miss fewer days of school during the year
(four fewer days per child)
2. make greater gains on academic achievement
measures, including both math and reading
scores
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3. be more spontaneous and use higher leuels
of thinking
4. increase their scores on IQ tests (from
kindergarten through fifth grade)
5. make gains in creatiuitg scores from
September to May
✓

6. shorn increased scores on self-esteem
measures
7. commit fewer acts of uandalism to school
property
8. present fewer disciplinary problems
Interestingly, student benefits seemed to be cumulatiue, in that
students did better in the second year of the two year program. Ulhile
these researchers looked at positive changes obserued in students of
teachers using specific interpersonal skills in the classroom, no specific
attention to auoiding judgmental language was part of the program.
The language of nonjudgment includes what Rogers (1969) identifies
as l-messages. Gordon (1989) calls l-messages "responsibility
messages" (p.116), because, he explains, they leave the responsibility
for making changes with the other. Although he is discussing social
behavior, the use of the l-message as a responsibility message in
relation to learning behavior is equally applicable (Peterson et al.,
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1979). fls an example, note the difference between these two
statements which a teacher could use on students1 written work:
Vou are making no sense here,
or
I'm uery confused here.
In the first, the teacher has judged the writing and the students must
accept this outside criticism (often, the teacher has euen included a
rewritten uersion, thus doing the work for the student). The result of
this "correcting" is often student feelings of defensiueness and
frequently of stupidity. In the second sentence, the students must first
of all engage in some self-analysis; "UJhat haue I written here?" and,
"Did the teacher misread it?" In the case of the l-message, the
students are set up to analyze, make a decision, and act according to
that decision.
One particular study compared the effects of l-messages with the
effects of punishment. The results showed that both methods changed
the students' behaulor, but with students receiving punishment rather
than l-messages, the desired behauior did not continue, whereas with
the students desciplined with l-messages the desired behaviors
continued indefinitely (Parke, 1969). The significance of this finding is
certainly strong support for the efficacy of l-messages, and when
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compared with the preuiously cited findings from studies on grading and
the relationship of grades to student motivation, is stronger still.
The current and widespread premise that education is the act of
covering material, that learning results from being told, and that
intelligence is knowing answers (Cohen and Spillane, 1992) encourages
irresponsible student learning behavior. IDhen teachers give answers,
do the explaining for the students, and respond to answers with "right"
or "wrong," the teacher is taking the role of Rescuer, and the students
are learning that knowledge comes from the teacher rather than from a
process of building meaning within oneself (Piaget, 1973). The result is
a situation in which most students have no confidence in their own
ability to solve problems, and consequently, they do not dare take the
responsiblity for their own ideas.
Not only are students afraid to take responsibility for their own
learning, but also they do not know how to do it. In helping students
learn to take their own learning responsibility, the teacher's use of the
paraphrase has been found to be particularly effective (Gordon, 1974;
Hart, 1975; Sizer, 1984; Rogers 1969, 1983). Repeating what students
have said is in effect holding up a mirror for them to see their own
thinking. When a teacher mirrors exactly what students say—even the
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mistakes—the students frequently become auiare of their own errors
and make their own corrections (Feurerstein, 1979), thus adding one
more experience to help them gain the self confidence to become
independent learners.
Teacher use of appropriate questions (as defined on pp. 13-14) to
✓

lead students through a thinking process is another language technique
which serues to teach students how to take learning responsibility.
These questions can direct students toward acquiring information and
can help guide students through a process of making meaning of the
information. The use of these questions instead of the traditional
explanations keeps the learning responsibility with the student. Sizer
(1984) calls this method of teaching "coaching." Teaching in this manner
prouides a road map for students who are practicing learning processes,
and it prouides a method for the students to do the learning for themselues (Britton, 1970; Feurerstein, 1979; Piaget, 1973; Rogers,1969,1983;
LUhimbey & UJhimbey, 1975).
Three major bodies of research literature strongly relate to this
study: research on both teacher and counselor use of interpersonal
skills, research on the learning process (including that research on the
writing process), and research on grading. Although none of these deal
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directly with the use of nonjudgmental language as an instructional
strategy, ail lend strong encouragement to the belief that nonjudg¬
mental teacher behauior will promote student responsibility for
learning.
Further, Karpman's work prouides a theoretical framework which
delineates some broad guidelines for teacher behauior in creating a
nonjudgmental learning enuironment designed to encourage student
responsibility.
Finally, although not reuiewed within Chapter II, there is a case
study qualitatiue research tradition for doing case studies in education.
The primary resources which guided the deuelopment of methods for
recording and analyzing the data as presented in the next chapter were
Bogdan and Biklin (1986), Lincoln and Guba (1985), and Merriam (1988).
Citations are included at appropriate places within the Chapter III
discussion.
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CHAPTER 111
METHOD
Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methods used for
*

gathering data and the process emploged for data analgsis. Specifically,
the first section of this chapter describes the student participants, horn
they were selected, their school and classroom environment, the
teacher, and the data collection methods. The plan for this first section
was informed by a pilot investigation (Appendix A) carried out at the
study site during the 1992-93 academic year. The second section of this
chapter describes the data reduction and analysis process and
procedures employed for establishing trustworthiness.

Participants
The School site
I used the four-year high school in which I was teaching. It is part
of a school district consisting of two towns, one of which includes an
island from which students are transported to the mainland daily. These
towns are located just outside a Northeastern coastal city and have a
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combined population of 9,000. Families are employed in business, the
skilled trades, the professions, and in lobstering and fishing.
The high school has a comprehensiue four-year curriculum accredited
by the Neui England Association of Schools and Colleges. The academic
program consists of a system uiithln mhlch some subjects are numbered
according to difficulty while others haue no designations and are open
to all students. For the most part, students make their own choices of
courses uiithin the range of requirements.
The student body numbers 505, of which 2% are nonwhite. The
dropout rate during the past fiue years has remained at less than 1%
per year, and of those who haue graduated during the past si» years,
between 50% and 60% haue gone on to four-year colleges, while a
further 7% and 17% haue gone to community colleges and uocational
training.
Although this school district is essentially white, and the majority
are middle to upper middle socioeconomic class, there is wide cultural
diuersity in the sending communities. In addition to the official district
member towns, two rural towns pay tuition in order to enroll their high
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school population in this district. Many families of these students earn
their lining primarily from subsistence farming, woodcutting, and
welfare.

The Class
I used one of my own classes, a Sophomore (grade ten) leuel
1-2 English class consisting of 19 students. The course of study for all
classes was determined by the teachers in the English Department and
was the same for all sophomores designated as leuel 1-2. R description
of the process used to achieue modified heterogeneous sophomore
English classes may be found in RppendiK R. The course consisted of
written and oral communication skills, uocabulary, grammar, reading of
selected pieces of literature, and writing a research paper. Rll
sophomore English classes met fiue days a week and continued for one
school year.

The Students
The original 19 students consisted of nine females and ten males.
First one male and then one female student transferred, leauing 17
students who completed the full academic year of the study. Rll of
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them expressed their plans to go on to further study beyond high
school. None of the students mas repeating English IB.
During the first six weeks of the course, I gathered data
concerning all of the students in the class. Rt the six-meek mark I
chose three students mho seemed at that time to present the most
interesting differences from one another, as mell as tmo additional
students for back-ups, as the subjects for the deuelopment of
individual case studies. The determination of mhat constitutes
"interesting differences" mas made in relation to the students'
approaches to their mork and their responses to the nonjudgmental
teaching strategy employed. For reasons mhich become euident in
Chapter Ul, I decided to use one of the tmo back-up students to become
an additional case study, and data concerning him first appear in the
section reporting euents of the second quarter. I continued throughout
the year to document the actiuities of the class in general terms, but
progressively focused intensive data gathering on the case study
students.
Ulithin this framemork, I chose one student mho mas a high achiever
and mho mas compliant in response to the nonjudgmental strategy, a
second student mho mas experiencing mhat I believed at that time to
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be the greatest difficulty with achieuement and with the teaching
strategy, a third student who seemed at that time to be interesting for
other reasons which became apparent during the first siu weeks, and a
fourth student who, during the latter part of the first quarter,
developed seuere difficulties with the teaching strategy. The original
case study student whom 1 chose based on his difficulties with the
strategy, seemed by the half year, to be euperiencing those difficulties
from causes other than problems with the teaching strategy. For that
reason, during the third quarter, I concentrated my obseruations on the
case study student chosen as a backup.

The Selection
In deciding which of my two sophomore classes would be the subject
for this study, I met with the Guidance Director and together we
planned a nonteaching block of time to follow one of my sophomore
classes. The purpose was to allow time for immediate attention to
recording notes and obseruations concerning the participants.
The students1 placement in a sophomore class was based on the
following scheduling conditions:
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1. They had not previously applied for admission
and been accepted into an honors Enylish class,
a special education class, or a level three
learning difficulties class.
2. Euery effort is made to fulfill each
student's preselected choice of subjects.
3. Euery effort is made to maintain an equal
number of students in each tenth grade
English class.

The next step uias to notify each family by letter (Appendix C) and
then to conference with each student and his or her family to explain
the program and discuss concerns they raised. The principal and the
Guidance Department mere uery supportiue and aduised me that in the
euent any family member objected to the proposed plan, I mas to ask
them to try the program for six meeks and then to reconsider. If
anyone strongly objected to this plan, then that student mould be
changed to another English class. Ulhen a student and family agreed to
participate, I asked them to sign the consent forms (Appendix D and
Appendix E).
I submitted a mini-grant proposal (as I also did mith the pilot study)
to the school district's Incentiue Grant Committee to cover the cost of
my time involved in composing and sending letters to announce the
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plan, making follow-up telephone calls to schedule conferences, and
conducting a conference with each familg during the summer. Although
I had been awarded the grant moneg for the pilot studg, I did not
receiue it for the study itself.

Length of Studg
I carried on the data collection throughout the first three quarters of
the school year. Based upon my past experiences in using the strategy
of nonjudgmental language, I had obserued a turning point to occur in
March. My informal obseruations haue shown that by this time, most of
the students increase the frequency and consistency of their
responsible behauiors. Accordingly, I terminated formal data collection
at the end of the third quarter which was the third week of April.
During the fourth quarter, I began the data analysis and continued to
monitor the four case studies. At the end of the fourth quarter, I
engaged in a closing interview with three of the case study students as
well as all of the other class members.
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Researcher fls Participant
Although action research is by its uery nature particularly
susceptible to researcher bias, it has long been promoted as the
strongest means for classroom teachers to come to understand a
particular situation (Carr & Kemmis, 1986). Rs my ouin experience is
strongly grounded in counseling, I am further auiare that my research
observations—what I include, uihat I omit, and houi I analyze the
data—are but one reality for my classroom and for each of the case
studies. Because the strategy I used uiith regard to student uiork is one
uihich I have already used for almost tuio decades, I am particularly
cognizant of the fact that I am strongly biased touiard the positive
effects of teacher use of nonjudgmental language. In my efforts
toward creating credibility, I used several sources of data collection
and several means of monitoring my own actions and decisions in data
collection and data analysis. Further, I have included in Appendix F a
description of my own teaching history as well as an examination of
those personal areas of belief about teaching and student learning that
might present particular risks of operating outside my awareness.
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Data Collection

The sources of data were the following:

Indiuidual Student Folders for Each Class Member
The folders contained
1. the course outcomes for each quarter,
2. all dated written work as defined in Chapter I
and on which were my written feedback for
each piece,
3. all edited and updated uersions of student
written work along with mg written feedback,
4. ang student written responses to me in relation
to their work,
5. the Progress Report letters which each student
wrote to parents at least once a quarter,
6. each weekly self-assessment sheet (Appendix G),
7. team work assessment sheets (Rppendix H).

The folders were maintained for each student throughout the study.
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Audiotapes
In an effort to desensitize the participants with regard to the
audiotaping of classes, I audiotaped euery class during the course of
the study. Of the class audiotapes, those which I transcribed were the
following:

1. That portion of each class during which I
returned student written work has become
a part of the permanent database. The
purpose was to record student questions
and concerns about their returned written
work and my responses.
2. During each quarter, three class discussions
were audiotaped and became part of the
database. The purpose of these audiotapes
was to record teacher-student interaction
within the classroom. This prouided another
means of documenting teacher use of
judgmental and nonjudgmental language.
3. No-lose problem soluing sessions (Gordon,
1974), some held spontaneously and some
planned. In both euents, such recorded
sessions became a part of the database.
R description of no-lose problem soluing
may be found in Rppendix I.

In addition to class audiotapes, the indiuidual conferences during
which each student in the class and I engaged in assessment of that
student's work in the course was audiotaped. These taped sessions
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were held during the last two weeks of each quarter. Any additional
student/teacher conferences which took place for uarious reasons
during the study were also taped.
During the second and third quarters, I taped additional conferences
with each of the case study students. One conference was held during
the fourth week of each quarter, and additional ones were held
according to individual need.
All tapes were stored for future reference, and particular ones haue
been transcribed. Those tapes from each of the three quarters which
were transcribed uerbatim include three class discussions (a total of
nine), all classroom recorded sections during which written work was
being returned, any particularly relevant portions from the end of the
quarter individual conferences, and four complete case study individual
conferences midquarter of the second and third quarters (a total of six).
Rll of the written transcripts became a part of the database.

Teacher's Rank Book
This contains a record of each student's attendance, lateness to
class, punctuality of assignments, and consistency in bringing source
materials to class.
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Class Euent Log
This log contains a brief description of each day's actiuities and
periodic teacher observation of student behaviors during group and
individual class work. It also contains a record of student questions,
comments, and concerns relevant to the case study questions. Included
within brackets are my own commentary and questions. Uihen a student
behavior was of particular interest, I included it in that student's
individual event log (see description below). The first six weeks of
observation notes in the Class Event Log were the primary source for
determining the three original students for individual study. The class
event log was maintained throughout the study.

Student Event Log
This log was kept during the first six weeks for each individual
student. Entries were made for 3 to 5 students each day on a rotating
basis and for any additional students as events required. This log
contains highlights of student behaviors, weekly descriptive
observations of the student at work in class, notations I made
concerning teacher/student conferences, telephone conversations,
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parent/teacher/student conferences, and any other data deemed to be
noteworthy as the study continued.
These loys also were used in determining the initial three students
for indiuidual case studies. Rt that point—six weeks into the first
school quarter—the student euent log was subsequently kept only for
the three indiuidual case studies, as well as for two additional students,
one of which was added as another case study.

Teacher Befllctiue Log
This log contains

1.

my reflectiue notations in relation to what
was happening, my expectations, my reactions,
and my deueloping ideas;

2.

a record of deueloping hypotheses and
questions useful to follow up and/or
discuss with my committee;

3.

a record of my frustrations and anxieties,
actions I took in particular situations,
and descriptions of what I obserued to be outcomes
of those actions.
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Peer Dcbricfcr Log
To help in establishing trustworthiness, I had planned to employ a
peer debriefer to read and discuss with me selected portions of the
recorded data, to serue as deuil's aduocate as I analyzed the data and
made decisions in the course of the study. The peer debriefer's job was
to ask difficult questions about my application of the teaching strategy
in class, the collection of data, the ongoing analysis of data, and the
interplay of those with my expectations and beliefs. Because the
chosen peer debriefer was unable to fully play the required role, beyond
occasional class obseruations, a limited uersion of the debriefing work
was carried out by my committee chairman. No log, howeuer, was
maintained for this work.

Method Log
This log was used to record all procedural, methodological and design
decisions made in the course of the study as well as a record of all
steps taken to maintain trustworthiness.
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Data Reduction and Analysis
The data analysis occurred concurrently with the data collection
(Bogdan & Biklan, 1986; Locke, Spirduso, & Silverman, 1993; Merriam,
1988). Analysis for both Question I and Question II inuolued ongoing
examination of the data sources. Each of the selected audiotapes (as
described on p. 45) was transcribed. These transcripts and the Logs
(Class Euent, Student Euent, Peer Debriefer, and Teacher Reflectiue),
were examined on an ongoing basis In order to identify units of
behauior which were coded and recorded in a Start List of Codes (Miles
& Huberman, 1984). Initial identification and coding was deriued from
the theoretical framework of the Karpman Triangle and from
experiences with the pilot study. Others emerged and became more
clearly defined as the study proceeded.
Each unit was identified with the appropriate code written in the
margin of the texts. These coded units were sorted into appropriate
categories which were consistently examined and updated in order to
discouer emerging themes and patterns (Bogdan & Biklan, 1986;
Merriam, 1988; Miles & Huberman, 1984)..
The human element is contained within the descriptive accounts
(Merriam, 1988), and these data sources provided rich detail with which
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to understand the meaning of student behauiors. This is most clearly
evidenced within the case study accounts. Conference and fieldnote
data reueal the dynamics of personal pressures which underlie
seemingly irresponsible choices, fl clear and complete record of all
students' work and class Interactions proved vital to understanding
their responses to the teaching strategy.

Management of Data Collection
The following is a list of procedures used to manage data collection:

1.

In order to circumvent loss of one of the
data sources, I made a copy of each
student's written assignment before re¬
turning it to the student's folder. Both
event logs and the reflective log were
stored on computer disks with backup
copies stored at another location.

2.

If a student and I did not initially come to
consensus on a grade, we first exhausted
all creative plans established in the guide¬
lines of the class rules. If we remained in
disagreement, we asked a third party to
conference with us together and then to
assess and evaluate the work. UJe
had the prior agreement (as contained
within the parent and the student consent
form) that we would abide by the decision
of this impartial third party.
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3.

Because the pilot study class experienced a
great deal of anxiety in relation to grading
themselues and to being "guinea pigs," as
they stated it, I anticipated that this discom¬
fort would be the case again. Ulhen these
feelings surfaced within the group, I
engaged them in no-lose group problem¬
solving. I anticipated that my involuement
of the students in this problem-soluing might
result in interesting changes in the study
plan itself, fill audiotapes of such incidents
were included in the database.

4.

Tape recording in a class often produces
initial participant anxiety. In an effort to
lessen this anxiety, I audiotaped all
classes.

5.

In order to take accurate and complete
fieldnotes, I anticipated a need for a great
amount of time; therefore, I chose the sopho¬
more class which was followed by a free block of
time. I also contracted to teach part time
during the course of the study.

6.

Parent anxiety can become a major issue
when student anxiety is present. For this
reason teacher-parent communication is
uery important. Simultaneously, most
adolescent students prefer to exclude
their parents. This combination of needs
can create problems for the teacher who
would remain faithful to the student while
respecting the parents' needs. Based on
my past experience, I planned to inuolue the
student first in all problem soluing situa¬
tions and to contact parents only after
consultation with the student. Euen then,
I attempted to haue the parent contact be
initiated by the student. In nearly euery
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instance, I made parent contact only when
the student refused to do so and in my
judgment parent communication was necessary.

Establishing Trustworthiness
Since this is a qualitatiue action research case study and one in
which I am both the investigator and a participant, it is imperative to
include procedures designed to increase the trustworthiness of the
study. In order to accomplish this, I employed several procedures.

Prolonged Engagement (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) insures researcher time
to establish rapport with the subjects as well as to discover changing
patterns that emerge over the course of implementation of a strategy.
This investigation was conducted over the course of 7 months (131
school days).

Triangulation is the use of multiple methods of data collection (Merriam,
1988) and enables the researcher to compare findings from one data
source with findings from other data sources. I have data of several
different kinds available to me. First of all, although the peer debriefer
did not participate as originally planned, my committee chairman did fill
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the role of confronting my perceptions. Second, there are the students'
understandings as uoiced in class and in conferences and my ouin
recorded interpretations. Third, and finally, there is the record of houi I
actually implemented the teaching strategy (both at whole class and at
indiuidual leuels, as well as in oral and written modes) juxtaposed
within the agenda specified in the original research plan.

CHAPTER IU
INTRODUCTION TO THE RESULTS
Review of the Purpose

fls I introduced the students to a pedagogical agenda uery
different from that of their previous experiences, me carried out the
English 10 curriculum for the period of one school year. The agenda, as
described in Chapter II, included tuio major areas: (1) inviting the
students to share in decision making as well as in evaluating their own
work, and (2) using nonjudgmental language. The questions used to
guide the study were as follows:

1.

Over the course of a school year, do high school
tenth graders in a modified heterogeneously
grouped English class demonstrate an increasing
responsibility for their own learning process
when the teacher eliminates judgment on student
work, and each quarterly grade report is derived
through ongoing student/teacher comparison of
student work to course objectives?
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2.

lUhat are the inherent problems in the use of the
strategy and how do teacher and students respond
to the strategy ouer the course of the study?

The Curriculum

The sophomore curriculum included the reading and study of 4 major
literary pieces—Lord of the Flies. Our Town. Macbeth. The flduentures of
Huck Finn—as well as a short story unit and a poetry unit. Each of
these readings included at least two writing assignments. Rnother
major task of the tenth grade curriculum was a research project which
culminated in the writing of a 6 - 8 page (typed) research paper.
Additional requirements included communication skills, vocabulary, and
grammar. Students were expected to engage in a minimum of one
outside reading project during three of the four grading quarters. Each
quarter I gaue students a list of expected outcomes and explained that
in their work to meet the outcomes, I encouraged them to edit their
papers and retake tests as often as they chose. In both mid-quarter
and end-quarter individual conferences, each student and I examined
the student's progress and chose a number grade to symbolize the
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student's work in meeting the outcomes. The end-of-quarter grade
was recorded on each report card.

The Students

The 19 original students—9 females and 10 males—ranging in age
from 15 to 17, comprised the class up until the six week mark when one
male student left the school district. The remaining 18 students (see
Table 4.1), worked together until the half-gear point when one female
student decided to change to another English class. 011 students were
white, English speaking, and middle or lower middle class (see Chapter
III, pp. 37 -38 for social economic indicators);

all students, as well

as their parents, expressed the expectation that theg would go on to
some kind of further education upon high school graduation.

The Initial Meeting

The students and I first met during the spring preceding the
students' sophomore gear. "Step-up Dag," as it is termed, is a dag for
students to attend their next year's classes, meet their teachers, learn
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Table 4.1
The Students

Name

Gender

Completed year

Rmy*

Female

Ves

Ves

Beth

Female

Transferred after 2 quarters

No

Bill

Male

Ves

No

Bobby Ann

Female

Ves

No

Charles

Male

Ves

No

Faith

Female

Ves

No

Garth

Male

Ves

Ves

James

Male

Ves

Ves

Johanna

Female

Ves

No

Jon

Male

Ves

No

•lay

Male

Transferred after 6 weeks

No

Kara

Female

Ves

No

Mark

Male

Ves

No

Morrey

Male

Ves

No

Case Study

Continued, next page
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Table 4.1, continued

Name

Gender

Rita

Female

Ves

No

Ruth

Female

Ves

No

Sam

Male

Ves

Ves

Samantha

Female

Ves

No

Ted

Male

Ves

No

Completed year

♦nil names are pseudonyms.
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Case Study

the course expectations, and be giuen their summer assignments uihich
mould be due the first day of school in the fall. Because our time uias
short, I did not inform them about the plans for the present study. That
discussion mas accomplished during the summer conferences.
During the initial meeting in the summer conferences, I described
the class processes and informed the parents and students that this
study mas to be my dissertation. All parents and students expressed
interest in the program, and all but one parent expressed enthusiasm.
That mother stated her concern that mithout grades, her son might not
be motivated to mork. Without exception, all of the originally assigned
students made the decision to participate.

Organization of Results

The first question for this study asks mhether progress in student
development of responsibility may be achieved through practice and
familiarity mith the teaching format, thus the passage of time is an
important consideration. For this reason I have chosen to organize the
results into chronological sections mithin the grading quarters of the
school year.
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The first quarter consisted of nine weeks and the others of 10
weeks each. Although intensiue study of the entire class ended with
the close of the third quarter, I did continue to monitor the class, as
well as the three case study students chosen at the siu weeks point of
the course, and I included points of import from the last quarter as well
as information from the final grading conferences.
UJithin each of the first three quarters, I haue organized the
discussion according to the two research questions, a decision which
naturally led me to the participants and the problems. For this reason,
I haue used the following subtopics within each section: The Class, The
Case Study Students, The Teacher, Salient Problems, and Student
Responsibility. I also haue included a short final subsection entitled,
The Quarter's Final Grades, and present there any points of interest
concerning the joint student/teacher decision about the grade placed
on the official school record and the rank card.
The initial 16 days seemed to constitute a time of major adjustment
for the students and as such became an orientation period for all of us.
For this reason, before relating the euents of the three quarters, it is
appropriate to begin by introducing some of the major components of
the classroom dynamics which became apparent as the class got under
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may. All of the detail reported mithin the folloming chapters mas
eHtracted from my daily class log, the audio tapes of each day's class,
and teacher-student conferences.
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CHAPTER U
RESULTS: THE FIRST 16 DRVS
The Honeymoon

In the fall, the first day of school started with the collection of the
summer assignment. All except one male student turned it in. Wanting
to begin with a more personal touch than merely taking a roll call, I
began by playing with matching student names to their faces and was
quite unsuccessful for the most part. I asked them to help challenge
me on this learning task by sitting at a different desk each day. They
laughed and agreed.
Turning attention to the summer reading, I began with what would
be our usual class working format whether we were in small groups or
together as one large group sitting in the circle. I wrote on the board
both an academic and a social skills objective for the day's class work.
I explained that for this work, they would pair up with the person next
to them, and accomplish the task. Then I briefly defined the social skill
of "l-messages," and gaue examples.
Rs they worked together, I walked around and listened. The boy
who didn't turn in the summer assignment beckoned to me, and I
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walked ouer to him and his partner. Nl didn't read the book so I can't
do that/' he said pointing to the academic objectiue. I responded that
I uias uery sorry he had not read the book, commented on horn much I
had enjoyed it, and, to conuey the idea that I expected the boy's
partner to discuss the topic anymay, asked his partner his ideas
concerning the academic objectiue. The tmo boys started to discuss
together, and I continued malking around to the other pairs.
Euen as early as the end of the first class session, I mas beginning to
select my three case study students, fls described in Chapter III, one
of these case study students mas to be chosen on the basis of
experiencing the most difficulty mith the program. On this first day of
school, James, the boy mithout his summer assignment, became a
possible candidate.
During the next seueral days, I introduced cooperatiue learning and
large group discussion, explaining that mhen me morked in these
groups, there mould almays be 2 objectiues: (1) an academic objectiue,
and (2) a social skills objectiue. To initiate the social skills concept, I
introduced the one rule I include in each of my classes—"Shorn
consideration to self and others"—by brainstorming mhat the behauior
associated mith the rule sounds like and looks like. This list of
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behauiors, as well as the communication skills I introduced throughout
the year, became the source of the social skills objectiues. The
academic objectiue would be taken from the assignment we were doing
at a giuen time. UJe then continued with the study of the summer
reading by diuiding into two groups, each of which took one-half of the
academic objectiue. I further explained the cooperatiue learning rule
that once the group task began, each group could turn to me for only
one question during that day's time, fill other concerns were to be
addressed and solued within the group.
During the next two days while they worked to complete the
academic objectiue, I listened, made notes of misunderstandings,
important points brought out in groups, and successful social skills used
by indiuiduals. fit the end of each day's group work, I read examples of
successful social skills behauior I had seen and heard during these first
group experiences. I did not identify students by name because I
wanted to auoid possible embarrassment. Some of the skills I heard
and mentioned were the following:

1.

Asking for ideas from other group members;
“Mark, what do you think about that idea?"
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2.

Asking for consensus; "Does eueryone agree
uie should include that in the notes?"

3.

Responding to comments—"Va" and "I thought
that too."

Rs I read, I heard indiuiduals identifying themselues by commenting,
"That mas me," and "What'da ya know, she heard that."
While they marked, I mas able to obserue mhich students brought
materials, mho initiated the discussion, mho responded to others, mho
interrupted, mho uolunteered to research additional information, mho
immediately turned to me for help or mho turned to their peers, mho
sat quietly looking for information on their omn, mho mere talking
together on an off-task topic, mho brought them back into the group
task, and mho sat quietly maiting. By the end of day three, I still had
not learned eueryone's name, but I had learned a great deal about each
of these people.
When the tmo groups had completed their task, the class formed one
circle and the reporters from each group gaue their group's information
as a mini-lecture to the other group. I explained that they mould find
this information necessary to their further mork and suggested that
note-taking mould ensure they had the information auailable.
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Before beginning the group sharing of information, I encouraged
listeners to ask questions uiheneuer theg wanted and inuited euergone
to feel free to add information. I explained that this was their
discussion, no raising of hands was necessarg—just discuss the topic
"as if you were sitting around in your liuing room." (B few giggled at
this.) I reminded them of the behauiors we had listed for "showing
consideration to seif and others," asking them to use those behauiors.
I stressed that they should talk to one another and include me only to
the extent that I was another member of the group.
During the sharing, I helped to organize the information they were
sharing by using nonjudgmental language. I occasionally paraphrased,
summarized, and asked questions. UJhen I heard incorrect information,
I responded with an I Statement such as, "I had a different under¬
standing about that." Discussion between myself and the person would
ensue, and in two instances, we both consulted the text to clarify the
facts. On this first day's experience with open discussion, other than
the group reporters, the students sat quietly and wrote in their
notebooks.
The following day, I asked for closure on the large group discussion.
Seueral people asked questions directed to me. I turned each question
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ouer to the appropriate group and each was answered by a student.
Then they took time, at my suggestion, to write additional notes. In
walking around the room, I noted that some had paragraphs of notes
while others had a sentence. I suggested all choose another person
they did not know well, and compare their notes so that eueryone could
haue many notes on the topic. I brought closure to this session by
telling them these notes were important to their growing under¬
standing of the nouel as well as to their upcoming writing about the
nouel. I encouraged additional questions, reminding them to ask one
another rather than me. They did so, and a few added more information
to their notebook's literature section.
On the last day of the first week, the students wrote their first selfassessment and action plan (RppendiH G). (During the first quarter, the
students wrote a self-assessment each Friday; then I wrote feedback
on each, and returned them on Monday.) The major concern on this
first assessment, as expressed by 9 students, was a desire to
participate more in the class discussions:

I'll get more inuolued in class discussions.
I'll try to look right at the speaker so my mind
doesn't wander.
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I'm going to participate more.
I mould like to mork on talking out in class and
sharing my ideas.
I mill try to do the class discussion more.
I mould like to contribute more in class.
To uoice my concern, opinions, and questions ....
I mill speak more.
I'll ask questions if I am not sure of something.

Rt this point the class had grasped the concept that group participation
mas to be a ualued skill.
The second most commonly mentioned concern, as brought up by
three students, Inuolued note-taking. Tmo commented as folloms:

I plan to mork on improuing my note-taking.
I mould like to be able to take better notes.

The third, a transfer student from an ail-girls' parochial school, had
found no reason to take notes. She mrote the folloming, "Since me did
not really haue any major lectures, discussions, or notes, I don't knom
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what areas I want to work on." fl fourth student felt there had been

uery little work: "IDe haue not had uery much to do that I am able to
reflect on."
These two students who belieued there had been no significant
information about which to take notes were giuing out important
warning signals which I recognized from my preuious experience with
the teaching format. This initial student reaction to information which
is gathered and dispersed by students rather than by the teacher is to
belieue that nothing has been done. The honeymoon period was ouer.

Resistance to the Non Judgmental Language

In class (day 5), students counted off to diuide into groups of three
for peer editing of their first writing assignment. The social skill
objectiue, as written on the board, was to respond to the other
students' papers by using nonjudgmental language and, particularly,
the l-message.
Concern with how to talk without judging another's work ensued.
Beth questioned how she could respond if she disliked another student's
paper, fls we talked, she said she had been confused and thought the
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directions uiere for "eye-contact." Rita wanted to know "How can I
improue if no one tells me what's wrong with my paragraph?" I
assured the students that if they found errors, it would be helpful to
tell a person their obseruation in the form of a question such as, "Isn't
this word spelled differently?" or in the form of an l-message, "I
belieue this word is spelled_H
Mark was still uncomfortable, "I don't mean to be rude or anything,
but aren't we just wasting time if I can't tell anybody what to do to
make their paper better?" Rnd seueral students questioned, "UJhat do I
say if I can't giue my opinion?" Perhaps the most difficult comment for
them to giue up was, "That was good, a good paper." My suggestion to
"Describe the specific things you like in the paper." was met with, "He
knows what I mean by 'good.'"
The discussion continued. Based on my preuious experience in
teaching nonjudgmental language, I had anticipated their concerns and
had a handout ready. Before class, I had created a list of
nonjudgmental comments from which they could choose appropriate
responses. (For nonjudgmental language, see Chapter 11, pp. 12-14.) I
waited until this point to giue it to them. Only when they were asking
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questions, mere they ready to use the list. I explained that these
comments mere examples of mhat they mould see and hear in my
feedback to them.

Students' First Decision

-

y

.

-

■ ■

..

Illhen students had completed their first peer editiny session, I
suggested they haue a final draft for the next day. Ruth spoke up
immediately, "I don't think anyone is ready to complete it for
tomorrom." I responded that I mas glad she spoke up, and requested
that since this mas their class and their learning, I encouraged all the
students to ask for mhat they needed. Ruth made the obseruation
that, "llie aren't used to making our omn decisions, but I'll try to do
that." Seueral students nodded in agreement, and me continued by
making a unanimous decision that the paper mould be due in tmo days
rather than my original suggestion of one day . I later learned that this
type of decision making by the students created potentially damaging
circumstances for many. (Recause the resulting situation is of such
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import to the teaching format, it mill be discussed in the subsection
section dealing mith salient problems uihich occurred in the first
quarter.)

Teachers Work

The first uieek had passed and the first mriting assignment mas due.
So far I had arranged the classmork according to the folloming format:

1. The teacher had giuen no lectures from
mhich students took notes.
2. The information students mere to mrite
domn as notes, had come primarily from
their omn and their peers1 reading,
research and sharing.
3. Assignment deadlines had been decided
through consensus from the class.
4. The teacher mas responding to their
questions by directing the questions
back to the class and by asking more
questions.
5. The teacher had engaged the class in a
brainstorming actiuity to determine mhat
characteristics create quality in para¬
graphs and essays.
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During the week as the students worked in pairs, groups, and as a
whole class, I had listened as they talked, and by using appropriate
nonjudgmental language, had called attention to any inaccurate
information presented, pointed out possible discrepancies in their
information, asked questions, clarified information, and summarized.
I encouraged student participation by asking direct questions of
individuals and also by frequently requesting that a particular student
clarify his or her understanding of a point, or to summarize a bit of
information. I had skimmed their notes, often asking questions in an
effort to direct thinking. Finally, I had provided only small amounts of
information, none of it in the traditional lecture format.
Illith the advent of this first writing assignment, the whole class
asked me to tell them what I expected on the paper. They did not trust
that what they had listed would be the same as the teacher's
standards. I suggested I make a copy for everyone of our
"Characteristics for Quality UJriting" (I had contributed two or three
characteristics) brainstormed list. I commented that they could then
use it to edit their writing. They agreed.
Qn the sixth day, I introduced the next project in our study of Lord
of the Flies and gave a mini-lecture (no longer than 20 minutes) on
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ways to recognize symbols in literature. They took notes. Then they
began a literary symbols project by drawing out of a hat one of four
topics I had chosen. Then, based upon matching their topics, the
students formed groups. The next step inuolued the students in making
a work plan, deciding when each group presentation would be due, and
deciding when each indiuidual writing assignment would be due.

Early Student Concerns

Students Not Learning Enough
The second week of school began with the first student request for
transfer out of the class. Kara, who had written in her self-assessment
that we hadn't had "any major lectures, notes...," put in a request with
the guidance department to change to "a more challenging class." I
decided a parent-student-teacher conference was appropriate and
asked Kara to stop after class so we could talk for a minute. She did
not do so, and we were unsuccessful in arranging a conference for
seueral days.
On day 7, the assistant principal greeted me with the information
that Ruth had asked her if she could drop this English class. She was
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concerned that others weren't taking the class as seriously as she and
she uias worried about what would happen.

Students Expressing Insecurity In Group Work
During the small group work process, students expressed many
concerns. Ruth asked what to do "if some people in the group don't do
their part?" Rmy came up after the first day of the group project and
expressed her concern that her group "didn't take the assignment
seriously and didn't decide who would do what."
Rs the groups worked ouer a period of seueral days, the most
commonly repeated question to me as I walked about listening to their
process was, "Just what do you want in this project?" Each time I
turned the solution-making back to the student and the group,
frequently taking fine to ten minutes to sit with a group and help the
members brainstorm ways of addressing a particular concern or of
soluing a problem. The following excerpt was a typical example. The
group consisted of three students, and just preuious to this excerpt,
they had asked me what I wanted on the work they were doing. I sat
down with them:
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Teacher:

First of all, would someone explain your
understanding of what you're doing in
the group; what is your group academic
objectiue? (It was written on the board,
but 1 wanted it in their words.)

Student:

Make a list of things Ralph does and says
to show he fits the symbolic meaning of
Number 1.

Teacher:

Is that eueryone s understanding? (The
other two nodjThere are seueral ways to
gather this information. Can you think of
a way to start?

Student:

Just list what each of us remembers
from the book?

I do not respond, but instead look questioningly at the other two. One
responds:
Student:

Va, but how do we know we'ue gotten
examples from the whole book like you
said we had to?

Teacher:

Anyone haue any ideas on how to solue
that?

Silence about 30 seconds
Student:

Do uie haue to reread the whole book?

Silence again
Student:

Well, we could just skim it, but that's
still a lot of work.

Student:

How many examples do we need?
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Teacher:

UJell, your indiuidual academic objective
is to uirite one paragraph, so houi many
examples do you need to make your topic
sentence belieuable?

Student:

I don't knoui. Horn many do you uiant?

Teacher:

If you mere reading a topic sentence that
said "Ralph displays the symbolic meaning
of the number 1," horn many examples
mould you, as reader, need to become con¬
vinced this mas true?

Student:

I don't knom. My last year's teacher said
at least one example for each topic
sentence.

Teacher:

UJould one example convince you?

Silence for about 30 seconds
Student:

UJell I guess more mould be better.

Teacher:

And mould it make your point even stronger
to have examples from the beginning, the
middle and the end of the novel?

Student:

I guess so. UJould one from each part be
enough?

I again say nothing and turn to the other tmo.
Student:

Horn about if me each take a part of the
book tonight, and come into class tomorrom
mith a fern examples from our section?
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They all agreed to this plan, and again the next day asked me horn many
of their examples to use in their individual paragraphs. The students
continued to struggle uiith their need to knoui uihat the teacher
wanted.
The process for teaching the students how to work through these
kinds of problems, as opposed to the teacher's doing it for them, I had
learned, requires time and repeated opportunity for students to
practice with teacher guidance and feedback. The student concerns
with this process, and ultimately, some parent concerns, haue such
broad significance, I will include a complete discussion within the
analysis of salient problems subsection.

The Class Contract

On the seuenth day, the class started the no-lose problem soluing
process by beginning to create their contract. The first concern they
discussed was a way to evaluate their papers. "Since we're not being
graded, how will we know what we got?" Morry asked. Ted suggested
"a point system of some kind." Beth and Ruth added that whatever
they decided, it shouldn't be anything "too different." Ruth stressed
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the need "to go gradually" into something new. Beth agreed,
emphasizing this point as "uery important." Faith mentioned the
importance of fairness, and seueral echoed her concern. Ben suggested
a type of point system which would add points instead of taking them
away. Seueral students mentioned the importance of "getting credit
for trying." Effort and fairness became the focal point of the
discussion:

Ulell, if you spend a lot of time on an
assignment, you should get a good grade
on it.
If you do all the assignments, that shows
you're trying, and you should get at least
an fl or a B.
... the more you do, the more you learn.
If you spend a lot of time on something, it
isn't fair if you don't get a good grade on it.

I wanted to direct their considerations to the topic of quality, so I
pointed out that they were discussing quantity and asked if quality
were important. No one responded. The students continued to discuss
quantity, returning to the idea of a point system to keep track of it.
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fl few minutes later, I decided to try again to direct them to the
topic of quality, and I asked, "Should we include quality in our
discussion?" Again no one registered this concept; the next speaker
continued the group discussion by bringing up the importance of
attitude.
The next day, the contract discussion continued. I started this
session with a summary of ideas presented up to this point, and again
brought up quality. One student responded by saying, "Then I think we
should get into our contract that if there are weaknesses,...then you
haue to make a significant effort to improue." The students'
preoccupation with effort, and fairness are of such import that I haue
addressed these issues within the subsection, Salient Problems.
Through continued discussion the students reached three decisions
by the end of this second day's contract work. First of all they decided
they could not make a contract, because they didn't yet know enough
about what to put into one. Instead, they decided on a "pre-contract."
Next, they agreed that the first item to be included was a prouision for
indiuidual conferencing with the teacher, especially when written work
was returned, because "this will help us know where to start." Third,
they agreed that "To earn an 'A', students must turn in all major
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assignments,11 and they defined major assignments as "things that
couer days rather than one night." Ruth asked me to write a
description of an "R" student from a teacher's perspectiue. Seueral
others echoed her request and I agreed.
In addition to reaching consensus on the aboue items, they
unanimously agreed to make changes gradually and to include
concrete things in their contract. They also generated a list of ideas to
consider for their newt session:

1. Turn in all but one homework.
2. Turn in all but two homeworks.
3. Haue a point system of some kind.
4. Make a scale for homework/euerything.
5. Make a point system that adds up points
for what you do.

Ted ended this second contract session with a suggestion that the newt
day's planned group work be put off one day in order to allow a whole
class period for discussing the return of their first writing assignment.
Rll agreed.
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fls I haue found to be the usual case, there are students who do not
express themselues in front of the class, and this seemed to be true for
Bobby Ann. After class, she lingered to tell me she thought attitude
was important. Ulhen I suggested she bring that point up in the next
discussion, she laughed and said she felt uncomfortable bringing it up
because she didn't want to be put down. She went on to explain that
she had felt put down a few times, "mostly in other classes, but some
in here too."
As Ted had requested, we scheduled the entire class of day 9 for
discussion concerning the return of the first writing assignment, which
was one paragraph. I allowed time for students to examine my
feedback on their paper and then I walked around to each indiuidual
and asked what I could clarify. Ten students asked me a direct
question about my feedback on their paper; most questions were in
regard to use of support for the topic sentence. A few students made
the decision to rewrite the paragraph and return the new draft on
Monday. No one asked what the grade would be if the paper were
graded, and no students placed a grade on their returned work.
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Disillusionment

Eight school days into the program and tuio students uianted to
transfer; three others, I belieued, mere hauing some kind of difficulty
mith the program (all females); tuio had turned in most of the uiork
late; and one had turned in no assignments (these three all males). My
class log indicates the following potentially problematic situations:

So far, Kara (the first student to request
transfer), her mom, and I had not been
able to find a common time at which to
meet, and each day Kara's facial
expression and body language conueyed
only anger.

Beth, as well as Ruth, was adament about
the need to make changes gradually, and
I had observed that Beth frequently
experienced misunderstandings similar to
her thinking "eye contact" when I had
been talking about "l-messages."
Bobby Rnn was not participating in the
decision making and being angry that
her concerns were not brought out by
others
flmy, a student who had not yet spoken
in class, came in each day during the
lunch break preceding the class and en¬
gaged me in conuersation about both her
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class related ideas and her personal
interests. Each day she expressed strong
discomfort with the taping equipment. I
sensed she wanted to talk about some¬
thing particular and that making a con¬
ference time for us to talk was important.
Garth, another quiet student who smiled
a lot, was turning his assignments in late
each time.
Sam, whose mother had been hesitant
about his taking a nongraded class, was
beginning to be late with his work. I
had an additional concern about Sam.
His facial expression was very serious
and often I had observed a puzzled
expression, yet whenever I asked him if
I could clarify something, he responded
with a staccato, "Everything's fine; fine,
everything's fine." Usually this was
accompanied with a sort of horizontal
waving of his hand.
James, of the no summer assignment,
had turned in none of the assignments.

Counting Ruth, the second student to request transfer to another
English class, a little more than one-third of the class members were
experiencing difficulties. From past experience I knew there were
others who were keeping their feelings masked for now.
Knowing the discomfort level, I felt frustrated with what I saw as
the students' need for instant gratification. I did not, however, feel
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discouraged because I had anticipated this deuelopment based upon my
preuious years1 experience uiith the process. By this time I did
recognize a great need for one-on-one time uiith the students.

The Student and Teacher
Need For Qne-on-One Time
1
*'

■

'

*

/

■

■

Finding the time to conference individually mas a primary need. My
schedule for this particular year of research and concurrent teaching,
had been arranged so that all four of my classes met in the morning—
thus leaving afternoons open to provide one-on-one student/teacher
time. In addition, because I uias employed on a part-time status, I had
none of the regularly assigned teacher duties. Even mith all these
unusual advantages, the students and I experienced difficulties finding
sufficient time in common to meet our needs for one-on-one
conferencing, and I sam a groining need to meet individually mith each
student before the midterm conference mhich had been scheduled into
the study. (I mas also continuing my search for the three students I
mould eventually choose for my case studies.)
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On the tenth day of school, during a 20 minute lunch break, Ruth and
I arranged a meeting to discuss her request to transfer. She expressed
seueral concerns:

I'm worried we'll go through all this and it'll
be a waste.
My father uses 1-messages, and I hate it....
I feel put-down...it's like saying, 'there, there,
it'll be all right.'
Some of the kids aren't doing their work.
Ule need to go gradually. Uie jumped in with
too much responsibility in the beginning.

She went on to tell me that her friend Beth had the same concerns.
I listened as she talked, paraphrasing and clarifying her comments.
I told her that most students feel uncomfortable in the beginning. I
suggested the three of us meet, and she agreed. Beth had been absent,
so we decided to wait until she returned before scheduling time for us
to talk together.
Her concerns had told me she was feeling ouerwhelmed and
extremely anxious about the whole process. My experience told me I
would need to keep in close contact with her in order to prouide the
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support she needed while deueloping enough knowledge and experience
with both the program and me to dare trying to trust her own
judgment.
On the same day, after school, I met with flmy whom I had sensed
wanted to talk with me. Since the first day, flmy had come into the
classroom at the beginning of her lunch and dropped off her hooks.
Each time she would ask me a question about what she needed to bring
for a book or what we would be doing in class. Frequently she would
tell me something about her personal life and we would haue a
conuersation. When I suggested we schedule a time to meet together,
she responded that she needed to talk with me about her essay.
Before the bell to end school had stopped ringing, flmy came into the
room with light dancing steps. She was smiling, and I had the
impression she was feeling uery happy. I left the topic up to her, and
she started the conuersation by talking about some personal issues she
was presently hauing. fls she spoke, her expression took on a look I
had neuer seen in her face—deep anger.
We continued to talk casually. She told me about her pets—rabbits
and fish—her three week summer camp experience which she loued,
her art work, and some of her feelings about her parents separation. I
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listened, responding by paraphrasing uihat I mas hearing her feelings to
be. She confirmed that these mere her feelings, fls me ended our
conference, I asked if she manted to schedule another meeting to
discuss her essay. She maued her hand in the air and said, "Oh that.
I'ue got that all figured out."
There mere a number of other potential problems. First of all, I mas
morried about James and I relayed my feelings to him at the beginning
of class on day 11. His initial response mas to ask mhy, but then,
almost immediately, he told me he mas morried too. That afternoon, I
found his first assignment, a paragraph, in my faculty mailbox. The
next day, he asked if I had found his paragraph and told me he didn't
think he could find six paragraphs for his present assignment mhich
mas to mrite an essay. IlJe made an appointment to mork on this
together.
Simultaneously, I discouered an inuisible student in the class. Garth
mas so quiet, I frequently did not euen notice him. My concern mas
that he mould disappear from my amareness, and to preuent this from
happening, I needed time to talk mith him one-on-one.
Seueral students had been absent for uarying lengths of time. One
had been out mith mononucleosis for seueral days. Each needed to
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meet with me to discuss the makeup, and there was not enough time
between classes. With difficulty we did schedule time together after
school.
Meanwhile, Beth, Ruth and I were still attempting to schedule a
conference together, and on two occassions Beth experienced
confusion about the time, thereby missing the conference. By now I
recognized that Beth expressed confusion frequently. In addition she
often was absent. Quer the first 15 days she had sporadically missed 5
classes. I also noted that Ruth had asked for postponements on each
assignment up to that point. I was puzzled because I had found her
writing skills to be well deueloped. I wanted to know more about her
need for time.

The Teacher and the Drama Triangle

The most difficult problem for me as the teacher was to stay out of
the Karman Drama Triangle (Figure 2.1, p 22). I found my feelings
carrying me toward the position of Persecutor in some instances and
Rescuer in others. For example, when I learned Kara wanted to change
English classes because she felt she wasn't being challenged enough, I
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felt angry. My initial reaction inas a strong urge to tell her that
sufficient mork and learning mas auailable if she "cared enough to look
at it." I knem such sarcasm on my part mould create an immediate
pomer struggle—I mould be positioning myself in the position of
Persecutor as depicted on the Drama Triangle. I also knem I had to
auoid the Rescuer role. Taking the action of prouiding a solution for her
mas tempting—an action mhich could haue established a future pomerstruggle if she didn't like my solution. My taking the position of
Rescuer mould also haue furthered her attitude that motiuation comes
from the teacher rather than from herself.
I did arrange a conference mith Kara and her mother mhich took
place during the third meek of school. IJLIe discussed the situation. I
learned something uery important: the sophomore literature text mas
the same one she had used last year, and she belieued this year mould
consist of the same reading assignments she already had done.
I told Kara and her mother that all English classes had the same
curriculum and, in an effort to auoid the Drama Triangle altogether,
inuited them to mork mith me to establish alternatiue readings for
Kara. Eueryone agreed that during literature assignments Kara had
studied the preuious year, she mould read the literature that our school
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included in the Freshman curriculum. She and I mould meet for
discussion during our shared open class time uiheneuer Kara requested
a meeting—about once a meek, llle further agreed, upon Kara's
suggestion, that mheneuer the class mas beginning a grammar lesson
mhich she alreadg knem mell, she mould independentlg make a decision
to mork alone on an alternatiue lesson mhich she mould choose at the
time. This solution morked mell for us during the first half of the gear.
By day 16,1 felt that the class as a mhole mas trying to use the
decision making to get out of completing assignments on time, and I
felt they mere taking aduantage of me. The occasion mhich brought
this to my attention occurred mhen I had forgotten to mrite a due date
on the board—an action Johanna had asked me to do. After class, Ruth
asked if the essay final drafts mere due "today or tomorrom?" I
pointed to the board mhere I had mritten "due Tuesday" (meaning
today). Johanna spoke up and said, "but you didn't mrite that up there
until today, and you said yesterday you mould mrite it then, and you
didn't."
She mas right, and I found myself trying to auoid. I had purposely
tried to giue the impression the due date had been on the board all
along. I strongly manted Ruth to be held to the deadline of today
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because she had already asked for two postponements, and I was
feeling irritated by what I interpreted as her lack of planning.
Simultaneously, I was aware that Faith was standing nearby, and she
had recently made the comment in class that, "we should stick with our
set dates once we'ue agreed." I felt trapped between the two. I was
in the Triangle and in the role of Uictim.
In examining how I put myself there, I realized, that in my efforts
to encourage flexibility, I had allowed the students to make changes at
times when I needed to insist they Hue with their decisions and use the
knowledge gained from the experience to help in their succeeding
decisions. UJithout realizing it, I had taken the role of Rescuer, and this
action led directly to my feelings of being manipulated, thus being in
Uictim position.
From the initial 16 days, the major patterns haue been established
and problems haue been defined. Succeeding chapters are
chronologically arranged according to three grading quarters. UJithin
each chapter, I begin with the subsection which tells the story of the
class and subsequently moue on to the preuiously listed subsections of
the case studies, the teacher, the analysis of salient problems, student
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responsibility, and quarter grades. For Quarter I, this information
includes euents from day 17 to the end of the first quarter (day 56).
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CHAPTER UI
RESULTS: THE FIRST QUARTER
The Story of the Class

By day 17, the students had worked individually to read a novel, to
write parayraphs as well as an essay, and to read and respond to an
ariticle on communication skills. They had worked in small groups to
research, to plan a class presentation, to peer edit their work, and in
each instance, to learn and practice interpersonal communication skills.
They had worked together in the whole class group to present
information, to discuss and question, to take notes, create a "pre¬
contract," and throughout all, to learn and practice interpersonal
communication skills and creative problem solving skills. Upon their
request, each time I had returned a paper to them, we took class time
for questions and clarification, and there had been little concern
expressed about grades on these assignments. The groups had started
their presentations on the symbol topics each had picked from the hat.
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Students Taking Notes
Today (day 17) the last group would present and lead a discussion on
the symbols their group had presented.

Each time students had

presented information, I encouraged the others to take notes, and as
this group presented, I noticed that, euen though I had again suggested
the need for taking notes, uery few students were doing so. flt a
particular point, I mentioned that eueryone would need a certain piece
of information just brought up by the presenting group. Then eueryone
started opening notebooks and writing. I told them again (I had
brought this up on seueral preuious days), I was uery concerned about
the lack of notes being taking, and I again made mention that this
important information would be needed when we studied other pieces
of literature, (fl week later, when I examined the notebooks, I found 6
students had taken notes on all presentations, 2 students had taken no
notes, and the others had taken some notes.)

Students Participating in Class Discussions
Rs this last presentation ended, the room was quiet, without
response to the speakers. I encouraged audience participation with
questions and comments, and a slow start turned into a liuely
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discussion. A minute before the bell rang, I read the names of all those
uiho participated; someone added the names of the presenting groups'
members, and I heard Rmy comment, "1 finally talked.1'
UJhen the bell rang, students continued talking, and Bobby Rnn, still
not bringing ideas up during class, stayed to talk further to me about
her idea on Christian symbols. She associated the fire at the end of the
nouel uiith the fire "which will end the world." Mark, whom I knew,
from last year's study hall to be an auid reader, stayed to comment
with his uninhibited enthusiasm, "some of this (symbols) has to be
coincidence. This guy didn't plan all this out!" I just smiled and said,
"Interesting, isn't it."

Students Feeling Anxiety About Their Grades
The plan for the next day was to begin discussing a Poe short story,
but before we euen began, Ruth asked a question about how grading
would be done. A little discussion followed which reuealed seueral
different uisions of how grading would be accomplished. Ruth said, "I
know we're not getting graded by you, but I thought we were going to
grade our own papers." Morry's idea was, "It's no big deal because you
basically know if you're doing good or bad." Johanna softly indicated
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that she was feeling anxious about not knowing how she was doing.
Simultaneous murmurings around the room indicated that mang were
sharing her anxietg about grades.
I was completelg taken aback and thought, "UJhere did this topic
come from? UJe'ue taken time for discussion during each returned
assignment and nobody has asked questions about grades!" Meanwhile
I was feeling strong pressure to begin the new assignment. Because
we had taken the time for returned work, this class was falling behind
my other sophomore class. I stood there, struggling with my
frustration at being held back by students who hadn't been paying
attention (my immediate intrepretation), with my thwarted need to
moue on with the curriculum, and with my knowledge that what was
going on here was of major importance.
They hadn't been asking questions; they hadn't been grading their
papers; and they were now feeling anxiety.

I put my initial concerns

aside; discussion ensued; no one mentioned our hauing solued this
problem previously; and we agreed, that students who wanted to grade
their own paper could do so, that we would take class time for
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questions uihen papers were returned, and anyone could follow up with
a teacher conference. Rt the end of class, Mark commented, "We get
off the topic in here."
Because our next few days had already been planned, I suggested
we reschedule the Poe discussion for the following Wednesday.
Eueryone concurred, and I immediately wrote the new date into my
plan book (to model this behauior) while suggesting eueryone else do
the same. The next day being Friday, the class worked on the self
assessments, and then we discussed the outside reading assignment
for which I handed out a list of choices.

Students Eualuating Their First Major Writing
Monday, October 4 (day 28) was an interesting day. I returned the
first major writing assignment—the essays with my feedback on them.
Rs we had done on preuious occasions and decided anew, we deuoted
the entire class to my mouing from indiuidual to indiuidual in order to
clarify and answer questions. In the beginning as I returned the paper,
and without conscious thought, I announced that had these papers been
graded, some of them would haue earned a failing grade. My comment
slipped out before I had a chance to stop it, and in retrospect, I think
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my intent uias that I manted the students to examine these papers
more fully than rnhat I had obserued them do mith the preuious
writings. Despite my good intentions, I had just uiolated a fundamental
rule of the class—the teacher remains nonjudgmental and students are
responsible for their omn evaluations.
Just as I gaue my judgment, I noticed Charlie moan and put his head
domn on his arms. Interestingly enough though, mhen I arriued at his
seat, he had placed a grade of UCH on the paper. I had definitely seen
this paper as an F, and I belieue he may haue initially done so himself.
I scheduled an appointment for us to conference.
Sam had evaluated his rnork as "C-" and manted to knom if I agreed.
I referred him to the list of characteristics for quality mork, called his
attention to the characteristic of including support for topic sentences,
and then pointed out my comment mritten beside each paragraph—a
question mhich in each case asked mhere the support mas. He then
noted, "I guess I didn't use any examples or quotes or anything." LUhen
I agreed, he asked if the paper mould be a failure. I ansmered him in
the affirmative to mhich he responded mith rnhat I thought mas a most
disappointed tone, "I thought so."
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Ben's paper had seueral incomplete sentences. I had written on it
that I would be glad to help him learn the punctuation if he would set
up an appointment with me. He asked if a paper with incomplete
sentences and incorrect punctuation could be an fl or a B. I told him I
didn't see that as honor work because I thought attention to details
was most important. He said he agreed and asked how he could make
sure he did not haue this type of error again. I suggested a proof
reader—either a peer, or me if he could get the paper to me a few days
in aduance of the due date.
fls I approached Ted, he said he had no questions, and I noticed he
had put his paper in his notebook. I asked if I could clarify anything for
him, to which he responded that he hadn't yet read my comments but
he would and then get back to me. His paper consisted of three body
paragraphs and the minimum requirement was for five body
paragraphs.
Jon had put a "C" on his paper—a paper which contained no support
of any kind for his topic sentences. After we examined the criteria
sheet, he still stuck by his original eualuation. I told him I disagreed,
and he asked me how I would evaluate it. Because I thought he was
not seeing the importance of support for his points, I decided to
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respond by giuing him information, "The more support a person
provides, the stronger the argument." He looked doum at his paper a
minute and then said, "I don't haue any support." I didn't say anything,
and a moment of silence ensued. Then he said, "Is this paper an 'F'
then?" I said, "1 think so." Then he asked if uie could meet and he
could find out houi to improue it so he could edit and return it. llle
made an appointment.
flmy had written nothing on her paper, and urged me to tell her what
I thought the grade would be. I had been impressed with the skill level
as well as the original insight into her topic, and was surprised to find
her reluctant to evaluate what I saw as an obvious fl+ paper. I turned
the question back to her, asking what she thought. She answered that
she didn't have "a clue.”
I asked her what my feedback meant to her, pointing out one
sentence I wrote, "I'm fully convinced by the many specific examples
you include for each topic sentence." She responded she guessed that
meant I liked her paper. I asked if my comment gave her any
information about how to create a strong argument. She replied she
guessed the way was to use lots of examples. "Did you do that?" I
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asked. "Yes, but uihat mould the grade be?" she continued, and uie
ment on in this roundabout manner.
Finally I said, "It sounds like you're feeling uery uncom¬
fortable about rating your paper as an fl." She laughed aloud,
eucfaiming, "yes!" The conversation ended. Here uias a most skilled
mriter and thinker, perhaps the most skilled in this class, and she found
declaration of her self assessment to be impossible; possibly she
actually found self assessment impossible.
fls I moued on, I found seueral students mho recognized their mork
as being of high quality. Johanna, mho had mritten an fl on her paper,
uery quickly cited my comments concerning her support for her topic
sentences as mell as her accurate grammatical and punctuation usage
as reasons for giuing her paper this honor grade. Faith, Kara, and Rita
all supported their honor evaluations of their mork by citing specific
comments I had made on their papers, and mentioning examples of
things that must be successful because I "hadn't said anything." fln
example Rita gave mas that her sentences must all be complete
because I had not said there mas a problem. Mark mrote an "R-" on his
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paper, saying he "kept going back and forth betuieen R- and B+." Then
he wanted to know what I thought. I told him I agreed with his
decision.
Bobby Rnn expressed satisfaction with all but three paragraphs and
told me her plan was to edit the paper and return it for more feedback.
Ruth asked no questions, and scheduled a conference to eualuate her
paper with me; Garth also requested to meet with me to discuss his
essay. Samantha and Horry said they were "fine, no questions." Beth,
hauing been absent so many times, was still working on her essay.
James had not turned one in.
Rlthough I had not planned to inform them of my opinion as far as a
grade was concerned, I did so in some indiuidual instances. I made this
decision because I belieue these particular students, for uarious
reasons, were not ready to make the final eualuation for themselues.
Rn option I considered was to wait until the following week's mid¬
quarter conferences in which we would eualuate their work together;
howeuer, I was concerned that if I said nothing, they would interpret
nonresponse as agreement.
In each case, I gaue my eualuation only after we had compared the
paper to the characteristics of quality work. Ulhen the students had
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held their first contract discussion, their statements indicated a strong
belief that they interpreted time spent and amount done as the criteria
for earning a good grade (see page 80). Perhaps by emphasizing the
characteristics that create quality, I could gradually lead them to think
in terms of quality characteristics rather than in terms of time spent
and amount done.
My conclusion concerning their reactions to their returned uiork was
that they felt relatiuely positive even in light of problem papers. I
obserued satisfaction in many and delight in three students. I saw no
anger as a result of any eualuation. I did observe in some people ivhat
I believe to be disappointment.

Several planned to edit and submit a

new draft.

Students lllriting Their Self-Assessments
Each Friday, the class had taken time to review the work done to
that point and look through their folders to evaluate their progress.
Each student then responded to topics on the Self-Rssessment Sheet
and created an "Action Plan." During each weekend, I wrote individual
feedback and returned the assessments on Monday. I quickly realized
the time involvement for both the students and myself was impossible;
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we were deuoting an entire class each week and thus falling euen
further behind with the specified curriculum. Rlthough, with practice,
we were able to shorten the class time to about 15 minutes and then
the students would complete the sheet outside of class, I found mg
own weekend time spent reading and writing feedback totaled almost
two hours. Then I would spend more time during the week for those
who addressed my feedback and returned their assessments, flt mid¬
quarter I suggested we cut these down to euery two weeks, and at the
beginning of quarter II, we cut them down to one a month.
I belieue the self assessments were particularly helpful in two
ways. First of all I came to a deeper understanding of what the
students belieued was an Action Plan; in other words, how they uiewed
the process of improving their work. The first seueral Action Plans
consisted of such general statements as, "I plan to work harder." and
"I will put in more effort." The uagueness of these statements
reminded me of their ideas that effort means one spends a lot of time,
and spending a lot of time means one should get a good grade. To help
them take responsibility for working harder, I wanted to help them
plan specific actions they would undertake.
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UJith this purpose, my feedback consisted of such questions as
"UJhat specific things mill you do to uiork harder or put in more effort?11
Answering my question proued difficult for most. The first responses
were still rather uague, "I'll spend more time on my writing." Then I
would respond with "How much time and how often during the week?"
and "When you haue written something, who do you plan to giue it to
for feedback?" Helping them to write their plan in specific terms, I
hoped, would help them toward an understanding of the specifics that
create quality work, which in turn results in a good grade. The second
benefit of this activity was that most of the students did begin to write
more specific action plans, and, perhaps at least in part as a result of
this activity, they began to talk about their writing in specific terms.

Students Writing Progress Reports to Their Parents
By October 6, we were at the true half way point of the first
quarter, and I asked the students to write their own progress reports
to their parents—which I would read and then add some of my own
comments. The students, of course, wrote them with the same
vagueness and generality they were using in their self assessments,
and many of those having difficulties glossed over the problems.
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Charlie, who had consistently receiued the feedback that "I found no
support" for what he said in his writing and that I was "deeply
concerned because he was not editing any of his work," wrote the
following to his mother:

I think I am doing alright in English. I haue
gotta all my work done with the exception
of a little lateness...So pretty much ouerall
I am doing pretty good.

Sam, in his progress report, listed what we had been doing and his likes
and dislikes about the course. He did not include his progress at all.
Jon included his success areas and omitted his less than successful
areas, coming to the conclusion he was aueraging about a "B.“
I decided to write detailed letters to each parent and student
together, and I had three reasons for doing so. First of all, I knew the
parents were a little more anxious than usual because their children
were participating in this study; therefore, I wanted to inform them of
specifics concerning their child's work. My second reason was to
clarify for some students just where they did stand in their progress.
Charlie, Sam, Ted, Jon, and Kara wrote progress reports indicating they
thought they were doing much better than they actually were, and I
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wanted them to see my assessment before we met to decide together
on a grade. My third reason was to prouide each student with a model
of how to be specific.
Again, I found time to be a major issue for me; the entire project
took 12 hours. Through my reuiew of student work, I learned
inualuable information about each indiuidual's skill leuel and
accomplishments—information which I know made me a better teacher
for these students. I could not, howeuer, denote this much time again,
and I made the decision that for subsequent quarters, I would merely
add a few comments to those of each student.
The scheduled mid-quarter conferences consisted of our examining
the students' and my progress report letters. The major difference in
our assessments was that the students concentrated on quantity,
telling their parents how much work they had done. My letter also
mentioned the quantity and, in addition, I discussed the quality of the
work and made mention of successful skill areas and in many cases,
mentioned skills they needed to practice.
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Eueryone Bogged Down
The rescheduled day (day 22) for the Poe discussion arriued, but I
almost aborted the possibility of hauing a discussion. Euen though I
had not planned to do so, I began the talking, and I did not stop, fls I
presented my agenda by giuing notes, writing important information on
the board, asking questions—instead of hauing giuen the students an
academic objectiue and guiding them as they carried It out—I obserued
James drawing an elaborate portrait of another student, Kara and Rita
writing notes to each other, Charlie examining the ceiling, Worry and
Ted engaging in mini-conuersations, and a few others traueling in their
minds. By my calculations, only two people were actually with me.
I stopped. Almost immediately I realized I had been pushing,
following my own pace because I felt pressure to moue on with the
curriculum. I was again into the Drama Triangle because I was doing
more than one-half of the work. I started in the Rescue position and
was mouing into Uictim position while simultaneously leaning toward
Persecutor position. Rll of this was occuring as I obserued so few
students working with me. I had euen opened my mouth to giue a
reprimand about not paying attention, when I caught myself. I
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stopped, described what I was obseruing, and turned the decision
making ouer to the students bg asking them how they wanted to
accomplish this work.
Suddenly eueryone was engaged with me, and they started talking:
"I'm bored with the topic of symbols." "This is frustrating because
there's not a right or wrong answer." "Can we do something else?"
Together we decided to complete this story and make a change by
starting the study of grammar. Then we would return to the literature.
This exchange was followed by many questions about the Poe story,
both students and myself responding, and we carried on a literature
conversation for 15 minutes.
The next few days were deuoted to grammar work. Fiue students
said they knew all the grammar: Worry, Kara, Rita, Jon, James, and Ted.
Three said they knew none of the grammar: Johanna, Ruth, and Beth.
The rest said they were somewhere between.
Day 27 and I returned their notebooks with my feedback and walked
about the room to address concerns. When I asked Charlie if he had
questions, he said, "No, I saw where you wrote 'disappointed1 and I
didn't read any more." Charlie was showing me a pattern of auoidance
of anything unpleasant. James had been the only student who did not
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turn in his notebook. I told him I did not receiue his; he said nothing;
and he left it when the bell rang. I had been noticing that lately James1
attention had been off task, and during the past few dags, he had been
sporadically withdrawn. I wondered if his mood were related to what I
had said in the progress report because I had written: "...were the
grades to come out (now), he would not haue earned a passing mark."
After the notebooks were returned, I wrote the academic objectiue
for the whole class discussion on the board: "Together, list fiue to ten
things you see as symbols within the story. Be sure to support your
ideas with examples from the short story." (They had this assignment
ouer the weekend, so I enuisioned this to be a reading off of items
from their home-work.) I asked Jon to start us out on our discussion of
the short story read for today. He declined. I asked Amy and she
declined. I asked another student and he too declined. Seueral people
laughingly asked Garth to begin. He just smiled. I asked what was
happening, and immediately Mark began with a comment about the
story. The discussion continued with only a few people inuolued.
I attempted to relate the story to something 1 saw as releuant to
them and a few more people joined in the conuersation. I noticed Ted,
Morry, and Charlie on the other side of the circle inuolued in their own
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conversation. I asked them to join the discussion of the large group,
uihereupon Ted said he didn't see the connection between what I was
saging and the story. Morry agreed and said the same thing he had
said one other time, "IDe get off the topic in here. " fl little discussion
about getting off the topic ensued. Ulhat I learned was that many
belieued when we talked about topics related to the story rather than
just the story itself, we were off the topic.
I noticed several literature books remained uncovered which meant
I would collect them from those students until they brought in a cover
for their book. I wondered if the students would come back to get
them if there were no assignment in them. I took books from Kara,
Rita, Jon, and Charles.

Students Experiencing Confusion
During the October 22 (day 32) class meeting to update the
"precontract,” feelings of confusion erupted: Morry started
immediately by requesting we have “definite due dates for
assignments." Mark continued by instructing me, "Just be sure you
give it (assignments) to us before the bell, like it turned out you
usually—it's the end of the period." (My class log revealed that all
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except one assignment had been giuen during the first 15 minutes of
each class.) Ruth added her feelings, "...it just gets chaotic." Then,
Beth made the obseruation, "It gets better when we do it in the
beginning." Mark continued, "It's just like, when we haue discussions,
(he is referring to the class deciding on the dag a paper is due), it gets
uague 'cause this class goes from one topic to another and it gets, just
gets uague."
I had expected confusion, but the extent to which it existed,
stunned me. I listened to the class tapes and learned that indeed, I
was carrying out the planned format. The interesting and important
point, howeuer, is that the students' perceptions were that the
assignments were being giuen at the last minute and that uery little
was clear. Their reality was that euerything was confusing.
fls we continued our contract discussion, euen more confusion
euidenced itself, and with it came anger and blame—especially directed
toward me. I asked them to look at the precontract still in the form
they had thus far created (and I had printed and giuen to them at the
time they first did it). I also asked them to examine the "Qualities of
an 'R' Student From a Teacher's Perspectiue" which they had requested
from me during our first contract work.
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Uery quickly it became euident that many students thouyht I had
created the contract list. Mark read, "'fill major assignments must be
turned in on the due day to earn an honor grade."1 and he exclaimed, "I
don't think one missed assignment should keep you from getting an
honor grade!" General agreement mas strongly expressed.
James commented, "Your expectations are too high." No one spoke
out to clarify that these expectations mere their ouin. Beth addressed
me, "and this point system is just getting us back to grades, and I
thought..."
I attempted to clarify, telling them I had not created this list; that
they had done so at the last contract meeting. James then referred to
the "Qualities..." sheet, "You're saying the minimum requirement is
eueything done and everything passed in, but in my other classes...." I
again clarified, reminding them that the Qualities List mas merely the
one they had requested I giue them so that they mould knom my
concept of "fl" quality mork; that the purpose of the present discussion
mas to create a guide that mas acceptable to all of us.
The students did moue on and come to agreement concerning seueral
points for their "Guidelines Sheet" as they renamed it. If any students
knem that they themselues had created the original, they did not
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speak up, and both a uisiter, mho mas present that day, and I came to
the conclusion that most of the class belieued I had imposed the ideas
listed in the original contract.

The Case Study Students

Selecting the Students
SiH meeks into the course mas the appointed time for me to decide
on the three case studies. The decision, as delineated in Chapter III,
mas to be based on the folloming criteria: one student mho mas
exhibiting compliant behauior and seemed to be experiencing no
problems mlth the program, a second student mho mas experiencing
mhat I belieued to be the greatest amount of trouble mith the program,
and a third mhom I sam as "most interesting." The definition of mhat
constitutes most interesting mas left open to be defined in relation to
the student chosen.
By this six meek point, I sam seueral students mhom I belieued mere
experiencing no difficulty mith the teaching format: Morry, Mark,
Faith, Ben, Ted, and flmy. Because I sam flmy as the most compliant as
mell as the most skilled out of this group, I chose her.
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flmy: Case Study #1
flmy appeared to haue no problems with the program. She had
written in her progress report that the class was "fun" and she liked it
because it was "unusual.11 She wrote that she had one concern, "My
only concern is the grading...! don't know if I should try harder or if I'm
doing well." fls indicated in the preuious section, she did appear to
haue some genuine difficulty with assuming responsibility for
eualuating her own performance. I had found her work to be insightful
and her writing to be skillful. In fact, her work throughout the year
was most creatiue, and she euidenced aduanced writing and thinking
skills, flt one point during the second quarter, she told me she didn't
like to write about what we had discussed in class, but preferred to
write about her own original ideas.
flt 15, flmy—a tall, slender, brunnette— displayed two different
aspects to her personality. With me she was usually talkatiue and
joking, while in class she was quiet, uery seriously maintained eye
contact, and was most reluctant to speak out. From the beginning, she
came in each day and dropped off her books during the lunch break
preceding our class. Each time she would engage me in a conuersation.
Her intitial invitations to converse consisted of simply asking what she
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would need to bring for class. The second day of school she let me
know what she thought of the microphone, "I hate that thing." (This
hate relationship with the taping process would continue until the third
quarter.) On the third day of school, she offered information in relation
to the preuious day's class work. UJhen I suggested she bring her ideas
to the class, she immediately declined.
Despite Amy's aduanced skill leuel, she had almost no ability to giue
herself credit for anything. I recalled her total resistance to stating
aloud that her essay deserued an "A," or of euen stating what was of
high quality in it. She was, I learned, also a skillful artist, and, although
she brought her artwork in to show to me on two occassions, her
comments about the art were all negative ones. For some reason,
maybe her smiling face, and easily flippant remarks, I had the
impression she really did see her work (writing and art) as good, but
needed the security of an authority figure to reassure her.
During one of our conferences, I asked her if she had applied to the
honors class, and she said "no, and don't mention that to my mother
whatever you do." I pressed her for more information, and she
explained that her mother expected high grades and pressured her if
she didn't get honor grades.
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James: Case Study #2
Choosing the student mho mas experiencing the most difficulties
mas easy. Although I knem seueral students to be hauing difficulties
mith the teaching format, James mas the only student mho had not
turned in the summer assignment, had turned in only one-half of the
subsequent ones, and had expressed difficulty mith my not giuing the
ansmers, "Don't bother to ask the teacher for the ansmer. She'll just
ask you a question back." He had also commented to me, "UJe're not
used to the may you say it (feedback on papers)." Lately he had been
off task or mithdramn completely.
Blond, slight, on the short side, and quite talkatiue, James, in the
beginning, had malked into class each day smiling and talking to his
friends. In our summer conference, his mother had expressed great
pride in his abilities, telling me he had been in the gifted program until
grade 6 and that he still earned honor roll grades. She contrasted him
to the younger son mho had almays had difficulties in school. I found
James to be at ease, interacting comfortably mith us both.
By day 9, and the first student self-assessment, James had turned in
no mork but he mas an actiue participant in class discussions. He mrote
that his missed assignments mere "not applicable." I mrote a response
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saying I uias confused about this because I hadn't receiued any of the
assiynments. He didn't respond, and on day 11, mhen I had told him my
concerns, and repeated mhat I had mritten on his self-assessment, he
had finally expressed his omn concern. That afternoon he had turned in
an assiynment. By day 15, euen though me had morked together on his
essay, he had not turned it in. He neuer did.
On October 6—day 22— he asked me for a list of the mork he had not
done, "just to shorn my mother I'ue done it," he offered. Because my
concerns mere groming, I told him I manted to inuite his parents to
conference during the school-scheduled conference days, and he
agreed. He nom seemed cognizant of his progress situation because he
mrote the folloming in his progress report:

So far I hauen’t gotten off to a uery good
start, because I neuer did a fern of the
assignments...! had problems starting them,
so instead of seeking help and turning them
in, I just gaue up.

During the conference mith James and his mother, I noticed that she
discussed his history of getting good grades as if he did this for her,
"He used to bring me home all R's, but I don't expect that anymore." Her
tone sounded disappointed. She continued, "He's capable, but he's
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lazy/ James accused her of expecting him to be perfect. She conceded
that she probably had placed too much stress on high grades, but that
she didn't do that any more. Later, she said, "I'ue giuen up hoping to
get As from James."
Because I uias unclear as to whether James' difficulties mere in
relation to the learning method or to a family dynamic, I became
hesitant to choose him for the case study. I made the decision to do so
because he mas experiencing the greatest amount of distress, and I
learned this distress mas not euident in any of his other classes.

Garth: Case Study #5
The third student mas to be the most "interesting."

I had

recognized my "invisible" student during the second meek of classes,
and after the first six meeks, I still sam Garth as invisible; the
proverbial tall, dark, and handsome male, yet he disappeared from my
awareness unless I made myself concentrate on him.
Garth mas a year older than the others. He sat quietly maintaining
eye contact with whoever mas speaking and he seemed to be on task
all the time. He did not ask questions nor respond to others, yet when I
addressed questions about the literature to him, he responded with
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insight, speaking slotulg, hesitently, often modifying his statements as
he talked—the may one does uihen thinking aloud.
His assignments mere habitually late, but I found from his mriting
that he shomed a strong ability to see connections and
dram interesting conclusions. In his progress report he had mritten:

I haue had seueral problems in English. I do
not speak out loud in class, and euen though
I get my assignments done on time, I can't
remember to pass in my assignments.

When me talked about his mork, he responded to me by paraphrasing
euerything I said. I manted to learn horn this obuiously capable boy
could become inuisible to me.

The Teacher

Teacher Assessing Academic Progress
The first quarter came to a close as me continued the curriculum by
studying poetry and emphasizing the symbolism and theme. On October
28 (day 36), the class took a test on symbolism by reading a short short
story and mriting mhat they sam for symbolism and theme. Again I
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gaue nonjudgmental feedback and during our grading conferences, i
talked uiith each student about the test. The test shouied me that
euery student had a concept of ham authors use symbols in literature.
I mas satisfied mith the progress in understanding.

Teacher Feeling Anxiety
The last meek of the quarter arriued, and tensions seemed high—
both mine and the students'. LUe mere holding the grading conferences
outside of class— still juggling time to meet together. The students
mere giuing their indiuidual oral presentations on their outside reading;
eueryone had maited until the last meek euen though I had asked them
to schedule mith me throughout the quarter. During the Nouember 2
class, I heard seueral students saying "shut-up" to one another.
By the 3rd, I mas feeling as if I mere dromning in details. The
uncovered books I had taken back mere still piled under my desk.
Some students had forgotten their conference time and had therefore
missed it, mhich meant our trying to find euen more time. I knem me
mere still behind my other sophomore class, and this meighed on me.
This particular day I had asked students to bring the books they had
just finished into class so I could collect them, and mhen I started to
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do so, no one had them. I said I uias disappointed about this, and I
could hear the tension in my uoice. Rita quipped, "tile had them
yesterday." To rnhich Beth responded, "Good Job, Rita." I made a
decision to briny up sarcasm mith Beth duriny our yradiny conference,
and for nom I asked the class if I had said I mould collect them
yesterday. There seemed to be yeneral uagueness about this mith the
exception of Rita mho mas positive she mas right. I apologized for
being short mith them, and asked for commitment to bring the books
the next day.
Tensions continued, and on November 4, one day before the close of
the quarter, I observed many side conversations during the
presentations. I brought up my observation and that I had been
hearing a number of put-domns during the meek. I reiterated my
strong belief that a class room must be safe from judgments. They told
me their behavior mas "no big deal," that they had to be able to tell
each other mhen they didn't mant to hear from that person. When I
suggested there mere other mays of accomplishing this, they repeated,
"no big deal." Besides feeling overextended, I mas feeling like a failure
in relation to conveying the importance of communication skills.
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Adding euen further to my negatiue mind set uias my obseruation
that my other sophomore class mas not euidencing any of the negatiue
behauiors I mas obseruing in this class. The only format difference mas
the grading procedure. UJas the tension in here created from the
nongrading format? Was it that I mas less relaxed in this class? I mas
feeling tension from spending such a great amount of time in class on
returned papers, and mhile I sam this as an enormously productiue
experience, my tension grem in proportion to horn far behind the other
class me became. At this point I felt more like an adversary than a
supporting guide. I mas in the Drama Triangle.
The next day, mith a seuere headache, I moued myself into a
jockeying position mhich allomed me to go back and forth betmeen
Aescuer and Persecutor. I changed the lesson plan the students had
decided on, announced me mould be doing grammar, and pushed on. The
students protested, Nl thought me mere doing more presentations
today." I did not share my concerns because I mas already frustrated
mith horn much class time me had devoted to problem solving rather
than to the curriculum. Besides, I mas busy developing a pomer
struggle.
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Salient Problems

Administrator Expressing Concern
On October 28 (day 30) a completely unexpected euent had taken
place; one deriued from my previous years' work with the teaching
format of this study. My principal of four years called me into his
office and asked me if I mere folloming the English 10 curriculum.
When I assured him that I had alrnays follomed the established
curriculum, he expressed his lack of confidence in me concerning this
matter, stating in his follom-up letter to me "...a need to have
confidence that you are deliuering the curriculum as designed by the
English department..." and requesting that I "submit portfolios from
each of five key curricular components: Huck Finn. MacBeth. the Wilder
play, Lord of the Flies, and the term paper."
He informed me that ouer a four year period, seuen parents had
contacted him rnith serious concerns—a fact, he added, rnhich entitled
me to hold the highest record of complaints among all the English
teachers. The only part of this last piece of information that surprised
me mas that there had been only seuen complaints; I had alrnays been
in touch mith the fact that this method of teaching often led to
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parental concerns. I uias, however, completely shocked that my
principal was putting credence to these perceptions. My teaching
evaluations, from this principal as well as from the previous three, had
been consistently outstanding.
Two factors now greatly added to my anxieties. For the first time in
my twenty-one years as a teacher, I was experiencing lack of
confidence from my administrator, and secondly, I was concerned that
my part-time status might haue placed me in a vulnerable position for
dismissal.
I realized that, although my principal had a clear picture of my use
of cooperative learning, I had not described my teaching format to him.
I had done so with each of my previous principals, but had perhaps
developed over-confidence at this point in my teaching career, and as a
result I had overlooked a crucial ingredient in the process of changing
my classroom from the public s expectations of pedigogical format.
Presently, in our country, a great deal of public anxiety about the
school systems exists. In my own district's schools, the reaction to this
anxiety has taken the form of greater parental involvement. The
district has a highly involved volunteer program made up primarily of
parents, and a Parent Advisory Board, consisting of parents, teachers,
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and administrators, which meets once a month to discuss parental
concerns as well as to open communication between educators and
parents.

In March I joined the Parent flduisory Board, and haue taken

steps to schedule a presentation of information from this study at one
of the 1994/95 meetings.

Students Feeling Confusion
During the first quarter, a free floating anxiety permeated
euerything. I had expected initial confusion with the teaching format;
howeuer, I was surprised by the power with which it took ouer. In the
beginning, I had started creating the atmosphere for shared
responsibility by giuing the students limited choices. This format
included my offering a choice of two possible dates for completed
assignments. Before they made the final decision, I had encouraged
them to think about their plans in all their subjects and then to speak
up offering reasons that one date might be more appropriate than
another. The class would subsequently make the decision to choose one
date or the other—a process which usually took three to four minutes.
Once the due date was decided, I oriented the class by saying, "Then
eueryone is in agreement that the assignment is due on-I
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would see nodding and hear sounds of agreement and took this as
consensus. Until the October 22 contract session in which I learned
mang belieued there had been no definite due dates for assignments, I
did not know the extent of their confusion. The fact that most students
belieued I had imposed the items on the pre-contract they had
themselues brainstormed in the beginning was a major insight for me.
During the end-of-the-quarter grading conferences, I took the
opportunity to learn more concerning indiuidual confusion. Ruth, who
had been so adament in the beginning that we take euerything slowly,
assessed the confusion in the following way:

...but like the whole curriculum of the class; I
just noticed that it improued a lot and now
it's pretty good.
UJhat were you unclear about?
I don't know. I'm, not really sure. I know
that the whole thing wasn't clicking or right
or whateuer. Maybe 1 just didn't feel com¬
fortable with it yet.

Morry, who had been the first student to request that assignments
be giuen at the beginning of class, talked about his confusion
concerning editing:
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I was a little unclear of what was expected or
needed. I thought we were supposed to just
make mental notes of this (teacher feedback)...
and use those in my other writings.

Beth was stili confused and repeated that she needed specific due
dates for assignments. I asked her if there had been assignments for
which no due dates had been established. She stopped, thought for a
minute, frowning, and said, "lllhy did I think that? Oh well, no, I guess
there weren't.” Sam had a particularly difficult time with confusion
throughout the first quarter, and he perhaps summed it up for eueryone
when he said, "My conclusion for this quarter: it was uery rough and it
was kind of not what I'm used to, obuiously."

The Class Discussion Format Contributing to Confusion
fl potential problem was created by the class discussion format.
Because the students exchanged ideas and the teacher summed them
up and presented them back to the class, seueral were frustrated by
not hauing the "right answer." James, on the contract discussion day
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had stayed after class to explain to me that in other classes the
teacher "makes it easier." When I asked him horn the teacher did this,
he explained:

Well, first of all we're in rows, and the teacher
stands up in front of the class. People like raise
their hands, and she calls on someone. When
someone asks a question, the teacher answers
it. In here if you ask a question, eueryone
giues their ideas and it takes ten minutes.

During the grading conference, he continued the same opinion,
"Eueryone just giues their ideas, and you don't tell us the right
answer." Sam too expressed confusion about not knowing how to tetl
whose ideas about the literature were right, "There has to a right
answer. Dll those ideas can't be right."
In addition to experiencing the discussion format as more difficult
and confusing, some students saw it as a waste of time. Rita
commented, "Sometimes I think we just waste time. If you'd just tell
us the right answer, we could get a lot more accomplished." Bobby Ann,
still not talking to the class, but readily confiding in me, was euen more
emphatic, "We waste a lot of time, and the contract discussions are a
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total waste because all they're (the other students) trying to do is fix it
so they can get an easy 'R'."

Contented Students Saying Nothing
Those students experiencing the most difficulties with the
discussion format were also the most uocal about their difficulties.
Those students who were satisfied with the class discussion did not
state this fact, fl potential problem existed in that a public perception
that the majority were experiencing confusion and frustration could
easily haue deueloped.
During the conferences I asked each student to elaborate on their
thoughts about the class discussions. I learned that many were finding
the discussions to be a productiue learning experience. Ted, who had
spoken up on one occassion to ask me for the connection between what
I was saying and the literature topic we had started with, said that
class discussion was his best area. He loued it. Charlie, referring to
symbols discussions, expressed being dumbfounded by what he heard,
"I don't know where they get all those things as symbols. I just read
it." Ben told me, "I'm just not a participator... I really do like a
discussion class though because I get to find out what others think."
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Kara said she uias working on paying attention more and keeping track
of the agenda, that she hadn't euer had to pay attention to others in a
class until now. Ruth confided that about the third week she started
hauing trouble with people. "Ulondering what people were thinking
i

about what I was saying." Later in our talking, she said she saw her
work helped others:

Rnd I see my work like reflected in the class,
too into other people...and then that helped
other people to understand a little bit more
about the book, and ouerall it helped them
comprehend the meaning of symbols, I mean.

Rmy said she was helped by hearing what eueryone else thought. Garth
told me he liked it euen though he didn't talk much himself, "I like
hearing eueryone's ideas. It makes it more interesting."
If I had not discussed the matter with all the students, I might haue
incorrectly concluded that the majority found the format
nonproductive. Those students who were satisfied did not uoice their
satisfaction in class, did not, to my knowledge, tell their parents, nor
did their parents write letters of satisfaction to the school
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administrators (one parent offered to mrite such a letter, but did not do
so), nor did any student tell me positiue aspects except at those times I
asked.
The problem arises from the perceiued reality. Because the
negatiues mere uocalized so freely and the positiues mere unspoken,
the community perception can easily become a negatiue one.

Students Depending on the Teacher
During the October 22 contract session, the students' initial reaction
to their confusion had been anger and blame, and then they expected
me to solue the problem. Bt first, turning the problem soluing ouer to
them only resulted in their telling me horn other teachers solue these
problems for them. Ted explained that I should mrite the mhole meek's
assignments on the board like his science teacher did, and Beth,
explaining horn her math teacher organized the process, requested I do
it that may. Seueral students informed me that other teachers remind
them mhen mork is due and that I should do this also. I asked them
seueral times horn they could solue these problems before they grasped
that they could indeed solue them for themselues. The first item they
put into the Guidelines mas that homemork mould be giuen at the
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beginning of class. The second item uias that a corner of the board
mould be saued for their assignments, and mhen I declined their
request that I mrite the assignments there, they agreed to haue a
student do it, and Beth uolunteered.
Expectations that the teacher giue the "right answer" and solue
euery problem abounded, and of course, mere most prominent in their
self-evaluations. For most of the students, actually stating a grade for
themselues mas, at best, a difficult task, and for many an impossible
task. The inevitable question mas "What do you think?" The person for
mhom stating a grade— or euen recognizing positive aspects in her
mork-- seemed completely impossible mas flmy, one of my case study
students, flt the beginning of our conference, I asked her mhat she
thought about her mork; her response mas, "Vou mere really pleased
mith everything." fl fern minutes later, I asked her mhat mas good
about her mork. She said, "I don't knom. It's just like picking out
certain things and relating them. Vou like the detail." Again she placed
the evaluation on me.
In the conferences, after the student and I had examined each
assignment, listed the strengths and meaknesses shomn, and listed the
progress made, I then asked the student mhat grade mould best
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symbolize the work uie had just reuieuied. The most common response
uiasf "I don't know. LUhat do you think?"

Students Interpreting Quantity of Work as Basis of Eualuation
Although I include this issue as a problem, and initially belieued it to
be one, it is important to note that my attitude has shifted to belieuing
it is better understood as a deuelopmental issue. Because it has strong
potential for becoming problematic, howeuer, I haue included it within
this section.
The students' concern with effort became euident from the uery
beginning. On day seuen during the first class contract discussion
(page, 80), they defined trying as "time spent" and "amount done." —
some euen saw effort as planning to do the work euen if they did not
do it. A strong concern with fairness was expressed in that effort
should be rewarded with good grades, and for most, grades were seen
as a reward for trying or a punishment for not trying.
The end of the quarter conferences were particularly enlightening in
relation to this theme. I opened with the question, "How do you see
your work this quarter?"
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Of the few students who stated an honor grade in the beginning of
the conference, or who said they had done well, each used the criterion
of hauing turned in all the work:

Ulell I did all the assignments, so I figure
that's at least a B. (Horry)
Just one assignment that I passed in late...
so I mean that was just one so hopefully
I'll get a B or something. (Ben)
Cue been doing well. I'ue worked hard to
get euerything in on time...Uihen you giue
me things and they haue little marks on
them, I usually edit them. Rnd I did do the
Lord of the Flies thing about three times.
(Johanna)
I just don't do it (writing) like when you
assign something. I start it early. That
giues me some quality hopefully...probably
in the B range or so because I mean I hauen't
missed any assignments. (Rita)

Coupled with the concept that hauing done the work meant hauing
earned an honor grade, many expressed the concept that hauing tried,
euen without examples of success occurring, also meant hauing earned
an honor grade. I had heard this idea during our contract work, and for
seueral it was the central point of their end-of-quarter personal
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eualuation. Jon and I discussed the significance of his work on the
quarters major essay, an essay on which I had written next to each
paragraph, “UJhat is your support for this point?" He had met with me
to discuss the paper, planned to edit and return it, but did not do so:

I don't think you can count that paper because,
I mean, I tried, llie conferenced and you knew
I planned to rewrite. That proues I tried, so I
wouldn't giue myself below a C.

Euen when I asked Jon to show just one writing assignment for which
he had fulfilled the writing outcomes as listed on the class handout, he
responded, "I did all the work, and that shows I was trying, so I should
get at least a C."
Beth had not done all of the assignments, but, after we had looked
ouer her work, concluded, "...I don't think I'd giue myself a C 'cause I
think I really did try my uery best and that's not really auerage...so
maybe a B."
Ted, too saw effort as what would determine his grade. He had
turned in all but one assignment, and on each I had asked him what his
support for his points was. He had edited none of the work. Still, he
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concluded he had earned about a B because he had done almost all the
work, and that showed he had “put in the effort."
From their comments, I learned that trying meant doing all or most
of the work, and it meant spending time on the work: Morry said his
mother told him, "'try to work hard on editing,1 so", he continued, "I
put in a lot of time on that." Beth explained her complete frustration at
times in the past when she had spent a lot of time on an assignment
and then received only an "iffy grade," while another student "wouldn't
spend any time, just do it the night before and get an 'fl.'"
Another pattern was students' interpreting a grade as reward or
punishment. Many actually used the word "deserue" when talking
about the grade, and frequently connected deserue to effort, as Beth
did. She had "put in a lot of extra time, so I really did try. I don't think
I deserue a C. I think I deserue better than a C."
Chris used the word "punishment" in discussing his grade. He
learned that he had not done four assignments, and he said, "I don't
want to fail too badly, 'cause I want to be able to bring it up. That's
why I'd like to have a D or something...! still need to be punished, not
punished, but marked down...because it'll remind me next time to write
it."
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James, by the end of the quarter, uias still experiencing the greatest
difficulties of all. He had turned in 50% of the assignments, and on
many of them, I had asked him questions which he had not addressed.
In coming to his final eualuation, he mentioned what he belieued he
deserued:

I don't really think I deserue an F, but maybe
fairly close to that. Cause I mean I at least
attempted to do euerything. And I did try
and I didn't just say no, I'm not gonna do
this and whateuer. I at least attempted in
doing the stuff.

By "attempting to do euerything," he meant taking the time to
conference uiith me, and with me and his mother. He belieued he had
spent time; therefore he did not deserue to fail.

Teacher Needing One-On-One Time UJith Students
Finding the time to meet with and work with students mas a major
problem. In Chapter 1 (pp. 7-8), I list student behauiors which would
euidence responsibility for learning. Among those behauiors 1 include
the following:
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“seek out teacher...to respond to and interact
with the teacher in relation to the teacher's
written comments on assignments, engage in
comparison of personal progress to the course
objectiues, recognize when help is needed...
seek out appropriate assistance, engage in
personal goal setting, reuise personal goals
as appropriate, engage in additional work to
meet course and personal goals, engage in
personal creatiue learning actiuities.

Because the students were in a process of learning how to do these
actions, both they and I found a need to meet together often. They had
euen added a place within the self assessment to request a conference.
UJe experienced continual frustration in finding the common time
because the regular school day's schedule did not lend itself to such a
need.
The mid-quarter and end-quarter conferences for assessing and
eualuating student work, euen though built into the study plan, proued
difficult to schedule on the one hand, and difficult to spend sufficient
time to carry out successfully on the other hand. During the last two
weeks of the quarter, we conducted the end-quarter conferences, and
what had been scheduled as 30 minutes grew for almost all the
students into a minimum of 60 minutes. One of the major reasons the
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conferences ran so long was that they not only dealt with my helping
students recognize their strengths, weaknesses, and areas of improuement, but also in my helping the students assess and renew their action
plans.
Garth had been hauing a problem turning in his work on time, and our
grading conference is an interesting example of creating an action plan.
He talked about his organization problems:

Because when I do things, I usually like didn't
know where I put them or I forgot about them
or something like that. I didn't handle them
uery well.
I asked him if he thought this were an organization problem, and as he
continued, he reuealed a history of organization problems:

Probably because I'ue always had problems
with my organization. I'm not a uery
organized person. I try sometimes...l'ue
always lost assignments...it's not just school
things...if I'm reading a book and I'll put it
down, then I won't be able to find it for three
days...l euen misplace my wallet.
I encourage him to talk about how this makes him feel:
UJhat does it make me feel like? (pause) LUell,
it makes me feel really frustrated because I
can neuer like, I feel like I'm always, I'ue
always got something that i'ue got to worry
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about, like, oh, I'm forgetting something...
uiheneuer I haue a free moment, I'll be
thinking do I haue something I haue to be
doing right now?
Teacher:

So euen when you're free, you really don't feel
free.
Euen if I'm on my own time, I'm always
worrying that I haue something I should be
doing.

Our exploring of the problem consumed the rest of our time, and we
scheduled another meeting. He agreed to bring a plan with him and we
would examine it. Ule met again a couple of days later and I asked him
what plan he had made:

Basically I wanted to work on definitely...
writing down all my assignments in a
specific place...and when I complete them
put them in a specific place immediately,
not to say, 'well, I'll put it there later.'
Bnd not to remoue it until I passed it in.
And to remember to pass them in.
Teacher:

Where would you put the assignments?
Well, I was thinking, probably not, I was
thinking maybe not in my notebook. Hauing
a place where I put all my homework assign¬
ments for euery class, almost like a home¬
work section, but not like, like I'd haue maybe
a couple different folders for it. Bnd I would
like put, say I had English period 4. And that
would be like the 4th folder down. Then I'd
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put all my assignments in that that I had done.
And like say I haue, oh, French period fiue,
that would be my fifth folder ...and I carry that
with my euerywhere.
Teacher:

Where would you keep the folder?
Where would I keep it? Urn, I would, I was
thinking, I was gonna carry it with me...
(He continues thinking aloud). Maybe I would
put it on my desk and a specific place on my
desk. Well maybe inside like a bureau
drawer...

We continued the plan becoming as specific as possible. The
conferencing with Garth was as helpful to me as it was to Garth. I was
becoming able to see this student.
fls I conferenced with the students, and listened as they talked
about their work, I learned as much about what I needed to know to
become a more effective teacher as they did about what they needed
to know to become a stronger learner. Working with students in this
manner requires a great many chunks of common time, and finding the
time to work together, howeuer valuable, continued to be one of the
greatest problems we encountered.
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Student Responsibility for Learning

A large part of taking responsibility for one's ouin learning is
dependent upon deueloping an ability to recognize one's own strengths,
and weaknesses, as well as one's growth ouer time. Another
characteristic of responsible behauior which I include in
Chapter I is the following:

students euidence growth in responsi¬
bility for personal learning by demon¬
strating an increasing use throughout
the year...growing awareness of
successful strategies... auoids blaming
people or euents for nonaccomplish¬
ment, recognizes and freely expresses
personal successes, instances of failure
to achieue course objectiues, and en¬
gages in personal goal setting.

On their end-of-quarter self-assessments, I had asked the students
to list their strengths. Seueral students were able to identify strengths
they were euidencing. Some of these were in the form of improuements which they recognized they had made. Ted said, "I was hauing
trouble with giuing specific examples in my writing, and I think I'm
doing better with that." Johanna obserued that she had a strength in
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"using specifics to back up my thoughts and adding to class discussion."
(uihich she saw as difficult because), "I'm kind of shy sometimes."
Kara said she'd learned a lot about how to brainstorm her ideas with
webbing or a chart before beginning to write. She elaborated that
before this year, she would just begin writing. Morry expressed his
success with his writing of a particular paper, "I'm really pleased with
the quotes I used for support." He also mentioned his obseruation that
in the beginning of the year, I had commented on his papers that I lost
his argument, and now he was connecting ideas more in his writing.
Euen, Sam, who was experiencing major confusion most of the time,
recognized that, "...a major problem I had was with the specific
examples. I'm doing better now."
Another area which was euident within the self assessments was a
desire to participate more in class. By the end of the quarter,
eueryone had participated uoluntarily at least once, and more than half
of the class was participating uoluntarily on a regular basis. The
process of deueloping responsibility for learning was to be a slow,
difficult, uncertain process, at best experienced with only partial
internalization.
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The person experiencing the greatest difficultg in recognizing her
strengths uias flmy. Since the return of the first major writing, when I
had led her through an examination of her successful essay and mas
unsuccessful in hauing her state the (obuious to me) conclusion that the
paper mas "fl" quality, I had obserued no growth in her willingness to
state her strengths as she recognized them. In the grading conference,
she finally concluded, almost aloud, that she had been successful.
Helping her to this point mas not easy. I kept trying to lead her into
positiue aspects and she kept mentioning negatiue ones. When I told
her that finding details and relating them mere two important thinking
skills, she laughingly attributed her ability in using them to, "I
think...I'm partially insane."
Our grading conference continued with Rmy talking about uarious
subjects and I had the impression she mas trying to auoid hauing to
dram a conclusion stating the obuious (to me), that she had earned an
"fl" for the first quarter's work. She talked about her outside reading,
mentioning she had noticed the book began and ended with a statement
about primroses and talked on nonstop about the author's symbolic
meaning in doing this (an astute obseruation for a sophomore, I
thought). I tried again, asking her what she thought the quality of her
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work was, and she finally said it. In a whisper, I heard her say, "I think
I did, well—I think I did good."
Our discussion continued with her making a decision about the
actual grade she would giue herself. She spoke almost in staccato:

So that means I just come up with a grade
right now. (pause) I hate. This is stress.
Teacher

You'ue already patted yourself on the back a
little. Now you can do it completely.
(pause) Okay, I want an R.

Teacher.

Okay. Now I'm going to put the pressure on
you euen more. Illhat number R? I haue to
put a number on the rank card.
fl number, fl number. Let's not be too nice.
How about a 95?

Teacher:

I agree completely.

Rt this point she stood up, holding her hand out toward me, palm up:
Ves! Ves! Giue me fiue! Oh. So that's almost
towards an "R-." So I'm not being too com¬
pletely good but it is being quite good. It's
better than auerage.

Rnd she still saw the grade as coming from the teacher because she
then thanked me for the grade.
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Charles's problem uias auoidance, and he took full responsibility for
it, "I don't knom; I just put it off 'cause I didn't understand it." He
asked for help indirectly:

I should push myself, but I kind of need some¬
one to push me in a uiay? Vou knom mhat I
mean? Kind of remind me about things? See
I haue trouble, 1 haue trouble like remem¬
bering things. I mrite it domn sometimes, I
just forget to look and stuff.

He mentioned horn his coach pushed him "mithout yelling" and that he
liked that. I asked horn I could help him mithout actually taking care of
him. Then he decided that on major assignments, I should ask him to
shorn me something he has done and not just accept his saying he's
morking on it. I agreed to do this during quarter I.
Beth expressed her concern about her frustration leuel mith both
herself and other students and talked about her goal of morking on
"being more patient mith myself...! do stop to think more often and
think about alternatiue mays to do things mhere I mon't get so
frustrated." Ule talked more about the mays she mas accomplishing
this task.
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Ben's editing needs had been mainly in the area of structure, and I
had seueral times suggested me meet to discuss punctuation and other
grammar issues. He had not accepted my offers, and during the mid
quarter conference took responsibility for hauing made a decision
concerning his studies. He told me that since he mas taking an honors
biology class, he had decided to deuote most of his time to that class.
He said this meant deuoting less time to English. During the grading
conference, he told me about his action plan to be morking on
organization of his time, "Planning it out. That's the one thing that's
giuen me a lot of time that I'ue not had before is planning mhen to do
things. Like long term assignments, do a little here, a little there.
That's really mhat's helped me the most I think."

The Final First Quarter Grades

All except tmo students and I came to agreement on the grade for
the report card. The grades for each quarter are listed in Appendix J.
Jon and I and James and I disagreed uehemently. Jon, after
meeting three times, angrily agreed to take a "D" rather than consult
another English teacher as agreed in our contract that he could choose
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to do. James, with 50% of the work turned in, insisted he did not
"deserue an F," also refused to consult with another teacher, and
withdrew from discussion, flt the end of our last conference, he sat
noncommunicatiuely, scratching hard, bold lines across a sheet of
paper. He would not speak to me. On Nouemer 9, the day before my
deadline for putting on the grades, James told me he had decided to
take a failing grade rather than see a mediator.
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CHAPTER Ull
RESULTS: THE SECOND QUARTER
The Story of the Class

Nouember 8, the first day of the second quarter, started out on a
positiue note. I dreui a management model (an inuerted pyramid) on
the board and uery briefly identified it by telling the students the idea
uias to haue the workers be in charge and the manager be a consultant.
Ruth immediately saui the connection to the work me mere doing, "I
think we're doing a good job of turning the pyramid around."

Students Showing Concern About the Curriculum
I gaue the class copies of The Outcomes for the second quarter, and
me talked about them, James made the request that me not study
symbols for the rest of the year. I told him me mould be doing less
with symbolism, but that it mas a part of the sophomore curriculum.
Jon spoke up, "My friends in other English classes aren't doing as much
as me do with symbols. I asked them." Rt this point, Mark wanted to
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know if the curriculum were "written down somewhere." I assured him
it was and he could haue a copy if he liked. No one asked for a copy.

Students Not Doing Assignments
Ule studied grammar for three days, and after a long weekend for
Ueteran's Day, I gaue the new literature assignment, Our Town. I
introduced the play by telling them uery briefly that the author had
been interested in the small daily euents that make up our Hues, and
had seen these small euents as the real substance of life. I gaue a
sheet of fiue items contained in Ret I and asked them, as they read the
act, to write out their ideas concerning what they saw to be the
purpose of each item. I explained I would collect them on Friday so
that I could write feedback to them for the first discussion scheduled
for Monday's class, and during the discussion, we would use these fiue
items as the guide.
During the week in class we watched a film of Lord of the Flies,
while outside of class the students were to read and write. Friday (Day
7) they were to turn in the assignment. Four people did so: flmy, Mark,
Ben and Bobby finn. UJhen I asked for the others, the most common
response was, "I didn't know what you wanted." I pushed the film
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uieuuing back a few minutes and asked the students to ujrite an action
plan stating horn they mould do the assignment ouer the weekend, and
I collected their plans.
The following Monday as I arriued at school, Johanna and Samantha
both immediately started telling me they still couldn't do the homework
assignment. "I didn't know what to write," Johanna informed me. My
response was to remind them, "I'm your consultant, and when you're
stuck, I may be able to help you. I sure wish you had asked me last
week when the problem first came up." I told them we would be
discussing the topic in class today, and after that, if they still had
concerns, I would be glad to meet with them. After the class, Johanna
came up priuately to tell me she had waited to read the play until the
night before and then had not understood how to do the sheet. "I
always wait "til the night before," she said. I responded that maybe
now she was required to do more difficult work in school, her past
plans would no longer work. She just smiled and said, "maybe."
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Students Discussing the Literature
Because the class discussions mere for seueral students a major
source of confusion, I haue included many excerpts from the
discussions mithin this quarter II section.
UJe started a class discussion (day 8) using the fiue items of Friday s
assignment as the guide. Seueral students had offered ideas, and I
encouraged interaction by saying, "UJe haue three ideas, and I
repeated them. I like to hear you responding to each other as you talk,
so that nobody has said something that just hangs in the air."
Another student gaue a nem idea and I asked her to respond to the
preuious speaker before adding her ouin idea, and she did so. The
discussion continued: Beth gaue an idea and Ted responded, "I agree
with that. That's mhy...." UJhen Ted finished, Jon continued, "That's just
like in Lord of the Flies..." They mere in a conuersation. It mas mouing
spontaneously and those inuolued mere enthusiastic.
The discussion moued on to the topic of the author's hauing created
an entire play by using mundane daily euents. 1 commented that I
thought it interesting that this mriter mas saying these ordinary euents
are the substance and beauty of life, and yet the history courses I had
taken all dealt mith only the major euents such as mars and uoyages;
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that I had learned uery little about the daily Hues of the people. In an
effort to help them personalize the point of the play, I asked them
mhat they thought mere the important euents of life.
Seueral people spoke offering different ideas about mhat the
important euents of life mere for them and adding mhat they thought
history courses should teach. Beth said "...I'm more interested in mhat
people do in their day-to-day Hues and horn it differs from mhat it's
like nom, than mhat happened on this day and mho mon mhat territory
and like that." Mark commented he thought, "It's important to knom
about other people and I think it's more important to knom about dates
and facts." This conuersation had been going on about three minutes
mhen Jon said he mas lost:

I'm kind of lost myself, because I haue no clue
mhat me mere just talking about. I mean I do
knom mhat me mere talking about, but mhat
does it haue to do mith the play?
Beth responded:
Don't ask because I don't mant to get started
again. I don't haue a clue as to mhy me mere
hauing that discussion.
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Eueryone started talking at once, and I asked to hear one person at a
time. Ted responded, " I think the whole play's about specific little
isolated euents that don't haue much to do with..." Jon cut him off, "I
was just saying that it's a play and not history." Faith continued:

What the play is about is lots of little things
that make up people's Hues. It's about euents
that make up real life and it's the little things
that become a part of day-to-day. Eating
breakfast...

The room quieted down and became silent. I asked Jon if he were
clearer about the point of our preuious discussion and he said he was
clear about why we were talking about euents of euery day life, but "I
don't understand why we're talking about history." I explained the
connection to the fourth question which asked for ideas concerning the
purpose of the play, and explained we were in the process of exploring
those ideas. The bell rang, and I asked Beth to see me a minute so I
could check her understanding of why our discussion concerned the
topics it did. She said she understood now and dashed away.
Nouember 23 (day 9) and I gaue them my suggestion for the next
amount of reading to be done in Our Town as well as a due date;
eueryone agreed, and then I engaged them in a quick, fun group
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actiuity which resulted in their finding a grammar partner by random
choice. I gaue them a practice sheet to do in partners, and they
scattered about the room, most lying out on the carpet. I walked
around, listening. Eueryone was actiuely inuolued in the task, and I
was hearing a great deal of understanding. I had also come to see that
James and Jon knew all the grammar.
The next day we continued our discussion of Our Town with Oct II.
Because the play's theme concerns the purpose of life and what creates
meaning in life, our conuersation included ideas from religion and more
discussion about the little things in life, topics which I would later learn
were uery upsetting to Sam and Johanna. Eueryone, with the exception
of Jon, maintained eye contact with one another, and almost eueryone
spoke. Jon stared at his desk and out the window into the hall.
Monday (day 11), was a continuation of the literature discussion,
still using the fiue item sheet as our guide and students writing notes
under each item. The social skills objectiue was "Draw others into the
conuersation." Eleuen people were actiue participants. Today, I sat
next to James, and I noticed he took no notes.
The next day, Nouember 30, we continued, and I noticed eight people
had not brought their play books to class. When I asked Sam for his
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ideas on one of the items, he responded he hadn't finished the play so
he could not say anything.

Students. Parents and Teacher Expressing Anxiety
Because Jon had been upset by his grade, and had expressed to me
that his parents mere upset mith me, i had arranged a meeting for all
of us. On Nouember 30, his father called to cancel, and he and I talked
for a fern minutes. He uias quite angry, and told me he manted to
transfer Jon to a "real English class" He elaborated that
"organizational skills and communication skills mere good," but he
manted Jon "inhere he'll get the same English all the other kids get." He
mas in a hurry, but me planned to meet Tuesday, December 7 to talk
further. Here mas the same theme my principal had presented to me in
October. This theme is of such importance to the entire teaching
format that I include a complete discussion of it mithin the subsection
dealing mith Salient Problems.
December 1 (day 13), Sam, mho had told me the first quarter mas
rough and not mhat he mas used to, informed me he might "need to
change classes at the half year point because, "things just go, ffft,
right ouer my head." Later in the day, his guidance counselor told me
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Sam had requested to change to “a real English class" because this one
uias a philosophg and religion class, and mhat he needed mas grammar
and uocabulary mhich mas mhat English mas supposed to be. He had
also expressed great concern that the other English classes had started
their research papers and this class had not. Here mas another piece of
the perception I mas not teaching the English Department Curriculum.
The next day, Sam and I conferenced, and I learned a great deal
about his reaction to the discussion format and his opinions of the
class. He stressed his need for "learning things to help him on the
SflT's" and other "useful" things. On December 5, the principal receiued
a letter (dated Nouemer 30), from Sam's dad requesting that he be
moued to a "traditional English class" because "Sam needs a uery
concretely structured class..."
Sam did not transfer to another class, and because his story and
mhat I learned from morking mith him, as mell as mhat he learned, are
of central significance to the study, I adopted him as another case
study and report on him in detail mithin that subsection.
Meanmhile, I noticed Jon and James mho had been best friends,
mere no longer sitting next to each other; in fact they mere auoiding
each other. I had tried to contact James' mother because he mas doing
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nothing in class and his moods mere swinging from friendly one day to
angry and noncommunicatiue the next. I had also obserued his manner
of attire mas unkempt in comparison to the may he had been dressing
until then. In addition, I had seen him in the halls and at lunch mith a
completely different group of students—students mhom I knem to be
uninuolued academically. I mas beginning to morry that drugs could be
a factor in James1 problems.
I had concerns about other students too. My log reueals that:

I mas trying to meet mith Ruth mho mas still
experiencing mhat she called, "ouerload,"
and she mas not doing the mork. On December
18 she mas so stressed she threm her note¬
book across the room and bolted out the door.
Ille made fme appointments before she
actually kept one.
I mas keeping regular meekly appointments
mith Kara to discuss the additional literature
she had agreed to do, and often feeling like I
mas masting my time—a fact I discuss in
the subsection entitled, The Teacher.
I mas meeting mith Beth frequently because
she continued to be absent about tmo days
each meek. She also continued to experience
confusion often.
I had morked mith Charles on grammar and he
had experienced success on the test. I remem¬
bered he had said he didn't knom mhere the
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others got their ideas for symbols and I knew
he had not yet grasped the concept of symbols.
Periodically we discussed symbolism together
because in class, he looked attentiue, but I had
the impression he was not making sense out of
the discussions.

I was also giuing Ted a little extra attention in
an effort to prouide motivation for him to
become inuolued in something challenging.
Although he was an actiue class participator,
he did little in the way of writing, turning in
the bare minimum and not editing any of his
work. I had seen his achieuement tests and
across the board his achieuement was at the
99th percentile.

On January 7, the guidance department informed me Beth's mother
had been in to request that Beth be transferred to a "structured English
class."
By the end of the first week of school, I had been concerned about
six students. By the half way point, I had concerns about eight, and
three parents, at least, had concerns about me.

Students Demonstrating Learning
Blthough I had concerns, I had obserued learning taking place, and
so had the students. December 2 (day 14), the class took the first
grammar test, and eueryone (except Beth, who was absent), earned
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aboue the 70% amount required for a passing mark by the school
system, in my teaching career, this was the first time an entire class
passed a grammar exam. In their progress reports which the students
wrote on December 10, most of them cited this euent as a major
learning, some mentioning percentage of answers right, but many did
not mention their grade. Typical of their comments were the following:

fln example of how (well l'ue done) is on my
grammar test. I did much better than I had
expected. I only missed 4 or 5. (Faith)
I took a grammar test and I showed 98%-99%
understanding. (Bobby Rnn)
I haue improued a lot on my grammar.
I started off uery badly, but with a lot of
persistence, I was able to bring my under¬
standing up enough to get 80% of the
questions correct. (Garth)
...I went from knowing almost none of it to
knowing almost all of it. (Johanna)
I excelled in grammar, a weak point of mine
before this class. (Morry)

Jon and James had each demonstrated 95% comprehension on their
tests, and included this information in their progress reports.
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Students Writing Their Progress Reports
The students had shown no need to grade their work this particular
quarter, and only one person, Jon, had requested to meet and discuss
why he belieued one of his papers was an "fl." Consequently I had little
idea of how the students were assessing their progress.
The half way point of the second quarter was the time for students
to evaluate their progress. Two months from their first enperience
with writing their own progress reports, and fiue weeks from our
quarter 1 grading conferences, I found the students wrote more detail
and cited more specific points about their work than they had done
when they wrote their first reports.
One of the first obseruations I made was that most students who
cited a grade on their grammar tests did so in terms of percent of
understanding demonstrated on tests rather than in terms of a grade.
Perhaps this was an indication of a beginning to their understanding
that a test grade indicates percentage of what they understood rather
than merely of how hard they worked.
In the area of writing, several mentioned the quality of their work in
contrast to the quantity, and some noted their skills:
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...I'ue made a conscious effort to use examples
and more descriptiue writing. (Mark)
...the quality (of my writing) was uery good.
(Samantha)
I haue started to increase my ability to en¬
gage in informal writing by writing a detailed
informal piece on Our Town. (Bobby Ann)
I haue uery good ideas about the play.
(Faith)
UJith my writings I haue made a conscious
effort to include more specific examples.
(Morry)
fl few included other improuements they had made:
...improued my weaknesses in sharing my
thoughts and opinions during class discus¬
sions and staying on task while others are
being helped...starting my assignments when
they're giuen. (Rita)
I haue uolunteered to talk in class. (Rmy)
My writing seems to be improuing, by Mrs.
Holmes standards, not in general. (Sam)

James, still hauing the greatest difficulty, continued to eualuate his
progress as more successful than it was.

He wrote that he was "doing

alot better" and cited his 95% on the grammar test. He ouerlooked the
seueral assignments he had not done, stating, "I'ue handed in almost all
of the assignments giuen..."
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Both Sam and Charles had experienced great difficulty in writing
their first progress reports. UJith the second one, theg demonstrated
greater understanding of houi to eualuate them-selues. Sam, who in
his first progress report, had written about what the class had done for
work, this time wrote that he had problems handing things in on time,
that he didn't like the class discussions, and his writing was improuing
by my standards. Charles, who had expressed complete confusion in his
first progress report, wrote in this one that he had been completing
almost all the assignments on time and had been going for help. He
cited his grammar specifically as an area in which he had improued.
Three students continued to equate trying and quantity of work with
success and a high grade. Kara, who at the year's beginning had been
worried that she was not learning anything, cited specific actions she
had taken, howeuer continued to be preoccupied with effort and
quantity, making no comment about the quality of her work:

I haue been completing almost all my assign¬
ments on time and haue been going for help
during my studies. I think I am putting a
uery good effort this quarter...my work in
English...has been extensiue.
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Jon's progress report showed that he continued to equate success
with effort and to ouerlook or downplay his weaknesses, thus
continuing to conclude he was doing much better than he actually was.
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He wrote that he had made up the work he had not turned in at the
beginning of the quarter, and that he had done the writing assignments.
He concluded he had done "uery well." He mentioned meeting with me
and gaining a "better understanding of her expectations of me," and
went on to state, "I am trying to accomplish these expectations to the
best of my ability." He drew the conclusion he was earning a grade of
"B" because "I haue missed assignments and turned in late assign¬
ments." I concluded he meant he would haue earned an "B" if
euerything had been accomplished and on time. He included no specifcs
which would relate to the quality of his work.
Beth continued to be confused and to perseuerate on effort. She
wrote, "I think I'm confused as to what Mrs. Holmes expects," and she
went on to explain that last quarter "I was trying my best," but that
she had been disappointed to learn I had thought she "deserued" a B-'
or a C,'" while she had thought "more along the lines of B-. " Then she
wrote:
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I'm supposed to write and tell you about what
I see as my strenyths and weaknesses, and
giue specifics. This is hard to do when I'm not
quite sure myself. On the whole, I am still
trying uery hard in Mrs. Holmes's class.

She did not include what she was doing that demonstrated "trying
uery hard." Beth did see her grammar as improuing, but attributed the
improuement to magic, "Miraculously, my grammar has improued this
quarter." She concluded that she did not belieue she was "benefiting
much from this class, but I'm still trying to use this program to my
advantage."

Students Demonstrating Growth in Class Discussion Skills
The fact that Jon announced in the middle of a class discussion
(November 22) that he had lost the point of the discussion,
demonstrated an act of taking responsibility for his own learning.
Others were beginning to take similar risks, and the discussion of
December 17 marked a turning point for two people and perhaps for
others as well. The students were discussing the possible themes of
the short story, "The Open Boat." I include much of the material which
preceded the student s outburst because it presents a class discussion
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as it actually happened and I beiieue it s inclusion helps to clarify the
frustration that two students expressed. The follouiing excerpt begins
as I had just responded to a student's comment and asked another
student to talk:

Teacher:

IDhat you're saying leads right into what Garth
wrote about theme (I knew this because I
had glanced ouer the recent journal entries
in which I asked them to write their ideas),
so he's set you up, Garth.

Garth:

UJell, I just thought, uh, the theme of the
story was that nature is something that
you can't control. It's more powerful than
anyone.Jt can crush you and that's what
happens to the oiler....(Garth explained the
oilers' drowning, and I responded to him.)

Teacher:

Ok, let's keep on mouing with these ideas,
and you may want to jot something down
that somebody said so you can think about
it for yourself. Do you want Garth to repeat
anything he said so you can write it down?

pause while students write, and Ben continued:
I thought it had to do with nature, you know
when you're dealing with a force that power¬
ful, you shouldn't take it lightly...(the oiler) is
jumping in before he thinks.
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n student asked Ben a question and Ben responded.

I asked Bita and

Kara to be in our conuersation rather than their priuate one. Beth
continued:

i didn't think it was so much about
nature as about the people.
pause, and I asked her to "say more about that.1'
I don't know, well, euen though nature was
the main catalyst, I thought it was more
about people. I think the way that they
handled themselues and I noticed that when,
like when they were arguing about whether
to go into the shore, I don't know, it seemed
that when they were arguing, euerything,
the uiolence seemed to be worse. The waues
seemed to be higher...
I respond, leading a bit:
Teacher:

Are you saying that when they were more of
a unit, things seemed to be easier for them
to handle?

Beth:

Right, and 1 think, I don't know, they didn't
really go into great detail about the characters,
you didn't find out a lot about them. I think
they're sort of models.

When Beth finished talking, I summed up the two major ideas
presented: nature and people. I asked the students to jot down
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anything they wanted to write for notes. Then, for their continued
thinking, I asked if there was something in the combined ideas.
Beth responded, Ben commented, Mark added his ideas about the power
of nature, and i paraphrased Mark:

Teacher:

Urn, so that - pause - to suruiue, we'ue got
to take nature into consideration you're
saying.

Mark:

Bight, but not because, not think we can ouercome it, like not thinking the leuees will keep
the riuer in because sooner or later the riuer
is going to overflow, not making the engine
better and the boat will go faster and the
boat will get there easier. If it wants, nature
can tip it ouer anyways.

Johanna entered the discussion:
Va, but I don't understand how that ties in-

Beth interrupted her and continued. Rs Beth talked, Mark tried to
interrupt, but she kept talking. Then I gaue a brief summary and Beth
responded:
Right...l don't think they took nature for
granted...being in the boat made them fully
realize...
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Mark added his idea again:
Vou shouldn't try to control nature. Vou
should uiork with it.

Beth tried to respond, but I had allowed Johanna enough time to try to
get back into the conversation, so I asked that we hear what she had
been trying to say, and she commented:
I don't understand how controlling ties in with
the story because I don't think they were trying
to control anything.
flt this point, Sam exploded:
Va, that's where I start to lose it right here.
I mean (Johanna is saying, "me too."), it
seems like it's totally irrelevant after it gets
this far.
I asked him to say more, and he continued:
This is like in the other discussions, the "why
are we here stuff." It just seems to lose its
meaning after a couple of minutes.

In reaction to his outburst, there suddenly were lots of comments being
made, mostly directed to the closest person, and some laughter. I
paraphrased what Sam had said:
Teacher:

So what you're saying is that you would like
to hear just one thing. Vou don't want to go
into other ideas because then it gets confusing.
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Sam:

LUell, I don't mind like a character study or
something (yesterday me had talked about
each of the characters), but when they start
battling nature and all this other stuff and
the human spirit, the whole story just seems
to lose its point, it just seems like its an
e»cuse to talk about - it just seems dumb,
I mean.

Teacher:

So it seems dumb to you to get too many
ideas out here.

Sam:

Va, yes. If you get too many things out here,
people just aren't going to comprehend it.
They're just going to accept it as some stupid
thing they heard - just like - its - I don't
know - it's - like what I said before.

Teacher.

Ok, now how do you feel about taking down
fiue or six different possibilities of what the
theme could possibly be about?

Sam:

LUell, I don't mind that, but the - essentially I
mean - it seems like we get more out of doing
a character study on the people, not why
they're there and trying to beat the force of
nature. I don't think they had any of that in
their mind, I don't think.

Teacher:

Ok, that's fine, and Johanna, I'm hearing you
say the same thing. Some of you don't see a
theme that these men were trying to ouercome nature. Vou're saying that you see
them as trying to suruiue through it.

Beth, Mark, Faith, and Johanna all started talking and I asked if it were
okay for us to haue different ideas, and a general response of yes was
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giuen. I reminded them that our point mas to understand uihat another
mas saying, not that me had to agree mith it. Sam continued and I
presented a possible plan:

Sam:

Also, mhen it starts going off on this stuff it
doesn't seem like its useful.

Teacher:

Is it okay for you, mhen something seems
irreleuant, to bring it up, say it seems
irreleuant and ask to moue on?

There mas general agreement around the room. The discussion
continued for the next tmo or three minutes and the bell rang.
Sam and Johanna stayed and Sam asked me a question mhich led into
a major insight for him:

I don't understand the may that morks because
I don't understand horn you can haue that many
themes and still haue the domn-ta-earth theme.
!Uhy mouldn't the domn-to-earth, most basic
theme be the theme?

I responded by asking him mhat he sam as the most domn-to-earth
basic theme? He explained his thinking; I agreed mith him, and told him
I thought there mere other messages there as mell, explaining that I
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had read the story about eight times, and each time i usually realized
something I had not seen before.
The three of us continued to talk about the times Sam and Johanna
had felt frustrated by the class discussions. Our discussion became an
examination of the different mays uarious people in the class thought.
Johanna described herself as a "mathematical thinker," and Sam called
himself a "black and white thinker." Both expressed their belief that
most of the people in the class were "philosophical thinkers." I
reassured them they did not haue to see what others saw, only listen
to different ideas and be able to support their own. Sam concluded he
might stay in the class, "if we can keep it from turning into the
Socrates Fan Club."

The Case Study Students

By Nouember 13, James' mother had receiued his first quarter rank
card, and she called me.

She relayed to me that he had told her he got

confused about when assignments were due because I gaue them when
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the bell was ringing, that the due day wasn't clear because I neuer said
when it was, and that the only assignments he had not done were, the
"optional ones." She quickly added that she didn't belieue any of this.
I think the reason she did not belieue him was that I had stayed in
close contact with James and his mother by telephone. During the first
quarter we had talked together four times, and she knew what was
happening almost on a bi-weekly basis.
She was worried, howeuer, that James would giue up. She said that
in the past, when he had failed, he just quit. She mentioned that this
was the only subject in which he was eHperiencing problems.
By Nouember 22, (day 8 of the second quarter), James had done only
one of the fine assignments. I made appointments with him and he did
not attend them. LUhen I questioned him, he said he had to concentrate
on Biology. By Nouember 29, he was bringing nothing to class with him.
On December 5, I called James' mother and left a message for her
and James that I would like to talk with them. The next day in class, I
asked him if he had receiued my message, and he said smilingly, "Ves.
Don't call any more." UJhen I asked why, he replied, "Just don't." His
manner was not angry. I had the sense he was saying "I don't want my
mother on my case."
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That euening, I did call again, and talked with his mother bringing
her up to date on James1 English progress. She did not know he had
turned in only one assignment, nor did she know he had earned 95% on
his grammar test.
The next day, James presented his Our Town paper to me with a
great flourish. It was typed and I told him I was impressed with its
professional appearance. Later during class, when the students
started their progress reports, James wanted to know why they did not
"get progress reports like in regular classes." Mark answered,
"Because this isn't a regular class."
Rfter class, James stopped to talk, and some of the points he made
were the same ones, he had brought up during the first quarter:

Vou know, I'm not hauing a problem in other
classes. Maybe the problem is the way this
class is set up. In other classes the teacher
stands in front and teaches.
Teacher:

Uihat do you mean when you say teaches ?

The teacher basically does all the talking. In
here the whole class does it, one big conuersation, doesn't seem like there's any order...
you don't get a definite answer, more like
just opinions.
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Teacher:

Does it help when I sum up what has been
said?
Not really. These are only summing up
opinions. Vou don't know if they're right or
wrong. If you ask the person who wrote the
book, you'll get the right answer, so there
must be a right answer.

Teacher:

So you feel frustrated because you want to
know what the right answer is.
Well, basically, yes. Other then the grammar,
there's nothing in here that has right or
wrong answers. This is hard.

I explained that what I wanted students to do was to think about the
opinions being giuen, that I was not interested in the right answer, but
in their opinion and their support for that opinion. His response was
that this was "very confusing.'
His confusion evidenced itself in relation to the assignments too. He
was not following the written sheets I gave students for each
assignment. R few days later, I talked with him about a paper he had
turned in:

Teacher:

I'm concerned because your paper did not fit
the directions for what was to be done.
I thought it was, like, to write about that like
how it has to do with life.
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Teacher:

I didn't see anything on the directions that
said that.
UJell, I didn't haue the directions. I just did it.

He had been in class and had receiued a copy of the directions.
On December 17, he turned in his progress report, and his self
assessment reuealed he was still eualuating himself as much more
successful than he actually was. He was totally ignoring the undone
work, fls the class came in that day, I sought him out and asked him to
meet with me so that we could discuss his progress report. He said he
had to work on his biology, that he was too busy. I wanted to impress
on him the importance of our making a conference time, and I made the
mistake of jumping into the problem I wanted to discuss rather than
sticking to the topic of finding a conuenient time:

Teacher:

lfm concerned because I saw that you had
written on your progress report that you
were doing better this quarter.
I am doing a lot better.

Teacher:

Oh, you did some beautiful work (I unin¬
tentionally judged with "beautiful ").
I handed in almost all my assignments. I at
least handed them in instead of not euen
handing them in. I mean, they're late, but
other than that, I mean I handed them in.
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Teacher:

UJe need to make some comparisons, be¬
cause 1 haue seueral zeroes.
Vou should haue all the assignments that
you'ue told us.

Teacher:

That's Luhy I want to get together so
Maybe like two or three I think

Teacher:

Maybe I don't haue something down that
should be there, and you'll haue it in your
folder...I do agree with you that you're
doing better than last quarter.
Apparently you're not telling my parents that.
It's gotta be because they think I'm doing
worse this quarter.

Teacher:

Well, I'm concerned about those zeroes. I'm
real concerned about that. So let's compare
notes and see if I'ue got the right thing.

At this point, James walked away. I called after him, and he kept
going, saying, "I'm going to guidance."
The following Monday and Tuesday, he was not in class. On
Wednesday, December 22, the guidance counselor came in to tell me
that James has been in her office for two days and refused to return to
class. He informed her he would take two English classes next year. I
mailed a progress report in which I indicated which assignments were
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not done and that his grade uias belom the acceptable 70%. I also
asked that his mother call me during the Christmas break. She did not.
James mas in class the first day after the break, January 3, and he
spoke in a friendly tone mhen I greeted him. Later in class, I asked the
students to mrite a journal entry on one of the themes in the short
story, "The Open Boat." James mrote, "I don't feel like mriting in this
damn journal about theme." I noticed his physical appearance had
deteriorated euen more. His hair, nom almost shoulder length, mas
unkempt, his complexion blotchy, and his jeans too filled mith holes to
be considered stylish.
On Wednesday morning as I mas leaning my home, James' mother
called. She apologized for calling me at this moment, but said she mas
uery upset. She described "a big go-round" she and James had the day
before and told me not to expect him to be uery ciuil in class. She
repeated that this is only the second time he has euer had a problem
mith a teacher and that the other teacher had not liked James. I did
not think she belieued I disliked James, but she mas uery morried and
mas searching for ansmers. James may haue belieued I did not like
him.
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I decided to describe to her my obseruations of his changes and
hope she mould see the connection to the possibility of his using drugs.
UJhen I described his may of dressing, she said, "I think he's trying to
be popular." 1 had the impression she had not made the connection, but
I later learned she had.
During the next fern days, James skipped one class and refused to
talk to me the other days. Each of these days, he came in, sat in his
chair, arms folded, eyes staring domn. Frequently he did not moue for
the entire period.
I had arranged a family conference for the folloming Monday,
January 10. That morning the assistant principal informed me James'
parents had canceled the meeting because "there mere some family
problems ouer the meekend inuoluing James.1' James mas no longer
liuing at home.
flt this time, I learned there mere other problems in James'
education and in his life. His Latin teacher had reported him as
periodically out of class and the assistant principal also mas morried
about the group of students James had adopted as his nem friends. His
guidance counselor had noted seueral teacher referals for rudeness.
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On January 11 th, he was not in the library where we had scheduled
the class to be for that week, A short while later, he joined usy and I
whispered in his eary "I'm glad you decided to come today." He nodded.
The next day he asked for an appointment to get his missed work,
and during the meeting, he apologized for "being a jerk" when he was
angry. I told him I was not against him, that I wanted to be of help to
him, and he said he knew that.
The next Tuesday he announced he would not be present for his mid¬
term exam on the 21st because he was taking his driuing test. I asked
him if he had made arrangements through the guidance department to
reschedule his exams and he did not respond. HJhen I later checked
with the guidance department, they informed me he must take his
exam as scheduled, a decision his parents supported.
The day of the mid-term was the day we had rescheduled the family
conference. He did not appear for his mid-term exam, but attended the
conference wearing dark sun glasses. The meeting included, James, his
parents, the assistant principal, the guidance counselor, the Latin
teacher, and myself. James' mother asked him why he was wearing
sun glasses, "Are you trying to hide something?" She then directly
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asked him why he had changed friends and was he taking drugs. James
denied any use of drugs.
An interesting euent arose which pointed out the differences
between this study's teaching format and that of the Latin teacher's.
The Latin teacher said James had skipped seueral classes, but that he
could still make up the work and pass. Then the guidance counselor
asked if that were possible in English, whereupon James' mother
answered, "No, James knows he had a deadline in English. That's the
way the class is run, and he's missed it. He also knew he could haue
done any of the work up until that time.''
James had failed English for the first half of the year, and was
obuiously experiencing personal difficulties. During the family meeting,
we reached no resolution and made no plan for the second half of the
year.

Sam experiencing great difficulty with the teaching format
I added Sam as a case study for seueral reason, the most important
being that about midway through the first quarter, he began to
experience great difficulty with the teaching format, continually
displaying seuere organizational problems. During the second quarter,
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he decided to transfer, changed his mind, pushed himself may beyond
his comfort leuei, and, by the end of the year, had made enormous
growth in many of his skills.
During the initial summer meeting, Sam s mother was the only
parent who had been hesitant about his taking the class. She said she
thought he was too grade conscious, but Sam s uiewpoint was that
perhaps without a grade, he would edit his work more often, which he
explained he had not done when there was a grade on a paper. Despite
his mother's reseruations, he decided to enter the class.
His mother was a teacher aide assigned to three special education
students who were in my sophomore basic skills class. Consequently,
she and I worked together euery day. On September 14, she had told
me, "Vou haue him eating out of your hand. He loues looking up those
(symbolic meanings of) numbers."
Sam, fall, with brown hair and eyes, gaue me the impression of a
neruous person trying to look cool. His most common facial expression
was a frown, yet wheneuer I asked him if he were confused, he
reassured me all was well, responding in one rapid run-on sentence.
His pronouncements were always accompanied by some kind of a stiff
hand and arm mouement.
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Despite my impression that he mas uncomfortable, he mas uery
uerbal. During his groups' presentation on September 28, he talked a
great deal and debated mith a student in the class as to the symbolic
meaning of one of his topics. I mas impressed not so much by mhat he
said as by the fact that he displayed the confidence to take on this
debate.
By October 9, I noticed that lateness mas a problem for Sam—four
assignments had been turned in late. In his mriting, he shomed no
concept of mhere to begin and end paragraphs, and he did not include
examples to support his ideas. UJhen me talked about his mork, he told
me he had almays had a problem mith paragraphs.
Tmo meeks later, Sam's mother mentioned to me that he mas sick of
doing symbols. She explained he had loued it mith the nouel, but he
found carrying it on to the short stories mas "boring." I noticed that in
class, he mas not participating as frequently.
During the first quarter grading conference, I learned many
interesting things about Sam's uiempoints on the class and his omn
learning. In response to my saying me mould look at quantity, quality
and the Outcomes Sheet, Sam started the conference mith the folloming
conclusion:
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"Okay, um, well in my case this is probably
not much of a class for me because 1,1
need something structured, like you know
I haue to, you know, I sorta haue to keep
euerything in order and straight, which I
can't do sometimes.
He went on to talk about the assignments:

It always seemed so confusing to me. I was
trying to get down this and that and euery¬
thing, and then wheneuer the assignment
came around I usually, if, for the late ones
or not turned in or whateuer, I just could
neuer find out exactly where they are...and,
and I think I could haue done a lot better
than I did, but just the fact that, it just,
euery time I was gonna like do it, euerything
seemed so confusing to me, I just couldn't
follow those.
I asked him what the confusion was, and he explained:
I could neuer pick it (the assignment) out
from euerything else, you know, 'cause it
seemed like before we started writing up
there (on the board), it seemed like euery¬
thing was in a blur to me, you know?

Rs he talked on, he said he usually did get the assignment done, and he
concluded he thought the problem was hauing to hand the paper into a
box rather than hauing the teacher collect the work.
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Uie continued by talking about his grammar. He said he had a
problem with that because "Sometimes there's too many choices and I
just haue to guess." Througout our two sessions, he repeated his
confusion ouer and ouer: “I was gonna like do it. Euerything seemed so
confusing to me...euerything was a blur to me...."
His confusion was experienced outside of the classroom as well.
Hearing his description of why he had not edited his formal essay helps
to picture the confusion Sam felt in his life. He described the computer
room his family was relocating, and as he talked, he barely stopped for
a breath:

It was a mess, wires euerywhere and it was
a mess. Hnd my mother had moued it so it
was against, we haue a triangular room.Jt's
a weird one. There's a skylight there but
what she did, she moued the computer up
against the wall coming down like this, and
I, I got so frustrated I just pounded the desk
and dumped euerything. I couldn't do it be¬
cause I tried, you know, I was trying to get
the computer, all these plugs had to be
unwound and euerything.

Sam also indicated a belief that control came from forces and people
outside of himself, and furthermore, that he was powerless to
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undertake any action to change things. This outlook is euident in the
excerpt just preuiousty cited and again when he explained why he did
not include examples in one of his papers and turn it in again:

Like I could haue used, there were some
examples I could haue used, you know,
could haue picked out some stuff but I was
rushed^l had no clue, really, what you
wanted...! didn't know if you wanted it back
or not. Vou neuer asked for it again I don’t
think.

In the first of our two session, near the close of it, he did bring up
what he saw to be his improuements and his strengths, and for the first
time, indicated that he was responsible for the action he had taken at
the time, and that he planned to take action to change something in the
future:

I found out the major problem I had was with
the specific examples. That's where I was
hauing trouble. So I tried to improue on that...
I make good points.Jike you said I can make
a good point, you know, but I didn't take
enough time to dig up the information (to
support it) which is what I'm going to try to
improue for the whole second quarter.
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By the time me had denoted almost two hours to two separate
sessions, I felt pressured for time. LUe neared the end of the second
session and were faced with the possiblity of a third before decidiny on
a grade to write on the rank card. Euery time I had brought up the
topic, he auoided by changing the subject. I tried one last time, and
then I jumped in with my own idea rather than waiting for him to reach
a decision:

Teacher:

tUhat do you think your grade is?
No clue, I mean I really just cannot make a, I
really could not make a guess.

Teacher:

lllell, we found you did all but two assign¬
ments, we'ue listed the areas you plan to
practice for next quarter...what is your
conclusion?
I, I, l ue got, what l'ue just said is pretty
much my conclusion, you know. My conclusion
for this quarter it was uery rough and it was
kind of not what I'm used to, obuiously...

He continued in one long breath and somehow, when he paused to take
his next breath, he was talking about his art class. Out of my
frustration, I jumped in, "UJhat's your thinking about a
"C-" ? He agreed.
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The second quarter started and 13 days into it, on December 1, Sam
informed me he might need to change to a different English class at the
half year, "if I'm not doing any better." His greatest concerns mere
that we were not doing the things other English classes were doing; he
wanted to learn useful things, and the teaching format wasn't "along
my way of thinking." Uie arranged a meeting to discuss his concerns,
and talk about, as I phrased it to him, "the way you can take action to
help yourself get what you need from the class."
Later, when I talked with his guidance counselor, he speculated to
me that perhaps Sam was not ready for this type of English class,
maybe he needed "a year or two." The perception that some students
may not be ready for this type of teaching format is an important
consideration and one which I address within Chapter U.
UJhen I broached the topic with Sam's mother, I told her I thought he
was beginning to learn to use specifcs which I belieued would help him
begin to deal with the confusion he felt when faced with abstract
ideas. She said she would discuss the class with Sam, but "He's always
been a black and white person." She also told me he had been shocked
that "Vou gaue him such a low grade, the lowest grade he's euer gotten
in English."
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The next meek, Sam's father's letter arriued, (as discussed on page
160) and the following week was the class discussion in which Sam took
charge and spoke up for what he needed (as discussed on page 168). In
light of the growth I had observed in Sam, the needs Sam had
expressed for "something useful," and mg own need to express myself
concerning the teaching format, I responded to Sam's father in a letter,
one paragraph of which I include:

I know Sam has experienced frustration with
an approach to learning which is new to him.
This method is designed to teach a process
which not only engages students in finding
meaning in literature, but also engages
students in a thinking process which has direct
application to the world of work. I see Sam
gaining a budding understanding that learning
inuolues brainstorming a list of various
possibilities, weighing the merits of each idea,
making choices, and supporting those choices.
In the traditional approach, the teacher most
frequently tells the students the meaning, and
while this method most definitely eliminates
ambiguity and its resulting frustrations, the
students are not afforded the opportunity to
practice the learning process for themselues.
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Sam had made a tentatlue decision to stay in the class after the
December 17 class discussion, and on January 7, his father called the
guidance department and told them he supported Sam's decision.
UJhen uie met on January 25 for the second quarter grading
conference, Sam expressed his positive feelings about his role in the
class discussions:

This quarter now that I finally got to uoice in
some of my thoughts, noui that, you know, I
was able to tell when I thought it was too
stupid...now that we can haue some control
ouer it, I think I got better at it, at that skill
area."
One success at taking control for himself had created a more
positiue attitude toward class discussions, but this success had not yet
affected his uiew of control in other areas of his life. He still saw
himself as a victim of events. Arriving at our conference without his
folder of work, he had no idea where it was and explained he had
forgotten because our meeting time had been changed. LUhen we
discussed his not having turned in a set of practice research cards, he
responded that he could not get the cards done because, "it was too
crowded for me to work in the library." (The entire library had been
reserved for two classes.)
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I noticed that in addition to expressing his helplessness in the face
of outside forces, he also created smokescreens—statements meant to
divert attention away from him and toward others. He made one such
comment when he was telling me why he did not haue his research
cards, "Besides, everybody else just got frustrated and copied each
other's cards, and I didn't do that." Another comment was in relation to
his vocabulary tests which had been troublesome for him, "Seems like a
lot of people are having trouble with vocabulary this year."
I had a major insight. Up until this point, I had found myself
becoming frustrated in our conversations by what I had termed his
changing the subject, fls a result, our conferences, particularly the
first quarter grading conference, went on interminably. I listened to
the past tapes, and found I had been drawn into each of his changes of
subject. His tactic, albeit that it may not have been consciously carried
out, worked. Each time we had started to discuss the new topic he had
offered. And each time I felt thwarted in my efforts toward completing
his work evaluation, and this feeling in turn created impatience in me.
Because I had been able to listen intently enough to hear exactly what
he and I were both doing, I was subsequently able to take control,
redirect our conversation at the appropriate times, and thereby save
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myself from deueloping negatiue feelings toward Sam. I felt humbled,
because I had just experienced the same learning Sam had experienced
in the class discussions.
During the rest of our conference, he took credit for some of his
decisions, euen when they had resulted in poor work, recognized
improuements he had made in some areas, and commented on an area
he wanted to improue. In speaking of the uocabulary on which he had
done poorly, he commented, "Sometimes I was prepared, sometimes I
wasn't." Of his writing, he recognized his improuement in using
examples, and also explained what he saw as a problem with writing
too much and not getting to his point.
In deciding on the actual grade for the report card, I again
'offered my thinking when leading him to make his own conclusion was
unsuccessful. He readily agreed to my idea of "C+."

flmy
Hmy continued to turn in her work, to be quietly attentive in class,
to drop in at her lunch, leave her books, and talk for a few minutes,
mostly about social topics. On November 30, she volunteered to talk in
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class for the second time this year. She euen talked twice on her own
that day, and a third time when I asked her opinion of somethiny.
About the middle of the quarter, Amy started openly auoidiny me. On
December 7, she laughingly refused a second request to conference for
our mid-quarter assessment. As she declined, she skipped backwards
out the door while singing, "I'm dropping you, Mrs. Holmes. Don't cry,
but I'm dropping you. " She turned and continued skipping down the hall
to the cafeteria.
Ten days later, I had an idea. Maybe it was the microphone and the
taping that was bothering her. She had mentioned it on many
occasions. On December 17,1 asked her if she would meet with me if I
did not use the taping equipment, and she agreed. I had for some time
sensed she wanted to talk to me about something priuate. If this were
true, perhaps she was afraid she would discuss it and it would be
taped.
Because of the holiday break, Amy and I did not meet until January
13. When she came in, she immediately noticed the tape recorder and
checked to be certain it was turned off. When I asked her about her
work, she readily listed her strengths as finding details and building
from them, and writing original ideas about the literature. She saw her
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weakness as speaking in class discussions, and told me she preferred to
uolunteer and that when I called on her, she felt embarrassed. Because
we could find only a 20 minute block in which to meet, we did not
complete our assessment. The next time we both could meet was not
until ten days later, and therefore the mid-quarter assessment merged
with the end-of-the quarter eualuation. This time flmy had no difficulty
in eualuating herself as hauing earned an "R+."
During this quarter, Amy's work was consistently of high quality, she
had not indicated any problems, and she had shown increased selfconfidence both in class and in her self eualuations. If she had issues
she wanted to discuss without the microphone, I neuer learned of
them, nor did I experience the sense after this time that she wanted to
talk priuately. In fact, the microphone was not again expressed as a
discomfort, nor was it mentioned again until the last day of school. The
first half of the year had been a tremendous success for Amy; howeuer,
the second half was uery different.

Garth
I continued to be impressed wheneuer Garth spoke in class, but he
spoke only when I asked him to do so. His writing also continued to
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reueal strong relational thinking and strong ability to draw conclusions,
but he continued to turn in only part of the assignments.
By December 3, I noticed he had not turned in the writing on the fiue
items from the play, Our Town, and I asked for a conference. When we
met on December 7, he explained he did not know what to write
because in his thinking, th& first three items were connected to such a
degree, he did not know how to address them separately, fls he talked,
I was deeply impressed with his ideas, and I assured him there was no
problem in addressing the items together. I asked him to see me early
in any future situations for which he had blocks or questions, reminding
him I was the free consultant.
I belieue Garth was procrastinating because he was ouerwhelmed
with the amount of information he had, and he did not know where to
start. Added to his dilemma was, I saw, a need to make the job
perfect. Rather than begin writing about the first three items, and edit
it later, he had stalled because he could not make a plan before he
started.
He talked about his plan for organizing his time and his frustration
with his disorganization:
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What I'm doing differently is I'm just
making sure that when I put some¬
thing away so I know where it is.
Before I'd just shoue it away because
I didn't want to think about it, but
now I want to think about it...l'ue
always been uery uery disorganized.
It driues me nuts because I keep losing
things, so, not just English, but all of
my classes.Jt's one of my major prob¬
lems. It ties into euerything else.
When I'm this disorganized I tend to
forget euerything: when things are due,
what the instructions are...lt's been a
big problem for me for quite some time.

He continued by explaining that another part of his plan to help
organize himself was to write 20 minutes each night rather than to try
and accomplish a finished product in one sitting, fls he talked, I
paraphrased him and he wrote his action plan.
By December 17, Garth still had not done the paper. I called it to his
attention, and he said he would definitely haue it by the end of the
week. He did not ask me for assistance, nor did he turn in the writing.
On January 31, we met for the end-of-the-quarter conference, and I
discouered he was still inuisible to me. Despite our hauing conferenced
and discussed the major writing assignment which he did not do, I was
completely unaware until I prepared for this meeting that he had done
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none of the other writings either. I wondered if he knew, and I asked
him to talk about his work:
Tue slumped. UJhat l'ue done, I'ue done well,
but I hauen't done much, lilhen I'm thinking,
I'm not doing. This is my worst problem.
He explained again that things piled up and he became ouerwhelmed,
that this happened to him all the time and in all his classes. When I
asked him if he wanted his work to be perfect when he did it, he said,
"Oh, yes," and described the situations of disliking what he had written
and then spending the rest of his time thinking about how to change it.
He said he liked the time limit during the midterm: "I told myself,
okay, I'ue got 40 minutes to write this and that's all I'ue got." He had
been successful. UJe talked about the idea of a time limit and how it
might help him get past the need to be perfect. He thought it would
help.
Garth had giuen no excuses, blamed no outside forces or people, and
concluded he had failed the quarter. I suggested a family conference
to create a work plan for the second quarter, and he agreed.
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The Teacher

Lightening up
Because, during the close of the first quarter, uie had built up a
great deal of tension, I started the quarter on a light note by bringing
up territorialism, joking a little about it, sharing some of the studies
done uiith people and territorialism. The students asked lots of
questions and were uery inuolued. Then I asked them to change their
seats and sit with people they did not know well. They immediately
moued around and had fun with the actiuity. My purpose was twofold:
I wanted to encourage them to interact with others who were not
necessarily their friends, and I needed to lighten the atmosphere. I
knew from experience that when I get too focused on the goal, I forget
to be fun, and students withdraw.

Working to Stay out of the Drama Triangle
On Nouember 19, when only four students turned in the Our Town
assignment, I was disappointed, and on the weekend, as i read the
action plans, which were actually reasons they had not done the
assignment, I became angry. Then I had to curb my feeling because it
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was coming out in my responses to their plans. I also felt angry
because during the entire week, no one had asked me for help. I
reminded myself that the students were in a process of learning to
take responsibility just as much as they were in a process of learning
the academic material. This helped me to yet out of the Triangle and
make a plan.
Before the class arriued the following Monday (day 8), I wrote the
one class rule on the board, "Show Consideration for Vourself and
Others." UJhen eueryone was settled, I asked them to think of ways in
which they were doing this and I gaue examples: "Doing assignments is
a way you show consideration for yourself, because then you're taking
good care of yourself. Another thing to think about is your outside
reading. Haue you chosen your book, or maybe euen started it?" I
reminded them I was their consultant, "Businesses pay big bucks for
consultants and here's your free consultant." I tried to make the mood
light and simultaneously encourage them to think of ways to help
themselues succeed and then to write a plan.
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Reconsidering the Teacher as Rescuer
In my Personal Log for December and January, I recorded my
thinking about the teaching format of this study. It is appropriate in
light of the second research question, part of uihich asks houi the
teacher responds to the strategy ouer the course of the study, that I
include here some of my mid-year observations:

I am seeing more and more examples of houi
different the expectations of this teaching
format are from those of other teachers. UJhen
I uias looking for a set of texts to assign to my
class, the teacher on mhose shelf they mere
stored asked me to leaue a fern copies in her
room as she liked to keep extras for the
students mho forgot to bring their books to
class. The teaching format of this study calls
for students to bring their books or liue mith
mhateuer the natural consequences are as
they occur on a giuen day: one day the assign¬
ment might be individual mork, in mhich case
the student could not do the mork; on another
day, the assignment might be group mork, and
the student might be able to share.

Three other recent examples brought the dif¬
ferences to light again. One student asked me
to make a list of all the things the class should
have in the notebooks so the students could
get them in order before I collected them.
When I explained I thought I mould be denying
them the important learning experience of
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organizing their information, seueral students
said theg thought mg mag "mas uncaring.”
Another student asked me to write out the
assignments he had missed and "put the paper
in mg notebook like "mg other teachers do."
On another occasion, I mas lamenting to a
colleague in mg department that a particular
student did none of the writing assignments,
and her response mas to tell me, "The onlg
mag I got ang work out of him mas to force
him to do it. Vou haue to go get him and make
him do the work for gou."
I am getting the impression stronger and
stronger each gear that in the prevalent educa¬
tional paradigm, at least in mg school, it is the
teacher's responsibility to make the students
do the work. In this study's paradigm, it is
the teacher's responsibility to reach out to the
students and to guide them into and through
successful experiences. It is also a major
teacher responsibility to allow students to
experience the oftentimes uncomfortable and
euen painful natural consequences of their
unwise decisions, and to support and guide
them through that process too. I haue found
that this latter part of teacher responsibility
is not immediately acceptable to most people.

Continued Need for One-On-One
Although I mas feeling less pressure to meet with eueryone than I
had during the first quarter, I did haue students with whom I felt a
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need to stay in close contact. In addition to those described earlier,
Johanna insisted she believed she couldn't learn grammar because she
neuer had. After three aborted attempts to study together, we did
meet and do so on November 30.
During 6th period euery Wednesday, Kara and I were still meeting as
planned during quarter 1, to discuss her outside reading. I felt she was
not inuested in this work. Each week she had reasons why she had not
done what she had planned. I sensed anger in her, and I was feeling
resentful that I was giuing ualuable time which she did not appreciate.
To work my way out of my own negative feelings, I frequently engaged
Kara in light conversation, hoping that by our getting to know each
other, we would work more effectively together.

Assessing Student Work
As I read and wrote my feedback on the Our Town papers, I started
to realize that my thinking about these students was in very different
terms from my thoughts concerning the students in my other
sophomore class. In the other class, I was seeing the students on a
continuum from degrees of incapable to degrees of capable. In this
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class, I uias concentrating on the types of errors each student mas
making, and I mas looking for patterns of mistakes. I found that as I
thought in terms of subject matter knomledge and learning skills, I
became increasingly amare of the indiuidual needs of each student.

Addressing Student Concern mith "Mrs. Holmes's Expectations"
Many students expressed their belief that my expectations for their
mriting mere uery different from those of their preuious teachers, and
I mas puzzled by this. Jon had told me his freshman English teacher
had liked his mriting and he had not used lots of examples. James had
relayed the same message to me:

"...so far mhat Cue noticed about the class is
you base just about euerything on specific
examples...and that's just a little bit different
than mhat me'ue been used to."
Beth mentioned seueral times in her progress report that she mas
morking to learn my expectations. Sam had described his mriting as
improued by my standards, but not in general. Others had expressed
similar outlooks. I entertained many possible reasons for the
perception that my expectations mere different from those of other
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teachers. One explanation seemed the most plausible, and if true, is a
direct result of the nonjudgmental teaching strategy.
This outcome is uiell illustrated by an exchange that occured during
the mid-year grading conferences. Samantha and I mere discussing her
patterns of strengths and weaknesses and she made some comments
which i found particularly illuminating. She started by saying the
following:

In my other classes we wrote compositions
and things like that, but they weren't as intri¬
cate as these are, you know, detailed. It
didn't really matter if you used that many
examples.
She paused a moment, and then continued with a new idea on the
subject:

Maybe it did, but my other teachers didn't
react to it. They just put a grade on it, so I
didn't really learn the things about my writing
that I do now.
The fact that the nonjudgmental feedback is uery specific, and giuen in
this manner with the purpose of teaching students what to look for in
their writing, may haue led them to see my expectations as different,
but it also has helped them to see the importance of supporting their
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statements, because I haue found that all the students haue improued
in their ability to use support.

Salient Problems

This study reueals the massiue amounts of confusion and
frustration experienced by seueral students, particularly in relation to
the class discussion format. Brooks and Brooks (1993) ask the question,
"UJhy doesn't more thinking and re-thinking occur in school?" (p. 15).
Based on this study, I haue seueral thoughts for consideration in
relation to their question.
First of all, this study reuealed that when the student experienced
confusion and anxiety, the parents became upset and asked that their
child be transferred to a "real English class where he'll get the same
English all the other kids get," in one instance, “to a traditional class,"
in another, and "to a structured class" in the third. Not one of the
parents contacted me to discuss their concerns, not euen Sam's mother
with whom I worked.
The situation of angry parents raises another issue in relation to the
question raised by Brooks and Brooks. In each angry parent situation
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of this study, the parents had accepted their child's perceptions of the
class and had not consulted the teacher. This situation raises serious
concerns about public perceptions and thus about teachers taking
actiue roles in public relations and creating ways to accomplish
continual communication with parents.
In regard to public relations, for both the teacher and the school,
public perception is uery important. I had maintained communication
with James' family and they were supportiue of the program. Jon's
parents, who had requested Jon be transferred, were unable to
conference in person with me, but we had an extended telephone
conuersation in which I further explained the format, what Jon was
accomplishing, and what he could do to learn more. Jon did not
transfer, and I did not hear from his parents again. Although I do not
take this fact as indication of their support for the program, I do
belieue our talk created a more fully deueloped perception of the
program.
Another aspect for consideration is the administrator's viewpoint.
After Jon's father called, I discussed his concerns with my adminis¬
trator and related what I saw as a possible insight into the perception
that I was not following the sophomore curriculum. I relayed all the
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father had said, and my administrator confided that these comments
expressed the concerns he had heard. He again stressed the
importance that the community perception be that the curriculum is
constant for ail sophomores in English 1-2.
Still another concern mas raised mhen I discussed the teaching
format of the present study mith both the guidance department and the
alternative learning center. The counselors and teachers in each
department conueyed their belief that teachers trying to help students
to process information mould experience more and more difficulty
because as the school district raised the graduation requirements,
there has been a groming emphasis among students and parents on
placing importance only on "mhat they haue to knom;" that is, mhat
they haue to knom to get on the honor roll and, ultimately, mhat they
haue to knom to earn a high score on the Scholastic Achievement Tests.
This obseruation is supported in research cited by Brooks and Brooks
(1993), research shoming that nouice learners choose only enough
information to "achieve correct, mandated performance ...(they) resist
learning anything that is not part of the algorithms they depend on for
success" (p. 40). In addition to the students mhose parents had
mritten, I mas reminded of Bobby Ann's telling me her conclusions about
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the time me spent on the contract: "It just seemed like masted time
because, basically, you knom, me don't get graded on it."
Many salient problems become euident mhen considering the
present teaching format. My omn experience is that each problem
leads back to one of the biggest problems I encountered. Using this
teaching format effectively requires that the teacher deuote a great
deal of time to communication mith all participants—students, parents,
administrators, and the greater community.

Student Responsibility for Learning

fls a group, during the second quarter, the students demonstrated
less responsible behauior in relation to some areas of the definition in
Chapter II. In such actions as bringing materials to class, turning in
assignments, and editing them mhen needed, I found much less of this
behauior than mas euident during the first quarter (even the uncovered
books mhich I had taken back remained unclaimed). In relation to their
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awareness of how they were progressing and where they stood with
their skills deuelopment, I obserued little ouerall responsibility as
defined in Chapter II.
The one area in which as a group, they had demonstrated a large
degree of responsible behauior was in class discussion. Rll students
had participated regularly, and they were demonstrating many of the
desired social skills. I had obserued a pattern beginning to deuelop of
students responding to one another and of bringing one another into
the discussion. I had also obserued students supporting their ideas by
citing specific euidence from their literature, euen stating a page
number and reading their euidence to the class.
Indiuidually I noted seueral people who had taken responsibility for
their own learning. Charles was leaning his study hall occasionally to
work with me on learning grammar, and he occasionally supported his
ideas in his writing. Kara had continued to meet with me euen though
she had not always done all the work. Garth had accepted full
responsibility for his quarter failure. Samantha eualuated her work for
the second quarter to be six points lower than her work of the first
quarter, saying, "It's my own fault. I see a pattern of lateness and two
assignments I didn't do." Jon, Ted, Sam, and Johanna had each spoken
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out during a class discussion to ask for clarity of the discussion. With¬
out exception, all the students kneui of at least one strength they
demonstrated in their writing and in their contributions to class
discussions.
There were students whom I continued to encourage to take on a
greater challenge, but i had not observed them doing so. Ted continued
to do the minimum. During the first quarter conferencing, Rita had
discussed doing a research project on a particular career, but had not
taken any steps to accomplish it. Bobby Rnn continued to be unhappy
with the class contract discussions and with what she termed "wasting
time," but would not speak about it in class.

The Final Second Quarter Grades

With one exception, each of the students and I came to agreement
on a grade for this quarter, and 11 people evaluated their work as less
successful than that of the first quarter (Appendix J). The one
exception to agreement was Beth who avoided determining her grade.
We met and discussed the quarter s work, and she was completely
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aware she had done almost none of the work. I made three
appointments for her to inform me of her final decision, all of which she
was unable to keep. I waited until the end of the third quarter before
putting the failing grade on her rank card. I heard nothing from her,
and since she had transferred, I had no further contact with her.
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CHAPTER Ulll
RESULTS: THE THIRD RND FOURTH QUARTERS
The Story of the Class

During the third quarter, the students started their research papers,
much of uihich mas an individual pursuit. In addition they studied the
play, Macbeth uihich they accomplished in the same format uie had
been practicing all year, small group tasks and large group discussion.
My past experience mith the teaching format of this study shoms that
the third quarter marks a turning point in student ability to take charge
of classroom euents and to rely less on the teacher. IHhereas during
the second quarter, tmo people brought up a personal problem they
experienced in class discussions, this quarter tmo people brought up an
issue they had mith class responsibility.

Students Beginning Their Research
The second half of the year started mith the students beginning their
research papers, and me spent a meek of classes in the library, as mell
as one or tmo days each of tmo successive meeks. During this time,
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students searched for resources, ordered those not auailable, and
started reading and taking notes for their research paper.
I walked around the library, offering my help and stopping to
obserue and to listen as individuals and small informal groups worked,
fl few people had difficulties. Sam particularly experienced many
problems, and each time I offered to work with him, he had a reason
that he could not work. Charles sat down each day at a table and
thumbed through the same notebook of resources. I offered my help to
which he declined. I suggested the computers might help, and he
declined that idea as well. James sat with a girl from another class and
helped her with her math. Ulhen I asked him about his research, he
assured me he was “all set." Jon spent the entire first week looking up
one topic and then decided to change to another topic. 1 told him,
based on my preuious experience with time, I would not aduise doing
so, but he held firm to his decision. Ted could not decide what topic he
wanted.

Students Taking Charge of Class
The second week, the class started to read the new literature work,
Macbeth. R few people commented that doing two things at once
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would be confusing. To deal with the confusion, the class planned
certain days for research and others for reading and discussion.
February 9 had been planned for research and when the students
arriued, seueral did not haue work with them. Others commented they
had not known this was to be a research day. Seueral asked to return
to their lockers for work materials. I asked them (with an edge in my
uoice), to work with what they had, and told them if they had nothing,
they just lost out on this "valuable time." Ted asked me to make an
outline of the week based on their plan. He also requested that I
include in the plan what to bring to class each day. I asked them how
they could take care of that for themselues, and Rita spoke up, anger in
her tone, "Let's just get to work." Then Kara too addressed the class:

Ule planned the whole week. Ille knew what
to bring today. Ilie waste too much time
arguing ouer what's already been decided.

The class became very quiet. Each person took out something to do and
went to work.
Later that day when Kara and I met for our work, she was uery
worried that she had not used I statements and that she had been too
forceful. I told her I liked what she had said because it was their class,
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and that meant students' speaking up. She explained she uias disgusted
uiith excuses and people not hauing uiork done, but at the same time
she was now concerned with possible class reactions to what she had
said. I shared with her that Bobbg Ann had expressed concern "that
more people needed to take the class seriously," but had not felt
comfortable to say that to the class. Kara said her obseruations were
that "the girls were serious about learning and the boys were less
serious."
The next week, the students again diuided their time between
working on their research and reading the play. I did not obserue an
increase in the number of students who were actively working during
the research days, but no one asked to get forgotten materials. Ruth,
who had volunteered to replace Beth in writing the assignments on the
board, had written the week's schedule on the board.
After vacation the class devoted more time to group work and class
discussions on Macbeth. On March 4 the class had decided to have a
discussion based on the small group work they had planned and carried
out the previous day, which had been to make a list of important
events in a particular scene. I told them I would sit outside the circle
to observe and take notes on their interaction. Mark had a different
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idea of what he wanted me to do, "You can stay in the circle; just don't
talk." I agreed, wrote the academic and social skills objectiues on the
board, and took my seat. Ruth started the class:

Shall we go around and read our lists?
General response of no
Okay, I'll start. (Ruth) 1 haue...
I had that too, and we also had....(Mark)
Should we all add that to the list?
(Johanna)
General agreement to do so
Let's just list euerything first, and then
edit the list later. (Kara)
General agreement and Ruth summarized the points mentioned.
Shall we go in chronological order? (Rita)
General agreement
I haue a question. UJhat relationship does
the drunken porter haue to the play? (Ruth)
Comic relief (Mark)
IDhen tragedy happens in a play, the audience
needs comedy next. (Faith)
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(fl note of importance is that I had giuen this information in introducing
the reading section.)

Ule had a question, too. Did Lady Macbeth or
Macbeth convince Duncan's sons to leaue?
(Mark)
Eueryone looked around, and then started leafing through their play
books. Mark read aloud the section in which the sons left. No one
answered him and there was a pause of about one minute. Morry broke
the silence by saying, "I'd like to backtrack here a minute." He asked a
question about something from the last class discussion. Ted responded
to Morry. Ruth added a comment, and Mark commented that all they
had just said connected to one of the themes they had identified
earlier. Eueryone spontaneously wrote notes for about two minutes.
Ruth directed the conversation back to Mark's question about the
sons, "Does anyone have any ideas on Mark's question about Duncan's
sons?" Faith answered and read a section which supported her idea.
Everyone wrote notes. Ted asked for a summary of what they had
listed so far, and Samantha read her list. Ruth suggested they now go
around the room so that everyone would have the chance to add
something. They all agreed. Five people said they had nothing to say:
James, Jon, Charlie, Garth, and Sam. Everyone else was involved in the
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discussion, and at one point, Ben gaue an elaborate explanation (the
longest he had spoken) of why he belieued Macbeth had stabbed the
guards.
Garth asked for clarification of what Ben was saying, and Ted
clarified with a summary. Ruth asked Ben a question. Johanna asked
the whole class a question in relation to Ben's explanation. Both Kara
and Ruth gaue their ideas in response. The class time was ouer and Rita
suggested they read the next fiue pages and continue on Monday.
Eueryone agreed.
I had followed Mark's instructions. I had not talked. I had listened
and obserued as the students made a discussion plan and then
exchanged ideas, supported their ideas, asked one another questions,
searched within the reading for answers, asked one another for
clarification of answers, responded to one another, returned to
ouerlooked student questions, made connections between preuiously
learned information and new information, summed up information,
checked for agreement from the whole class before mouing on, and last
of all, agreed to giue themselues a reading assignment for the next
class discussion. The students had taken responsibility for their own
learning during this day.
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Students Not taking Charge
The follow-up to the March 5, Macbeth discussion in which the
students had successfully carried on work leading toward the class
objectiue without my interuention, was a fiasco. No one offered ideas;
students shuffled papers and moued about in their chairs. I asked
Charles to start, to which he responded he didn't know where to start.
I suggested he read the first thing on his list, and he said he hadn't
taken any notes. I turned to the general class, and asked if someone
would summarize up to where we had left off; no one responded. The
room became completely silent for about two minutes. Mark asked if
anyone had read the fiue pages they had assigned themselues. Nine
people said they had read it, and each of them made a comment about
what they saw happening on those pages. No one responded to
another, no questions were asked, and no discussion deueloped. The
students who had not read the assignment sat quietly.
After class, Bobby Ann, who had sat throughout class, head down,
doodling in her notebook, made an appointment to discuss her
frustration with the class. Kara stopped to request that her mother be
included in our upcoming conference, and I could see she was angry. I
had also obserued anger in Aita's facial expression. No one had brought
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up to the class their feelings about the fact that one-half of the
students had not done the assignment, but I could feel frustration in
some others as uiell.

Students Expressing Their Uiews On the Teaching Strategy
On March 11, a local newspaper reporter visited the class and asked
the students to talk about their reaction to the teaching format. Four
students were absent, but the comments of the others reveal
important aspects of their personal experience with the teaching
format:

It's better in the way you get to critique
your own work. (Ruth)
The first quarter was much harder. Now
it's easier. (Ted, and several others in
different words)
The pressure from the first quarter is
gone. (Kara)
It's very frustrating. Someone may get
away with a better grade and not
deserve it. (Sam)
It's more worry because you don't know
how much the undone work counts.
(Charlie)
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It helps to decide the grade with the
teacher (Faith)
The less formal atmosphere makes you
feel better about yourself. (Ruth)
The stress of a grade is off because you
get feedback and can rewrite. (Bobby Rnn)
When you rewrite, you recognize your
strengths. (Rita)
Vou're compared to yourself and not
others. (Rmy)
There's no uisual proof I'm doing bad.
(Sam)
Work you didn't do comes back at us at
the end of the quarter because we haue
to evaluate and look at it. The other way,
you don't do it, it's ouer. (Ruth)

It is interesting to obserue one contrast between the comments
made by the female students and those made by the male students.
Each of the females noted a specific way in which the format helped
them whereas each of the males commented about a concern they
experienced with the format. Taking this a step further, one can note
that the males' concerns centered around not hauing a grade, an
attitude which could indicate a male emphasis on the goal. The
females, on the other hand, mentioned the specific ways the format
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helped them improue in their ability to do the work, an attitude which
could indicate female emphasis on process.

The Case Study Students

James
James continued to turn in almost no work, to euidence roller
coaster emotions, and for the most part to auoid me. In class, he
usually sat, arms folded, and stared straight ahead. Sometimes he
drew on a notepad. UJhen the students were in small groups, he
interacted with the other group members, but did not do assignments
which the group depended on to complete their objectiue. In the
library when the class was doing the research, he uisited with friends
from another class, and refused help.
He refused to conference about his work, and both his mother and I
agreed to allow him space and just to let him know we were auailable
wheneuer he might want to talk with either of us. Twice during the
quarter, he asked me for assignments, but he did not do them. He
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continued to show anger as his usual mood, and once uuhen I saui him in
the hall and spoke casually, asking houj euerything was going, he
snapped, "Just lay off."
He did agree to conference at the end of quarter. UJhen I asked him
what he thought about a grade for the report card, he replied he didn't
care. R long pause followed, and he asked how much work he had done.
I listed what I had written down and he added one. There was a long
pause, and I sensed his discomfort at making the obuious conclusion he
had done a little less than one-third of the assignments.
I took the opportunity to momentarily change the subject and
perhaps make a dent in his armor, life talked about his other subjects
and I learned he had flunked two other subjects. Uihile we talked, I
encouraged him to reach out to people in the school who cared about
him. He said he'd been "inuited to some stupid Student Assistance Team
meeting. Vou gaue them my name." (Rfter our mid-year parent
conference, I had submitted him as a troubled student, and had heard
nothing since.)
He accused me of telling them he was a "substance abuser.”
Interestingly enough, he did not sound angry. I responded to his
accusation:
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Teacher:

No, James, I told them you weren't doing
English and were withdrawn. They
may haue thought this indicated drug
use. I'ue been uery concerned about
you and I hauen't been able to reach you.

Vour job is to teach me English and if I
don't learn it, it's not your fault. It's my
fault.

Ule talked on, touched on the topic of his going to summer school, and 1
offered my help when the time came for him to make a decision. Uie
agreed to a "50" on the rank card.
James was not hostile and not friendly. He spoke in a monotone, and
I felt anger just below his outward appearance of depression. Although
he told me my job was to teach, I sensed by his willingness to talk
about the Student Assistance Team, that he was not unhappy about my
hauing referred him. He also spoke as if he were taking the
responsibility for hauing failed English.

Emu
Amy remained quietly present in class; in fact, at the beginning of
the quarter, she was unusually quiet. I did not realize she was in
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trouble until March 3, six weeks into the third quarter, but euen then, I
was not worried because she had consistently demonstrated strong
abilities.
flmy continued to participate uery little in class discussions and to
report to me each time she was in a small group that her group
members were not doing their job. On February 8 she repeated her
usual action by coming to me when the bell rang. She told me her two
group members had not performed their jobs, and, 'Til just haue to do
the work on my own like I usually do." Again I took a minute or two to
inuite her to brainstorm ways she could help solue the problem, fls
with the others who had expressed frustration with their peers, she
too was reluctant to say anything to them.
By March, she was still reaching out to me rather than to her group
members. She and Faith were partners on a one-day assignment, fl
few minutes into the work, she called me ouer to ask if her
interpretation of a Macbeth passage were accurate. Because we had
been working with the rule of only one group question for each session,
groups had deueloped a pattern of sauing their questions until the uery
end of class. When I asked if this would be the one group question, I
learned she had not checked with her partner before calling me ouer.
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On another occasion, I asked the class to diuide into groups of three
or four, as they decided, and to choose their own group members, flmg
sat at her seat and made no moue to ask others or to join a group
herself. LUhen I asked if eueryone were in a group, she said nothing.
While the groups had been forming, I had heard someone inuite her, but
I had heard no response. I belieue flmg resisted group work because
she wanted me to know which work was her own, and thus working in
groups became a threat to indiuidual recognition from the teacher.
On March 3, I realized I had no recorded work from flmy. Up until
this time, we had discussed her research topic seueral times because
she had expressed difficulties finding resources. I had seen seueral
myself in bookstores and had referred her to them. She had not
obtained them, and she had asked to be excused from discussing her
topic in class because she was afraid others would make fun of her
because her topic was prayer. She did, howeuer, participate in the
indiuidual class reporting on research topics.
The day the second set of notecards was due, I asked her about her
first set which had not been turned in, concluding, from our preuious
conuersations, she would be turning in both sets together. She looked
at me, and said nothing. After a short silence, she uery quietly said, "I
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don't know, ' and she turned away. Class started, and I did not speak
uiith her until the follouiing day.
I tried to schedule a conference with her, telling her I had seen none
of her research work. Her response was to stare at me for a minute
and uery calmly say, "UJhat do you mean?" I told her I was worried.
She said she had too much work to do in all her classes, and explained
she had four research assignments and one of them required she go
into the hopital and interuiew people because there was no literature
available. When she finished her explanation, she asked, "Does this
mean I have a "C"? I responded I didn't know, but that four zero
entries was "scary." Then she wanted to know if she were failing, and
I said I didn't know.
Later, in the cafeteria, we talked a few minutes more and she said
she felt “stressed out," "on overload," and then, in a tone of most
uncharacteristic seriousness, "I'm only fifteen and I can't do all this
work."
On March 14, she turned in a rough draft of the first five paragraphs,
and it was completely wrong, not even on the topic she had indicated
she would research. I was puzzled because Amy's past work had
clearly indicated her readiness to accomplish the research task, and to
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accomplish it to a more successful extent than any other student in the
class. UJe conferenced and she started again. She also told me her
mother must not learn of her failing grade.
A meek later, I called her at home to inquire about her progress. She
said she had made no progress because, she had been unable to get to a
library, Hl don't haue transportation and I don't haue a study hall.
Rnymay, I don't knom inhere to start." Then she again stated she
definitely didn't rnant her mother to knom she mas failing.
By March 25, only ten days remained in the third quarter, and Amy
had accomplished none of the research. After my phone call to her, me
made an appointment to mork together, and she did not keep it. In
class, her participation in discussion had increased, and she had
expressed delight in reading Macbeth. Her mriting and tests on the
literature, had been consistently successful and of high quality. She
had refused to mrite a progress report, telling me again her mother
must not knom she mas failing.
That she had decided she mas failing mas interesting in itself
because the class had seueral times discussed the English Department's
policy that the research steps mere to be considered as 2B% of the
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third quarter's work, and the final paper was to be considered as 20%
of the fourth quarter's work. The only work flmy had not done was the
20% part.
Also of interest was the fact that she had attributed her stress leuel
to four research projects, because when I talked with her other
teachers, they informed me the work was not research in the sense of
the English Department paper. They described short reports and
belieued flmy totally capable of handling the work with high success.
When I put the whole picture together—a pending parent diuorce,
Amy's mercurial temperment which had become euident only during the
third quarter, a mother whom flmy had all year insisted expected high
grades, Amy's insistance she was failing the quarter and her mother
was not to know, her demonstration of complete helplessness in
relation to the research project, her pattern of need for an authority
figure's attention and approual—all led me to belieue Amy's actions
were not without a purpose. I decided to call her mother and try to
enlist her help without telling flmy. I was breaking an agreement I had
made with each student that I would not contact a parent before
notifying the student of my plans.
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Amy's mother expressed her appreciation that I had called her. She
had known nothing of Amy's problems with the research, and had been
unable to learn from Amy why I had called her the previous week. She
wanted to know if Amy were failing the quarter, and I explained that
Amy had to evaluate her own work. I also told her my assessment of
Amy's skills and my concern that something other than the research
was the real problem. Her mother readily agreed my conclusion was
plausible and related several events she believed could be contributing
to what she termed "a need for attention." We agreed not to tell Amy I
had called, but instead her mother would ask her how the research
project was going, thereby trying to open communication.
The next morning, a Saturday, at 9:30, Amy called me at home. Her
voice was very low and she asked me what her grade was. I asked her
to assess it and we discussed each assignment. "Is there any chance of
salvaging it?" she asked. I didn't respond.
She explained that her mother had asked her about her research and
she had told her of her problems. Amy said her mother then told her if
she had an "F," she'd be grounded, and that an "F" would affect her
class standing and she wouldn't get into a good college. I asked her to
make a plan for accomplishing the work, to set herself a schedule, and
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after she had done some of the work, to arrange a meeting for the
three of us to examine what she had accomplished, flmg agreed, saging
she thought the plan "a great idea."
I told her the work would not haue an affect on this quarter because
the third quarter would close in one more week, and that her plan
would benefit her fourth quarter. She asked if she could pass the gear
if she failed third quarter, and I told her that usually students passed
for the gear when they had failed only one quarter. She ended the
phone conuersation still saying she was failing the quarter, yet her
tone of uoice sounded upbeat.
The end-of-quarter grading conference arriued, and from the
beginning, flmy took the lead in a campaign to pursuade me she had not
failed. It was obuious she saw the evaluation of her work as coming
from the authority, and she had to present a case to prevent herself
from that failing grade. She started talking the minute she entered the
room, and she consistently presented herself as the victim of
circumstances:

Now about my grade—I really don't think
1 should fail. I went through my work
and I had done the cards. Vou just didn't
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collect them though. Rnd I did the rough
draft of the first fiue paragraphs, and
you didn't like it.
I said nothing and she continued.
I found out that the English Department
policy is the research part counts only
20% of our uiork for the uihole quarter,
so I haue at least an 80.
I responded me had to examine the other part of her work.
I'ue got that all here. I couldn't do the
second rough draft (still speaking of
the research) because you told me to
start ouer again.

tile continued by examining her mork on Macbeth, and in each of her
remarks about a paper, she noted uihat my reaction had been for that
paper, "Vou liked this one." and "Oh yes, this one uias good. Vou loued
it." UJhen I asked her mhat mas good about it, she read my comments
from the paper. I heard no indication she had internalized an
understanding that she had displayed certain strengths in her mriting.
LUe came to agreement that her mork mas best represented mith a
grade of "C." I had maited to hear her describe the mork in terms of
her accomplishments and her strengths, as mell as her decisions and
their results. She engaged in none of these actions mhich mould haue
indicated she mas taking responsibility for her omn learning.
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Garth
The third quarter started with the parent conference Garth and 1 had
planned at the close of the second quarter. I had talked with his dad on
the telephone, explained my concerns, and made an appointment at
that time. Garth's mother came to the conference and I opened the
meeting by explaining the purpose of our getting together was to learn
how we could be of help to Garth.
Garth had a clear idea of what he wanted because he and I had
examined his situation so thoroughly. He immediately explained that
he liked short deadlines (as he and I had discussed in relation to the
mid-term exam writing limit of 40 minutes), and that a giuen long time,
he tended to "procrastinate, and then I haue another paper due, and
then another, and then none of them are finished." He talked about
how overwhelmed this situation made him feel and that, as a
consequence, he then did nothing.
The three of us talked of how we could help him and agreed that
when a paper was assigned, Garth would that night make a list of ideas
and giue it to me the next day. i would in turn give him feedback on
the ideas. From this action, he would haue an immediate place to start.
He discussed class participation saying sometimes he didn't ask a
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question because "I don't know what I don't know." He continued,
giuing us a dear picture of his problems and his ideas of how his
mother and I could help him.
I noticed his mother did not bring up his failing grade of the preuious
quarter, nor did she reprimand him for past actions, nor did she giue
him aduice about how to solue his problem, fls Garth euplained his
difficulties and his plan, she paraphrased what he said and occasionallg
offered an idea of something she or 1 might do. Her suggestions were
alwags in the form of a question. I wondered if this were the reason I
had consistentlg seen no defensiueness in Garth, but a complete
willingness to accept his actions as his own and to engage in making
plans for more successful future actions. (I had also noticed
throughout my interactions with Garth, that he paraphrased what I said
and checked with me to be sure he had understood my meaning.) When
the meeting ended, Garth had reuised the action plans he and I had
made on December 14 and on January 31, and added ways he thought
his family and I could help him.
Garth chose for his research topic to discuss the ways in which
violence on television affects children. My class log notes reveal that
on every day planned for research, Garth had his material with him and
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pursued his search for resources and, later, his reading and writing on
his topic. Through March 4 when he and I conferenced for his mid¬
quarter assessment, he not only had turned in all assignments, but also
had turned them in on time.
During the March 4 conference, he took charge more than in our past
meetings. He opened the discussion by saying he had done "uery well
on the research, and the Macbeth was good, but could haue been
better.” I noticed he did not euidence any of his usual hesitancy which
I had seen as characteristic of one who is thinking aloud. This time, I
drew the conclusion, Garth had already thought through his progress
and knew what he had accomplished.
Ten days later, on March 14, Garth did not turn in the rough draft of
his first fiue paragraphs. I mentioned my disappointment at not being
able to read what he had found, and decided to wait and see if he
would take charge. By March 20, he had said nothing, and he had still
turned in nothing. I asked him for an appointment. He assured me he
did not need one and would haue the required ten paragraphs in rough
draft form by the due day which was the following Friday. He did not
haue it.
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I mas unsuccessful in scheduling a conference to mork on the
paragraphs mith Garth, and, rnith his knomledge, I contacted his mother
mho thanked me and said she mould address the situation mith him.
Meanmhile Garth's class participation had improued. Up until this
point, he had only spoken mhen asked a direct question by another
person. During the Macbeth discussions, he had tmice uolunteered to
talk. His mork on the play, tests and mritings, mas of high quality and
shomed complete understanding.
On April 8 me met to eualuate his third quarter mork. He had not
brought his folder of mork or his self-assessment mith him, but, as in
the mid-quarter meeting, he started mith confidence:

I think I did pretty mell. Except for
missing those tmo paragraph assign¬
ments mhich I didn't turn in, I did the
rest of the research steps.

He launched into a discussion of his research, and the major part of our
conference became a reseach morking session. He described his
difficulties in finding all he manted and his plan to go to the Uniuersity
library, his problems in using his omn mording and in organizing the
information. UJe listed uarious mays he might choose to organize the
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material, and he requested uie meet again to mark further on the
organization. Then me started the eualuation mork.
lUe examined his strengths and noted his progress in organization as
euidenced in his mriting and his planning. He had not noted the
specifics of his strengths, and me listed them together.
He expressed surprise to learn he had not turned in one of the
homemork assignments, and as me talked, I realized he had read the
article and remembered it thoroughly. He also found he had turned in
only one-half of a short mriting on the play, another fact mhich he had
forgotten.
Then he drem his conclusion as to a representative grade, "I came in
thinking '85' (B-), but mithout those other assignments, I think 80' (C).
I responded that I thought more along the lines of a "C+" saying I sam
gromth in his skills and I indicated the list me had made. I pointed out
that his first quarter had been "80,u and I mould like the record to
indicate improuement. He laughed, and said "lllell, of course I'll take
the higher grade.”
I could not dram a conclusion as to mhether Garth recognized his
gromth. UJhen he had dramn his conclusion of a grade, he had
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mentioned only the work he had done and that which he had not done.
I had brought up the topic of strengths and of growth in skills.

Sam
Sam had a uery difficult third quarter both in accomplishing his
indiuidual work and in becoming inuolued in class discussions. On
January 26, each student started the searches for resources on the
indiuidually chosen topics. This class and one other were together in
the library.
Sam had decided to find out what was auailable on the topic of mind
control, and after about 20 minutes informed me there were no
resources. I asked him if he had checked all fiue of the computer bases
in the library. He explained he could not get to one because all the
others were using them, whereupon I suggested he stand in line as
others were doing. He declined saying he would be wasting time.
Instead, he decided to change his topic to multiple personalities.
By Tuesday, February 1 (three school days and a weekend later), Sam
informed me he could not find resources on his topic. He said last
week he had found two articles in a collection contained in the library,
but that today they were missing. I asked him to talk with the librarian.
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He did not, and a fern minutes later, he told me there mere no other
articles on multiple personalities in the collection. I again suggested he
do a computer search. Instead he consulted one of the microfische
indices.
I obserued him for four minutes. His fromn told me he mas hauing
difficulties, so I ment ouer to him and offered help. He said there mere
no resources in that index either. I again suggested the computers, and
again he placed the control outside of himself, saying he could not get a
turn because they mere all being used. I almost forced him to take a
chair next to Samantha mho mas at that moment using one of the
computers, and I said, “Your turn is next."
Then he told me he did not knom horn to use the computers (The class
had spent the preuious meek morking in cooperatiue groups to learn
each computer and Sam had been absent one of the days, but had
turned in a successfully completed assignment mhich met the indiuidual
objectiue). I asked him if he had learned this particular computer mith
his group, and he said, “They only explained it. I didn't haue a chance to
use it."
Sam mas definitely feeling completely helpless and placing all the
control outside of himself. I made one further suggestion, requesting
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he ask Samantha to explain mhat she inas doing as she used the
computer. He gaue a reason he could not do so, and at that point Mark
asked him if he manted some help. I left the trno of them and morked
mith others.
Rt the end of class, Sam, mith major fromning, said he had found
onlg three resources. Seueral times during class he had made the
statement he mould neuer haue his completed resource list bg the due
date mhich mas Friday, February 4, and he informed me of this again. I
responded that he, like many others, mould probably haue to spend
time outside of class to complete the search. Still fromning he left the
library.
Rt lunch mhen his mother and I met to discuss our shared special
education students, I mentioned Sam's frustration, to mhich she replied
he mas just like her, "liJe're afraid of computers. IDe knom so little
about them."
On Thursday, Sam came to see me before school started to tell me he
mould not "be able to be in class" because he had an Enterprise (a
business club) meeting. UJe had the folloming conuersation:
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Teacher:

Thanks, Sam. I know you were worried
about getting your list done by tomorrow.
UJhat plans haue you made to haue it
finished?
Well, I didn't know this meeting, that I
had to go to this meeting. Last time it
was early morning.

Teacher:

Ves, they're scheduled for all different
times. Vou haue the list of times.
Va, but no one told us.

I just looked at him saying nothing, and he continued:
The library's closed all day.
Teacher:

True, and you can get a research pass
from the librarian and use it anytime
today.
I can't get my cards done. There's no
way.

Teacher:

Sam, hear me. The librarian will giue
you a pass and you can use it anytime
today.
I don't know how to use the machines.

Teacher:

The librarian is there to help you.
I'll neuer get 20 by tomorrow anyway.

Sam's helplessness was his defense, and I was experiencing no
success in helping him to realize he was not at the mercy of these
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euents, but rather that he had the power to make choices as to how he
would handle these euents; indeed, that he was euen then making
choices, but that the choices he was making were hurting him.
Meanwhile, his mother, belieuing she was helping him, was actuallg
promoting his helplessness. Rather than asking Sam to schedule a
meeting with the librarian, she asked the librarian to schedule time
after school to help Sam with the computers. The librarian scheduled
time that uerg dag, and asked Sam to start bg working on a particular
computer. His response was that he did not need to learn that one. He
was finished with it. She insisted and helped him brainstorm kegwords
that would lead him to additional resources (He had onlg three).
Fifteen minutes later, Sam had left the computer, and was sitting at
a librarg table doing his geometrg. When the librarian asked him to
work with her on the other computers, he declined, telling her he had to
work on his math. The next morning, the due dag for the resource list,
he told me he had 12 resources and had not had time to find more.
fl short while later, he made an appointment with me, and we met
on Februarg 15. Sam's actual words, I belieue, help one to comprehend
the extent to which he saw himself as helpless in the face of euents
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beyond his control. I started the conuersation by asking him why we
were meeting and then I listened:

Well, I just wanted to tell you why I'ue
been mouing pretty slowly with this
research. Vou see, the thing was, was, urn
ah, first of all my topic is really limited. I
couldn't really get enough, you know, so I
had to like compare it and I had to switch
it around a little...not to mention that when
I was doing that business thing, it made me
miss a lot of time in there...sometimes, like
that time I just plain forgot my stuff, uh I
could not haue gotten in there because we
decided to do the research on Friday and it
was Wednesday when we decided and I was
only here, no I was here for Wednesday, and
the next day I missed the whole day of school...
Teacher:

Vou mean you hadn't gotten any resources
during the first week we spent in the library?
Oh, well, I was looking for stuff that was, that
was, I was too busy looking for stuff.

I then described to him what the librarian had told me about his
appointment with her to which he responded with the many reasons he
had to do the math. Then I confronted him with two disparate points I
was hearing from him:
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Teacher:

I'm hearing you say you hauen't had
time to get euerything done and yet I'm
hearing that you chose to work only 15
minutes the day you had an appointment
with the librarian.

I felt at that point, uh, I can go in there
and make that up anytime, but that
geometry was due right then. I had to
get it done.
Teacher:

Ves, and we make choices all the time. I'm
aware that you made choices, and I don't know
if you know you made those choices.
I know I made the choice because I did it, and
urn, I can make up that time easy. I mean I
already know how to use two of the machines.
I just couldn't find anything on it, so that kind
of discouraged me so...

I saw no euidence that Sam did see he made choices. He just continued
with his stream of reasons he could not do the work.
Sam, I belieue, played a life position of Uictim on the Drama Triangle,
and his parents played the position of Rescuers (His dad had Rescued
him when he wrote the letter requesting Sam be transferred rather
than asking Sam to arrange a student-parent-teacher meeting). Based
on his experiences, Sam's expectation (and probably his parents') was
that the teacher also be a Rescuer. When I did not Rescue him, his
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mother enlisted the librarian to do it. When the librarian's expectations
mere that Sam learn the computers and do the mork himself, he became
the uictim of his math assignment. He did not complete his list of
resources; I do not belieue he learned to use the computers; and his
subsequent behauior indicated he continued to uiem all of these euents
as out of his control.
The third role in the Drama Triangle is Persecutor, and I sometimes
had difficulty in staying out of that position mith Sam. On one occasion
as he began a list of reasons he had been unable to complete an
assignment, I snapped at him, "Don't giue me excuses. I mant results."
I accomplished nothing from this outburst, except perhaps making him
feel euen more like a Uictim.
What mould haue helped him mould haue been one-on-one time in
mhich I had shomn him a model for making a plan to do the mork. In
this may he mould haue begun to experience taking charge. I had
follomed such a procedure during the February 15 conference, as mell
as on seueral other occasions.
In the class discussions about Macbeth. Sam participated uery little,
and on March 19 as the class mas discussing mays to uary their study
of the play, Sam made the folloming statements:
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People pick up on things in different mays.
Rnd for the people uiho pick up on things and
they start shootin back and forth, I can't
understand mhat's going on. One person is
sayin1 he's jealous and one person's saying
he isn't jealous. I think there's too much
going on at once.

Although Sam had not mentioned discomfort mith class discussions
since December 17, he mas again presenting a similar dilemma. He
heard more than one idea and he did not knom mhich to belieue.
In the quarter grading conference, Sam expressed feelings of being
ouermhelmed. He said he hated Shakespeare and understood none of
Macbeth. He said me had too much mork to do this quarter and he
continued his list of reasons he mas unable to complete euerything. He
concluded his grade mas less than the 84 he had earned for the second
quarter, and decided an 80 represented his achieuement. I agreed mith
his eualuation.
During the first half of the year, I had thought of the possiblity that
Sam might haue auditory processing problems, and then had dismissed
the idea in light of his explanation that his confusion mas caused from a
belief that there had to be a "correct'' theme to a story. He had shomn
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no further class discussion confusion until his March 19 comments. I
consulted his mother to learn if he had experienced ear infections as a
child. She said no, but that his second grade teacher had inquired about
ear infections, and she belieued the topic had been raised at another
grade leuel, but she could not remember mhen. Based on their
experience, neither his mother, nor Sam belieued there mere indicators
of a hearing or a processing problem.

The Teacher

Teacher as Persecutor on the Drama Triangle
This quarter mas the most difficult one for me to stay out of the
Drama Triangle, and I mas not completely successful in doing so. On one
occasion, I resorted to making an unfauorable comparison of the study
class to my other sophomore class, telling them the other class brought
their materials mith them each day they had planned research time,
and that if the other class could “take good care of themselues," so
could this class. Another time, I used sarcasm, saying something about
people hauing "at least 15 minute attention spans by the age of 13."
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I found it increasingly difficult for me to accept that these students
mere not taking the responsibility for their learning that I had expected
by this time in the year. I kneui a large part of my frustration mas
from my omn anxiety that, because some students expected me to
soiue the problems, their parents might call my administrator mith their
dissatisfactions rather than call me. I did not need more negatiue
feelings conueyed to the administrator, but I m as uery amare this
situation presented a strong probability for such actions.

Teacher Examining Expectations
My expectations, based on preuious experience, had been that by
March the class mould be taking more control of their learning.
Although I had obserued episodes of the class taking more control of
their learning, I also had obserued a continuation of lack of speaking up
and continued blame of other students because they “meren't doing
their mork," and of me because I mas not soluing the problems.
In examining my expectations, I sam that my bench mark for "more
control" had been deriued from other classes in other years. The
students in this study mere taking more control than they had
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preuiously done. I realized I had to base my expectations on this group
of people—where they had started and how far they had come.

Continued Need for One-On-One Time
Bobby Ann and I met as she had requested. She expressed great
frustration because the class "is not getting anything done." She
explained that "It just seems like all year we hauen't accomplished a
thing." I asked her if she would bring her thoughts up In class, and she
said no, "They'll probably be angry at me, or they'll just ignore it." I
asked her if she thought anyone else felt the same way, and she said
she didn't know. She expressed anger at particular students "who don't
work in other classes either, and I'm sick of it because it hurts me, not
just them."
Each time I directed the emphasis back to what she could do about
the situation, she expressed anxiety about taking any action herself. I
asked her to talk to other indiuiduals in the class and learn if anyone
else felt as she did. She was reluctant to do that.
Kara and I met, but her mother was unable to attend. After
expressing her frustration about the students who were not doing their
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work, she suggested "...me put the pressure on those mho aren't doing
the mork." Together uie brainstormed mays of putting on pressure, and
mhen I asked her to bring up one of them in class, she mas reluctant. I
suggested she talk mith others in the class and get their thoughts on
the subject, and that perhaps a group could bring up an idea together.
She said she could do that.
In addition to indiuidual concerns mith class discussions, the
research project mas presenting problems to some students, and I
manted to meet mith them. Three students had not accomplished any
of the research steps yet: James, Charles, and Ted. In addition, Amy
and Sam had said they had been unable to find anything on their topics.
Many of those mho mere experiencing no problems manted to meet
mith me to discuss their progress.

Assessing Student UJork
As I listened to the student's talk and ask questions during the class
discussions, I learned a great deal about their understandings and their
misunderstandings. I learned from one student's question that no one
in the class knem mho a particular character mas, that the purpose of
the Porter scene mas remembered by only a fern students, that there
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mas confusion about certain scenes, that the sarcasm in a particular
conuersation had not been recognized by anyone in the class, and to my
delighted surprise, that one student recognized a pattern to
Shakespeare's use of rhyme in the play. Each of these learnings on my
part enabled me to direct the learning experience so that the students
achieued deeper comprehension. The more comfortable the students
became in talking and questioning together, the greater became my
ability to assess their progress and thereby become a more effectiue
teacher.

Salient Problems

By the third quarter, the nouelty, as mell as much of the shyness,
felt in class discussion had gone, and the students mere using many of
the target communcation skills on a regular basis. The students had
euen reached a leuel of comfort in admitting mhen they had not done
their mork. They mere just beginning to learn horn to make alternatiue
plans mhen the original ones mere not morking.
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This process created great frustration for seueral, frustration uihich
when expressed reueaied an exaggerated picture of the situation's
problems. In one instance the frustration and exaggeration uias taken
home on a regular basis, and from this point, the parent discussed the
situation, as presented by her daughter, with the Parent Rduisory
Board. No one asked me any questions, and I learned much of the
details only after the school year had ended.
Thus two salient problems are presented here. The first is the
frustration and difficulty students encounter when they haue to
confront their peers in team work. The second is the public perception
of what is happening in the classroom. The following is a description of
an illustratiue episode.
On March 9, the day after the fiasco class in which only nine people
had done the reading they had assigned to themselues, I noticed the
same few people were doing all the talking. I uoiced my observation
and asked if this were acceptable to the class. Faith responded that
she was tired of discussing the play. I asked if someone had an
alternatiue idea of how to carry out the study of the play. Ben said he
wanted the class discussions because he learned many things he
couldn't pick up on his own. The problem soluing continued and the
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class decided to break into pairs to make their list and then to come
together in the large group.
I saw that Kara had her hands ouer her face, and I had the strong
impression she was feeling high frustration. I asked the class if
euergone agreed with the decision to break into pairs. I emphasized
this was their class, and all members had the responsibility to help the
class by speaking up for what they needed in order to learn. Kara
spoke angrily:

I'm frustrated with the fact we neuer get
anything done. I'm serious that we neuer
do anything but sit. If people did their work
and we had a discussion we wouldn't be talking
about Act III for six weeks.
Faith responded that she too got frustrated sometimes. I noticed
Samantha and Johanna were nodding. I added that I too got frustrated.
Kara repeated how disgusting it was that we had spent six weeks to do
the "beginning of Macbeth."
Rita asked me if they should now get into their pairs. I suggested
she ask the class if that were agreeable to eueryone. She did and the
response was angry agreement with such comments as "Just do it,"
and "Let's get it ouer with."
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Bobby Rnn had said nothing euen though the preuious day she had
been so angry she had conferenced with me to uent her feelings. Later
I asked her how she felt about today's class, and she said she had not
wanted to work in pairs, but had wanted to work in the large group. I
commented that I had not heard her say so, and she said she had been
unable to get into the conversation. She explained she had moued from
frustration to boredom. UJhen I told her boredom was anger, she
replied with a laugh, "then I'm really angry I guess."
Despite the fact that they had spent a little ouer one-half of the
school year in creating their own rules, in making group decisions, in
doing no-lose problem solving, and in doing shared evaluations of their
work, they continued to be most reluctant to confront one another with
their concerns. Rita and Kara were the only students who ever
confronted the others concerning lack of student work.
In the traditional teaching format, the responsibility for solving
such a problem belongs to the teacher, and that is the prevalent
expectation of both students and parents. It proved very difficult to
guide the students through this type of problem solving process, and
they continued throughout the year to believe that problem solving was
"wasting time."
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I had giuen little attention to Kara's exaggeration of the amount of
time me had spent on the play, "six weeks to do the beginning," nor to
her saying, "me never get anything done." Because she and I had
continued to conference on a regular basis, I had the impression she
was, uiith my support, fairly comfortable handling her classroom
frustrations. Not until school ended, and Kara, her mother, and I met
did I realize the extent to which her perceptions had been carried
home, had become the perceptions of her mother, and had become deep
dissatisfactions with "the English program." Euen though the meeting
did not occur until after the fourth quarter, I include it at this point
because of its connection to the present discussion.
The three of us met because Kara and I had disagreed as to her
fourth quarter grade as she had written it out. I wanted a conference
to discuss all that happened during the quarter, and she requested her
mother be present. In the course of our discussion, I said I had been
very disappointed when she had skipped class during a group's
presentation, especially because her feedback had always been so
helpful. Her response was that she had not minded that only seven
students were in class the day her group had presented (my log shows
15 students present), and that, "students came in and out of class all
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the time and didn't get noticed," (students had to shorn an office
admission slip to return to class).
In addition to this perception which she had created for her mother,
was the perception that students regularly came to class without
hauing done their homework and this held her back. Her mother
explained her own feelings about her perception of the class:

Kara would haue her reading done and be pre¬
pared for discussion but then you haue to go
back and do the reading because howeuer
many kids didn't do the reading. That is uery
frustrating, because as a parent, to hear that,
that's kind of wasting time. My kid did the
work, so if somebody else didn't do the work,
I don't know why you haue to reuert back...
that's part of my frustration as well with her
being in a class where her abilities are much
greater than somebody else's or her under¬
standing or her ability to pick up much quicker
than others, so that's really been a thorn in my
side all year long...lt's not fair., I'm sure there
are others who aren't bold enough to speak up
to their classmates. If you didn't do the assign¬
ment, you take a zero for the day. Ule haue to
keep going, and to me I would see that as part
of we're not accomplishing much because of it,
because you're losing ualuable class time.

I responded by saying there was another way of looking at what
was happening in the classroom. I explained a little of what I had said
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in our initial interviem about the team concept and student problem
solving. Her response to me uias, "I don't know if its that uiay in
college. If you don't have it done, you're just out of luck."
I agreed that this teaching format did create a very different kind of
classroom and explained that the process included learning the material
and also learning houi to ivork lvith others in a responsible may. I
agreed that in the traditional approach the teacher made the decisions
and frequently gave a zero to those not prepared for the day. I
contrasted that format mith the present format in rnhich the teacher
guided the students through the process of decision making and
learning horn to solve team problems. I concluded:

I don't think Kara loses out mhen she's done
the mork and some others haven't. She's
gaining from having done the mork, and she's
gaining from a valuable group experience
rnhich affords her guided practice of team skills.
Her mother's response mas to tell me, "That's not her personality type."
Rnd she ment on mith deep commitment:

UJhen you've done something and you
have to sit there and mait for someone
else to do it to get caught up mith you,
the frustration is not something that
needs to be brought into the classroom
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and that's why, I know euen in the
Parent Rduisory Programs, we discussed
that the English program needs to be
evaluated so these situations don't occur.

Kara's mother's expectations that the teacher take over and solue
this problem by making sure those who haue done the work reap the
benefits and those who haue not done the work be giuen a zero for the
day, are, i believe, the expectations of the majority. Since the teaching
format of this study is based on very different expectations, the public
perception, as this case illustrates, can very easily become a negative
one.

Student Responsibility for Learning

tUhile all the students recognized they were using more support for
their points in their paragraphs, not everyone saw this action as
growth in their writing. When I asked Faith if she knew more about
how to accomplish quality writing, she responded, "I know what you
want. I'm not sure that's what another teacher would want.'1 Because
one of the student issues had been that my expectations were
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different from those of other teachers, I still did not know to what
extent, if any, this uieuipoint had changed
Individually, I observed a tendency on the part of three students to
try and talk me into a grade they wanted. This uias most evident with
flmy, as described within the case study description, but also with
Morry and Ted. Near the end of the quarter, both Morry and Ted had
asked to make up vocabulary tests on which they had done below 70%.
The class agreement was that all editing and retakes on tests would be
accomplished by two weeks prior to the close of the quarter. Both of
them blamed me for their inability to accomplish their work before the
deadline, saying I had been too busy to give them the test. I reminded
them of their plan to ask their study hall teacher to administer the test,
and they remembered, with disappointment, that we had made such an
agreement.
Morry, in writing his self assessment, mentioned all his successes
and ignored his undone work completely. When we conferenced, I told
him of his undone pieces and unedited ones. He continued to downplay
them. HVa, that's true, but look at how good i did on these other ones."
Then he told me all the reasons he should be able to write them right
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then. LUhen I reminded him again of the turn ineek agreement, he
responded, "Oh Va," as if he had forgotten.
Many students evaluated their mork as less successful this quarter,
and other than flmy, gaue no excuses and blamed no outside forces.
Ruth evaluated her mork as a “0" saying she had made decisions
because she had "to establish priorities." She had been making a
personal decision mhich had created major stress, and she explained
her decision making had taken precedence ouer school mork during this
time period. Charles had done almost no mork and from the opening of
our conference, took full responsibility for his decisions. He said he had
failed tmo other subjects as mell, and he talked about his disappoint¬
ment at no longer being eligible to play baseball. He gaue no excuses
and blamed no outside forces. Kara had not turned in all the pre¬
liminary research steps, but had stayed in close contact mith me as to
her progress and her plans. In our grading conference, she decided her
mork mas best represented by a “B-" rather than the "B+" she had
evaluated her mork the previous tmo quarters. Mark readily evaluated
his mork as 12 points lomer than during the second quarter, citing both
his incomplete and late mork.
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One of the definitions of responsible behauior as stated in Chapter II
is the student "engages in goal setting." Garth had deuoted a great
amount of time to goal setting and reuising as described within the
case studg section. Ted, although he did none of the research steps
during the first four weeks of the quarter, did meet with me at my
urging, and he was successful in setting research goais for himself and
in carrying out what was required to achieue them.
In examining the students' work, I found my records showed more
students had turned in work and turned it in on time than in the
previous two quarters. I also noted much less evidence of need for a
grade on individual assignments, but the reason may have been that
the research work was preliminary work, and at this stage the
students' goal was learning how to do the research. The finished
product would be done in the last quarter.
In class discussions, I observed an increase in responsibility for
learning. In addition to the two students who confronted the class
with lack of responsibility, the students had twice voluntarily given
themselves a reading assignment. The second time occurred on March
18 when I had suggested no weekend homework. Jon spoke up to
disagree with my no homework suggestion. He suggested the class
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read the last 15 pages of the play so that on Monday, pairs could work
to make lists of the important euents and on Tuesday, the whole class
could share together. Eueryone agreed.
Two days previous to this episode, on March 16,1 had been absent. I
left the substitute directions to listen and observe while the class
discussed the play. She left me the information that all participated
except James, Jon, and flmy. She ended her note,

Rltogether I would say this was a
successful discussion, fl good number
of questions were raised and answers,
explanations, etc. were tendered...!
only added about 3 comments.

The fact that the students carried on a serious pursuit of their planned
study despite their teacher's absence was a strong example of
students' taking responsibility for their learning.
In the grading conferences I noted a student action I had not, up to
this time, experienced with this class. Many students spontaneously
gave me feedback concerning which activites had been positive and
helpful learning experiences for them and which ones had not. Several
commented on an article I had asked them to examine in relation to its
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paragraph structure, and gaue me helpful information about uihat to
change for the future. In relation to the library work, they told me a
number of mays the library computers mere helpful and also gaue
suggestions of mays I can change the plan for next year. Euery student
commented on the research step time schedule (mhich I had created
and asked for their agreement), and eueryone except Jon (mho had
opted to change his topic after the first meek), commented that the
time allomance for each step mas comfortable. Almost eueryone
mentioned the benefits of hauing studied Macbeth in groups rather
than alone. I had no sense that any of this feedback mas giuen in the
form of excuses or blame, but rather as information. I found the
information uery helpful to my planning for future classes.

The Final Third Quarter Grades

Rll the students and I came to agreement on a grade to represent
their third quarter mork, and these grades are listed in Appendix J.
Nine students came to the conclusion their grade mas lomer than that
of the preuious quarter.
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The Closing of The Class Story

The study of the class in its entirety (as proposed in Chapter II)
ended with the close of the third quarter. Duriny the fourth quarter,
the students continued the format of the first three quarters as they
completed their study of literature and writing techniques, finished
their research papers, and studied grammar and uocabulary.
A few obseruations about class attitude toward the contract are in
order at this point. I saw the class contract as a liuing changing
document that would be altered as the students and my needs changed.
The students, I came to realize, saw the contract as a static document.
They belieued that revising and changing was "wasting time."
Both in February and at the opening of the fourth quarter, I had
experienced difficulties with student lateness on editing of their work,
and brought the issue up each time. I asked to hold a contract
discussion, explaining I wanted to establish clarity on our definition of
punctuality. In February, seueral students expressed impatience with
taking class time for contract work. The first day of the fourth quarter,
seueral were angry at discussing the contract so late in the year. Mark
ridiculed my request to clarify a contract point. Speaking to no one
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person in particular he said, “That's right, if you don't like something,
just change it." Jon was emphatic in his opposition, "The rules should
be made the first week and then eueryone stick with them, not keep
changing and wasting time." Seueral echoed his thoughts.
During the April class, the students spent 12 minutes on a contract
clarification and update. 1 had the impression they just wanted to get
it done and felt no investment in it. My perception was supported
when seueral students told me they were "sick and tired of arguing."
During the end of the year conferences, seueral suggested that in the
future, the contract be completed the first week of school and not
changed all year.
From the beginning, students expressed a need for rules, and yet
displayed great reservation in making them. This was strongly
euidenced in October when they decided not to call their class
agreement a contract “because a contract is too binding." Instead they
initially named it a pre-contract and then finally agreed to call it
"Guidelines." Despite this fact, they wanted definite rules, and they
continued to express frustration with changes in the rules once they
made them.
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Because so much of the teaching format is unfamiliar, 1 belieue
greater initial feelings of structure can be achieued if the teacher giues
the students a list of rules and regulations for the class and tells the
students any rule is negotiable if and uihen someone has a problem
with it. Although I haue in preuious years, handed out the rules, for
this study I chose to leaue all decisions concerning the running of the
class in the students' hands. Many gaue me the feedback that they had
been giuen too much responsibility too soon. Based on this feedback
and their demonstrated insecurity and frustration with the contract, I
will, in future years, resume my preuious practice.

The Closing of the Case Study Students

James
Although I belieued James and I had ended the third quarter on a
positiue note, I did not obserue behauior which would indicate he had
taken responsibility for his learning. During the fourth quarter, he
turned in no work. He came to class most of the time; he participated
in work related to his small group objectiue but not in work related to
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his own indiuidual objectiue; he did not participate in the class
discussions; and he did not take the final exams.
I obserued that he displayed less uolatility. While on the surface,
such a behauior change seems a positiue one, I wondered if he were in
a depression. I did not learn of his further experiences with the
Student Assistance Team,
flmy
Amy, her mother, and I met on April 14. Amy showed us what she
had accomplished on her research project, and we discussed her need
to haue transportation after school when she stayed at the library. Her
mother assured her if she knew ahead of time, she would make the
arrangements. UJe discussed her grade and her mother expressed deep
concern that Amy maintain honor grades.
Amy became inuolued in her research topic, and she and I met two
additional times to discuss her research, as well as on May 25 to do a
fourth quarter progress conference. She had written her progress
report in which she discussed the quantity, and punctuality of her work.
Her one comment on quality was to say her "spelling tests...absolutely
wonderful."
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I directed our conference discussion to the topic of quality in her
work by asking her how she had done on a paragraph I had returned
with my feedback, fls she had done ail year, she placed the eualuation
on the teacher saying, "Vou said it was wonderful/
I questioned her, "Did I say it was wonderful?" to which she said I
had. I asked her to read my comments, and she read the following:
"'Definitely an unfolding paragraph. Euerything looks right."1
I said I did not think that was what I had written, and she looked
again, saying she could not read my writing. I read it to her:
"'Definitely an unfolding paragraph. Euerything unfolds right to the
conclusion."' It's impossible to auoid the impression she had switched
words in order to make me the eualuator.
flmy was not only uncomfortable in stating her own eualuation of
her work, she was unable to do so euen after we had worked together
for the entire year. Here was one of the most capable and creatiue
thinkers in the school, and she could not allow herself to recognize, at
least aloud, her own beautiful abilities.
Although she refused to state the quality of her own work and
turned my statements into eualuation, she did euidence the selfconfidence to disagree with my uiew of The Glass Menagerie, the play
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she had chosen for her outside of class reading assingment. I had told
her earlier that I did not like the plagf and when she finished it, she
brought up mg viewpoint, "I don't know what gou didn't like about it. I
loued it."
During our closing conference, I told her mg observation that she put
the judgment of her work outside herself, and requested that she give
her own evaluation of her work. She said she didn't want to brag, and
we discussed what bragging is and how one recognizes one's strengths
in a job interview situation.
Our conference continued with flmg examining each of the fourth
quarter outcomes and how she had accomplished them. In the
outcomes for oral communication, she said, I don't know if I improved
ang...people seem to dominate the classroom, I mean, theg're regulars,
and I hate to interrupt them." We talked about wags she could join a
conversation, and she said, "I could speak right from the beginning so
I'd be a regular."
She brought up that each group she had been in all gear had been
uncooperative. I asked what she saw that she could do when this
happened in the future, and she responded, "I suppose I could take
control...'gou do this and gou do that.'" I brought up the difference
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between "you statements M and Ml statements, and she mimicked an I
statement in a sing song fashion. My conclusion was that she was still
uncomfortable using the communication skills.
IDhen she completed the comparison of all the outcomes to her
work, the results were obuious to me. She had done high quality work.
She looked to me and asked if she had done well this quarter. I asked
her why she was asking, and she replied,

UJell, I was thinking I got, like a high "R"
but then I thought, 'no, no, let's keep it
realistic,' but I think I did much better
than last quarter.
Teacher.

UJell, you'ue said you haue accomplished
all the outcomes, so now we look at quality
and you haue said (I repeated the suc¬
cesses and areas needing work that we
had listed together).
I feel quite happy with myself. Should I
try and come up with a grade now?

I indicated yes, and she continued, speaking uery slowly:
I don't know. I think, I think, it would
be fl or somewhere near that, maybe
like a 94 or 95.
UJhen I agreed with her conclusion, she thanked me as if the eualuation
had been a gift or a compliment from me.
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I wanted to learn some of Amy's thoughts concerning her experience
with the teaching format. Her responses to my questions must, I
belieue, be accepted with a cautionary reminder that flmy euidenced a
behauior pattern which, with the exception of third quarter, indicated a
desire to please others.
My first question was to ask her if she would choose to take
another class in which her papers were ungraded. Her immediate reply
was a definite yes, and her reasons were interesting:

Because I'ue enjoyed this class. I think
it's less stressfuL.Grades sort of accuse
you. If you get a bad grade, it's like you
haue problems in this area, but like your
comments were really really constructive
because it's like all right: this part isn't
so good, but ouer here this is a good point.
And so you get to see how you are, not
just a grade. Grades are really scary.

Grades were scary to Amy, and I see her fear as a direct result of her
mother's emphasis on them. By making grades the most important
outcome, her mother had inaduertantly created a roadblock to Amy's
learning. The preuious year Amy had not applied for acceptance to the
honors English class, a class which she could easily haue accomplished
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with high success. Ulhen i had asked her why she wasn't in the honors
class, she had answered, "Rre you kidding, that's all I need with my
mothers' insistence on 'fl's." Near the end of this year when I offered
to recommend her for advanced junior composition, she had just stared
at me, unsmiling, and said nothing. I made no recommendation.
Another question i asked concerned the conferences. She related
two benefits from them, neither of which had to do with learning
English:

Other than the tape recorder, I like them.
I think I'ue sort of made friends with you.
I don't euer deuelop any kind of relationship
with teachers.
UJe get to explain ourselues, you know,
I mean, we can tell you if we don't under¬
stand something. This was the best part
of the whole year.

flmy represents a type of student often ouerlooked in the
classroom; the capable, highly skilled, and seemingly self-sufficient
student.
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Sam
Sam demonstrated growth in ability to take responsibility for his
learning, and growth in his writing skills. He did, for the most part,
continue to uiew control of his actions as taking place outside of
himself—forces ouer which he belieued he had no power.
In his writing he started to experience success and he showed an
interest in working on it. fls he started to write the paragraphs for his
research paper, we met often, and usually he requested the
conference. Such behauior was new for him, and I belieue, because he
recognized his writing improuements, he felt unthreatened in the
writing area. He expressed delight at obseruing that he was indeed
creating paragraphs in which he stayed on one point and supported it.
He continued to demonstrate difficulties with uocabulary and
grammar throughout the last quarter. On the grammar final exam,
which all sophomores took the first week of June, he euidenced less
than 70% accuracy.
By the middle of the fourth quarter, Sam showed progress in
recognizing his accomplishments and his needs as he demonstrates in
his progress report written on May 15—a report which, when compared
to his first quarter progress report in which he related what the course
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was about rather than what he was doing, reueals how uery far Sam
had grown in his understanding of self assessment:

So far into this 4th quarter my writing
paragraph skills haue improued quite a bit.
I feel more comfortable with them now.
Also I am getting better understanding of
Shakespeare and his style and poetry.I see
a need for work (on) my uocabulary section
because I am not greatly prepared in the area.
I must get myself a more complete under¬
standing of the prefixes. Also in the poetry
section I'm ok, but I don't haue full knowledge
of sonnets. I'm doing ok this quarter, but I
would like to be doing better than this. It is
not my full potential.

The growth ouer the year is certainly euident in his letter, and his
ability to take responsibility for his learning peaked and ualleyed for
the rest of the fourth quarter.
In our conferences, I found Sam experienced intense anxiety when
he had to examine areas in which he was hauing difficulties. It was
during this anxiety that he employed a uariety of ways to auoid dealing
with the real issue: becoming confused, listing things that had
prevented him, changing the subject, and, as a last resort, down¬
playing his actions by insisting he could haue done it, but had not put
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any time into it. Trying to lead him to take action was most difficult (as
had been euidenced during the third quarter when he began his
research work), and continued to be time-intensiue.
One of the actions I continually took with Sam was to describe
what I saw him doing which blocked him from learning, and then
engage him in making a plan to create new and effectiue behauiors. In
one of our conferences, I mentioned the incorrect format he had used
for the parenthetical documentation and bibliography of his rough
draft, fls was his ineffectiue behauior pattern, he immediately
explained why the format had been wrong rather than using a behauior
which would lead to successful use the next time. I described my
observations:

Teacher:

fls we discussed before, Sam, what I see
you do when you get confused is shut
down. Do you want to do that?
Not really.

Teacher:

UJhat can you do instead?
ftllell, I could look at it in more depth.

Teacher:

UJhat would you do to actually look at it in
depth?
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In the beginning, Sam reallg did not know what specific actions he could
do. Each time I would again lead him from my obseruation and through
an effectiue behauior he could use. On this particular occasion, we
made a list of actions he could take the next time he felt confused
when reading.
Sam continued his pattern of auoidance rather than of action. In
addition to making a plan of action, I wanted to help Sam recognize
that no matter what his reasons for inaction, the end results were real
and often hurt him. During our last conference for the quarter grade,
we examined his final draft on which the format was still incorrect.
His immediate response was to begin listing the things that had
preuented him from hauing a correct format:
Va, well, I did the first one and then I lost
it. I think the first one was correct, but
the second one I had to whiz through it
because I discouered the day I got to
school...
Teacher:

Ves, that must haue been uery frustrating.
The sad part is the end result was still an
incorrect format, and you're hauing to Hue
with the results of that. No matter what
your reason, Sam, those results still
happened, and they hurt you.
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He did not respond, and I had no indication my words meant anything to
him. He had not deueloped his ineffectiue behauiors quickly, and
certainly, one year was not time enough for him to do more than begin
to deuelop new and effectiue behauiors.
Sam experienced such pain in examining his mistakes and
confronting his weaker learning areas that he became paralyzed in
some instances. It was at these times, he employed his smokescreens.
Throughout the last conference, wheneuer we touched on an area in
which he had demonstrated difficulty, he used a smokescreen. UJhen I
mentioned his uocabulary tests indicated a possible problem, he
responded it was no problem, that he just needed to spend more time
on it (could haue done it, so no problem). He then launched into a story
of his success in third grade spelling and within one breath and two
sentences was telling me how much he had liked his third grade teacher
(change the subject).
I brought the discussion back to our eualuation by asking him to talk
about a successful area—his writing. He recognized his successes and
mentioned particularly his paragraph writing, saying that at the .
beginning of the year, he just wrote. He emphasized he had learned it
and demonstrated it.
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Next, I brought up the grammar final exam which I had returned
two days preuious asking him what the test had reuealed about his
strengths and weaknesses in grammar (I had listed these for the
students on their test sheets). He did not remember what his list
stated, did not haue it with him, and immediately started talking about
his confusion, ending by saying he could haue done better:

I really, I just didn't, I just got confused
there. I know I could do better on that
thing... It's just that I didn't really, I
didn't put much time or thought into it.

flt one point, I described my observation of his auoidance behauior,
but my action was premature and he was not ready to hear it:

Teacher.

I'm hearing a pattern here, Sam. I'm hearing
you say ouer and ouer that you could haue
put more time into things. I think this tells
you something (He interrupted me).
Va probably, but the thing is I was concen¬
trating so hard on the other things you
wanted, you know...
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And then he launched into a talk about geometry. I brought the subject
back to our topic:

Yes, this work is uery hard to keep up with,
but the fact is, Sam, if you want to do well,
you need a plan to help you reach success.

He started talking about his success on the junior high exit grammar
test, "I was one of only 5 who passed it...."
Sam's behauior was his attempt to saue face and his elaborate
uerbal camouflages indicated an intelligent person who had deueloped
ways to hide what he interpreted as shortcomings, behind all his uerbal
camouflages. My conclusion is that Sam did not know how to take
action, and through our one-on-one conferencing, he began to learn
some effectiue actions.
Sam's confusion when faced with choices was the central factor in
his reaction to the teaching format. UJheneuer he had been in a
situation in which he was free to make choices and think for himself, he
had become uncomfortable and then deueloped confusion, accompanied
by frustration, and then anger that an outside control was not present.
When our last conference was ended and he had decided on his grade, I
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asked him to talk about his reaction to the year, and he told me it had
been more demanding than any other English class he had taken.
I asked him to describe uihat he likes in a class, and his response
reuealed a student mho uieuued learning as completely eHtrinsically
motiuated. He listed the following things:

written homework euery night so I can count
on it.
teacher collecting it and giuing a test grade for
the auerage of euery four homeworks
doing things on a scheduled basis...knowing
euery Monday will be a set thing and euery
Friday...
hauing a definite time for things...no grace
days to confuse you
couer one thing at a time because that's when
I really start to lose interest in things

When I asked him what had been the hardest part of the year, he
said there had been too many "expectations to deal with," and
explained this was true of all his subjects, mentioning biology where
the teacher gaue notes on a lab one day, and the next day gaue notes
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on a different lab. He brought up Latin uihich he said he did not
like,"because there's no distinct rules with that."
Sam represents a uery interesting and important situation in relation
to this teaching format. In December when his father wrote the letter
to request Sam be changed to a more "structured English class/1 I had
discussed Sam with his guidance counselor who had suggested that
perhaps Sam was "not ready" for this type of format. Because such a
consideration arose both within this study as well as in my preuious use
of the format, I include within Chapter IH a complete discussion of the
outcomes from this study which address the concept of student
readiness.
Garth
flt the close of the third quarter, I had obserued Garth making
progress with his need to organize his things. Although not consistent
in his punctuality, he was greatly improved in his ability to complete
his tasks and remember to turn them in on time. My concerns about
Garth continued in two major issues: (1) his not turning in work that he
saw as less than perfect, and (2) his limited recognition of his strengths
and weaknesses. Because in his third quarter evaluation, he
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had talked about ujhat he had done and not done, I was unclear as to
how he eualuated the quality of his work.
His fourth quarter progress report did not reueal any different
concepts. He concluded he had done well on grammar and uocabulary
because his test scores were high. In writing and research, he said, "I
haue done well." He did not explain the specifics which led him to this
conclusion. He wrote 111 would rate my performance this quarter (so
far) at about an 88.u
He had overlooked an assignment he had not turned in, and I asked
him about it. His need for perfection was evident again, "I did it and I
hated it,H he explained, tile discussed this episode as an example of the
way in which needing the paper to be perfect held him back, and we
listed a few ideas of alternative actions. He decided to hand in a rough
draft and get feedback before trying to complete the final draft.
In our year's end conference, Garth took the lead much as he had
done during the mid-third quarter conference, but this time he
discussed his specific strengths and weaknesses as he assessed them.
Using the fourth quarter outcomes sheet which stated what he was to
have demonstrated, he evaluated his work:
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One of my problems this quarter uias that on
the Macbeth paper, I didn't proue what I said,
but on the research I thought I did support
euerything I said, so I guess I would say I'ue
shown improuement in that area." My big
mar on my record is not doing the critical
essay, and I didn't do the unfolding paragraph
so I hauen't demonstrated that I can do those
kinds of writing. I engage in group work,
but I'm not good in class discussions—I partici¬
pate, but not a lot. In grammar, I didn't do
uery well with pronoun-antecedents.

He concluded, "Other than the critical essay and unfolding paragraph,
“I'ue had a strong fourth quarter.”
In February, he had stated he belieued effort to be the more
important between quality and effort, and yet, at the end of the year,
he had based his eualuation on both, mentioning specific aspects which
create quality.
Garth was concerned about his perfectionism, and talked about how
it did hold him back euerywhere in his life. He mentioned his art, "I
draw a line on a piece of paper and then just stare at it for an hour."
My own observation has been that the most common reason a
student fails to turn in assignments is perfectionism. This certainly was
the block in Garth's case. Helping a student ouercome it may be
impossible, but I found that helping Garth to recognize it, and then to
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examine a list of alternatiue behauiors gaue him a starting place from
which he could work. Despite our list of alternatiue actions, and his
making a decision as to which action he would pursue, he did not
always follow through with his decision. During the fourth quarter, he
did not euer turn in the unfolding paragraph which he had written and
"hated." He had, though, worked with me seueral times to obtain help
with areas he had not liked in his research paper.
During the year, Garth had not made any comments about the class,
and after he had decided what he would giue himself for a grade, I
asked him to "giue me feedback about the class; things that were
helpful, things you would change." I include his entire response:

It's certainly unlike any other English class i'ue
euer been in. Rt first I was frustrated with it.
I found out it was harder than anything else
I'ue euer had. Now that I look back, I'ue
probably learned more in this English class
than I'ue learned in any other English class be¬
cause you're really forced to learn. Vou haue
to do something (emphasis on "something). I
mean when you get a paper back, instead of,
say, getting an R, you know what you'ue done
right and what you'ue done wrong and that way,
the next paper you know what to do again...
Rnd in reading, the way we disect it in class.
That's uery helpful. IDhen you look at the
hidden meanings in something, it makes euerything so much more clear. IDhen we read books
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before in English, me just read it and talked
about mhat happened and then me had a quiz
on it and read the next chapter. In this class,
me just tie euerything together. I like reading.
UJhen you look at the may someone mrites a
book, you can use that in your omn mriting.
That's uery important...! think instead of this
being the class that's different, it should be
the model for mhat classes should be. It's more
mork, but it's morth it. I think you learn more in
this type of class.

Another interesting factor about Garth is his contrast to Sam in mhat
he likes in a class. Although both students mere experiencing a block
from their use of ineffectiue behauior, and both benefitted from oneon-one conferencing, and both demonstrated gromth in their use of
more effectiue behauior, they experienced the teaching format in uery
different mays.
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CHAPTER IH
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Structure of the Chanter

The questions used to guide this study address the development of
student responsibility for learning, inherent problems in the use of the
teaching strategy, and response of the students and teacher ouer the
course of the study. Chapters IU through III 11 described the euents that
occurred in relation to each of these three areas and presented an
analysis of the salient problems.
Chapter IH is a presentation of conclusions reached in response to
question I and a presentation of issues in response to question II.
These sections are followed by a brief section which includes impli¬
cations for teacher education and staff deuelopment. In closing, I
make a few comments concerning the research itself.
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Student Responsibility for Learning

The first research question asks if students demonstrate increasing
responsibility for their ouin learning process uihen the teacher employs
the format of the present study. The second questions asks houi the
students respond to the format ouer the course of the study.
Responsibility mas defined rnithin Chapter I as the folloming:

Behauior inuolving (a) critically analyzing a
situation and (b) taking consequent action
mhich is in the best interest of self and
others ...euidenced by the folloming student
behauiors:

1. attends class and is on time
2. brings class materials to class
3. completes assignments and turns them in
on time
r

4. regularly maintains the data base materials
by storing all mork in personal folder
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5. seeks out teacher or peer to clarify assign¬
ments or to obtain them uihen appropriate

6. responds to and interacts uiith the teacher
in relation to the teacher's written com¬
ments on assignments
7. reworks assignments in relation to teacher
feedback or self critical analysis
8. engages in comparison of personal progress
to the course objectiues at least twice
each quarter
9. recognizes when help is needed and, with¬
out teacher intervention, seeks out teacher,
peer, parent or appropriate other to prouide
this assistance
18. demonstrates sharing of responsibility
within classroom group projects
11. edits written work as a result of reflection
and self-critical analysis of this work
12. demonstrates growing awareness of
successful strategies for achieuing the
course outcomes
13. avoids blaming people or events for non¬
accomplishment of course objectives
14. recognizes and freely expresses personal
successes in meeting course objectives
15. recognizes and freely expresses instances
of failure to achieve course objectives
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16. engages in personal goal setting as part of
the ongoing effort to achieue course
objectiues
17. reuises personal goals as appropriate in
the effort to achieue course objectiues
18. asks to engage in additional uiork in order
to meet personal goals or course
objectiues
19. demonstrates willingness to take risk
through engaging in personal creatiue
learning actiuities
20. euidences a growth in responsibilitg for
personal learning bg demonstrating an
increasing use throughout the school year,
of these behauiors listed as #1 through #19.

Based on the data presented in Chapters U through Ulll, I found that
most students euidenced growth in responsibility by demonstrating an
increasing use of, at least, seueral behauiors that are specified in the
responsibility criteria, listed in numbers 1 through 20. It is obuious
from the reported data that student response was not a steady
straightforward path, but rather a step forward often followed by two
steps backward as shown perhaps most clearly through the struggles
of Sam and Garth. (See Appendix K for the case study students' recorded
performance with each criteria.) Both students were taking a great
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deal more responsibility for their learning by the end of the year,
homever they mere not yet completely able to accomplish the tasks
mithout guidance and support.
I mould like to call attention to criterion #19 because I did not
obserue any students demonstrating 'millingness to take risk through
engaging in personal creatiue learning actiuities." It may haue been
that the task of engaging in the study itself created all the anxiety
students could tolerate. Certainly the recorded student response mould
support such a conclusion.
Of particular import in relation to the task of developing
responsibility is mhat the present study indicates concerning the
reasons students do not assume responsibility in a particular area and
mhat the study reueals about the process by mhich students learn to
develop responsibility. It is evident that mhen students encountered
difficulties in carrying out their responsibilities, various personal blocks
mere deterring them; blocks mhich in some instances mere not mithin
the student's amareness, and in all instances, blocks mhich, to
overcome, required skills the students did not have.
The case study students most clearly reveal examples of student
difficulty in overcoming blocks to their taking responsibility. Garth's
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need for perfection and difficulties with organizational skills, Sam's use
of smokescreens and his seuere difficulties with organizational skills,
flmg's personal issues, James' personal difficulties—all blocks for which
theg did not haue the skills theg needed to work through the situations.
fls for other students who, at uarious times, did not engage in
behauior consistent with the criteria for responsible behauior, different
blocks were present. In both Ruth's and Ben's situations—when Ruth
did not turn in an assignment, or when Ben did not edit his work, each
had made a conscious decision to spend additional energg in other
areas, fls for Beth, she was in an almost constant state of confusion, a
situation, I later learned, she had experienced during the preuious gear
as well. She did not get haue the skills for dealing with her confusion.
Charles euidenced a pattern of mentallg withdrawing from situations in
which he felt confused, and of auoiding unpleasantness. He too, did not
get haue the skills to ouercome his ineffectiue behauior patterns. Jon
frequentlg denied his assignments needed to be edited. Bobbg Ann and
Kara both felt frequent anger toward the class, and although their
propensitg to blame the others and their reluctance to confront their
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peers uias not in their omn best interest, it mas understandable in light
of the fact that each lacked the skills and experience to deal
successfully mith the situation.
In each situation in mhich the student began to learn the skills
needed to deal mith the block, the student increased in his or her ability
to be responsible for learning. Garth and Sam both made strong gains in
their ability to organize their time and their mriting. Charles and Jon,
mho had initially included almost no support for their mriting topics,
improued in their ability to do so and thereby, although not ouercoming
their blocks, did bypass them in that particular area, fls Kara learned
the skills needed, she confronted the class mith her frustrations and
consequently started to create positiue change.
For a fern, it mas impossible to detect change in the desired
direction. Bobby Rnn and I discussed the skills she could use to
confront the class, but she did not use them this year in this situation.
James and I had many discussions, but I did not obserue him taking
responsibility for his learning. Of course, in the absence of schoolmide
data sources and a follom-up study, it presently is impossible to knom
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the degree to which the changes obserued in the majority of students
either generalized to situations outside sophomore English or persisted
ouer time.

Student Response to the Format

Students Lack of Confidence in Themselues as Learners
Chapters U and Ul describe a class of students who, during the first
quarter of the school year, were unable to identify their strengths and
weaknesses in their writing, belieued effort (defined as time spent and
quantity of work) to be the basis of earning a grade; had debilitating
difficulties in carrying out assignments without the teacher's constant
reassurance of how to do the work; did not trust their own thinking,
research, and decisions as important enough to be the substance of
notetaking; insisted that the teacher tell them the right answers so
they would "get a lot more accomplished" and would not "waste so
much time;" could interpret the teacher's feedback only in terms of the
teacher "liking" or "disliking" their work; and in their initial efforts at
problem soluing, were able only to list ways for me to solue the
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problems for them. By this study's definition of responsibility—
critically analyzing a situation and taking action uihich is in the best
interest of self and others—these students mere unable to take
responsibility for their ouin learning either because they did not know
how to do so because they had neuer been permitted to do so, or
because they neuer had been encouraged or rewarded for doing so.
The data and my experience in this study strongly suggest the first
interpretation for most students.
Beneath all the frustration and anger, the blaming, the insistence on
my taking ouer, was fear; fear that if they did not know what I
thought was important enough to write in their notebooks and what I
belieued were the right answers, they would be lost, lllithout
knowledge of the teacher's expectations they would not get the grade
they "deserued " or "needed," and they would not know the
information “to get a good SBT score," or "to haue something useful."
Their insecurity with themselues as learners was clearly euidenced by
their great anxiety and constant need to know my expectations: "Just
what do you want?" and "I don't know. UJhat do you think?"
Because finding the right answers was the objectiue, the students
did not uiew learning as a process. Many could see no purpose to the
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discussion and thought talking about ideas to be, as Beckg phrased it,
"wasting a lot of time," or as Sam described it to his guidance
counselor, "a philosophg class, not an English class."
The fact that students can go to school for nine years and when put
into a situation which requires them to process information, exhibit
debilitating confusion, is an indictment of their past educational
experiences. UJhen the students do not trust their own thinking and
belieue the teacher's job is to prouide the right answers, when the
students see discussion of ideas as "wasting time," when students
understand effort to be the foundation of the grade they receiue—
when students do not actively engage in the learning process with a
teacher who serues as an experienced and knowledgeable guide, they
can not deuelop enough confidence in their learning ability to dare to
take responsibility.

Students Preoccupation UJith Grades
Despite the nongrading of individual work, it is evident from the
students' expressed conclusions in their initial self assessments,
progress reports, contract making, and conferences, that they saw the
primary objective of the course to be a grade. This was demonstrated
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most poignantly with Amy (and her mother), and to lesser degrees with
other students. The outcome of such a uiewpoint is that learning
becomes, at best, a secondary objectiue of the course. Initially, the
primary task is to figure out what the teacher wants.
Throughout the first quarter, students regularly requested priuate
conference during which they asked me to tell them what grade I
would haue giuen their recently returned paper "if we had grades."
During this same time period, one-half of the students consistently
edited and redid their writing assignments, sometimes after con¬
ferencing with me, but more and more frequently on their own. Their
reason for additional edited drafts was, "I don't know where I stand."
The grades inform the students about where they stand and serue as a
benchmark indicating where the teacher stands in relation to the
student's work.

Student Diew of the Teaching Format As Lacking Structure
The students receiued few of the expected benchmarks in the form
of grades and teacher judgment, and they did not trust their own
abilities to learn. Because my expectations were not what they had
experienced during their preuious nine years in school, they struggled
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to learn them. Their insecurity mith the teaching format mas directly
expressed by seueral students in their first quarter progress reports
uihen they referred to "Mrs. Holmes expectations." Beth said she mas"
morking hard to learn Mrs. Holmes' expectations of me." fls the data
presented reueal, the insecurity mas so intense that seueral students
belieued my standards mere different from those of other teachers.
Sam morded it perhaps the most succinctly mhen he mrote in his
progress report that his mriting had improued "by Mrs. Holmes'
standards, not in general."
The expectations for learning behauior (as distinct from
qualitatiue performance standards), as depicted in this study, actually
mere uery different from those the students had experienced during
their preuious school years. The expectations mithin this teaching
format mere not for right ansmers, but rather for ansmers and ideas
mhich mere supported mith uarious types of evidence. The expecta¬
tions mere that the evidence not come from the teacher alone, but
rather from the students' omn individual and shared research and
study. The expectations mere that the teacher reaction to student
mork be given as non-judgmental feedback (mhich, homever, often
included reiteration of qualitative standards), rather then as judgment
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in the form of statements and of a grade. Then the expectation was
that the students read the feedback and use it as information from
uihich they mould eualuate their uiork and make decisions concerning
their next step, fls a result of the changed expectations, students felt
immense free-floating anxiety because they did not knoui the rules for
this format. Because they did not know the rules, they, and parents as
evidenced in the three parent letters, often described the teaching
format as lacking structure. If structure refers to deliberate and
consistent use of rules for pedagogical operation, giuen descriptions of
typical English teaching as a point of reference, this class mas atypical
in its exceptionally high degree of structure.

Eventual Outcomes of Not Knoming the Teacher's Judgment
In the beginning, a little over one-third of the students mere
expressing difficulties. The confusion became so great for many that
they felt they could not function, and indeed, many displayed behavior
mhich indicated they mere unable to function. This mas reflected, for
example, in their initial insistance that I mas giving the assignments at
the end of the class (James said, "mhile the bell mas ringing), that the
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room uias filled with talking and thus confusion while I was giuing
assignments, and that I, and not they, had made the inital pre-contract.
Ulhile the class tapes did not substantiate ang of these claimsf the
students held to them euen in the face of opposing euidence. The most
extreme occasion took place concerning an assignment the class did not
do. The students insisted that I had not giuen it. I played the tape for
them, and Beth's response was they had not heard it at the time
because the room was filled with confusion. When I said I had not
heard confusion, she replied that was because "it didn't come out on
the tape."
fls the students were persistently and firmly encouraged (indeed,
required) to deal with the expectations that they engage in the learning
process and that they support their ideas with specific euidence, their
confusion gradually lessened, and many were able to recognize specific
strengths and weaknesses in their writing as seen in their selfeualuations as early as the end of the first quarter. This ability was
shown to uarying degrees as euidenced particularly by Sam, at one
extreme, who had experienced the most difficulty with the format, yet
had shown the greatest growth in his ability to recognize his strengths,
and, at the other extreme, by flmy who remained, for the most part,
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unable to uerbalize her considerable and obuious strengths, still seeing
them in terms of uihat I liked and disliked, fls indiuidual students
gained confidence to speak out in class—as Sam, Jaime, Jon, Beth, Ted,
Rita, Kara, and Ruth, had done during times of confusion or frustration-eueryone began to take additional responsibility for the class
discussions and for the homework assignments, as evidenced by their
assigning their own homework, euen when I had suggested that there
be no homework, and also evidenced by their carrying on the class
discussion with a substitute teacher.
The study showed that when the students were taught how to
process information and were provided with an ongoing guided
experience in doing so, all but two students increased their ability to
recognize their strengths and weaknesses as well as their ability to
think in terms of skills rather than in terms of a grade (In regard to the
other two students, there simply is no explicit evidence to the contrary,
that is there is no evidence they regressed or did not increase their
ability). The study further showed that the students did begin to learn
to take responsibility for their learning, particularly in relying on their
own abilities and judgment as they carried on a process for learning
instead of expecting the teacher to give the answers.
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Students Learning the Concent of Quality
fls discussed in the Quarter I section under Salient Problems, the
students uieiued quantity of work and amount of time spent in
accomplishing quantity of work as creating the basis of their learning,
their eualuation, and their grade. Their uiewpoint was that these two
items showed the amount of effort one had giuen. Further, they held
the strong conuiction that if someone tried "really really hard," it
would be "unfair" for that person to receiue a low grade. Completely
missing from their concept was a consideration of quality.
Leading them to be conscious of quality was a long and not entirely
successful experience. Some of the experiences included reading and
discussing examples of excellent writings, listing the qualities of
excellence in each, generating a list of characteristics students could
incorporate into their writing, using the words excellence and quality,
and engaging students in creating personal specific action plans to aid
in their efforts toward achieuing quality work. I had been encouraged
when, during the second quarter, Morry had responded to one of my
comments to a student, "Remember, Mrs. Holmes, It's not quantity; it's
quality," whereupon, Mike said, "No, it's both quantity and quality."
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Despite evidence of growing awareness, in February, when I asked
them to write about quantity and quality, four students stated that
quality was more important. All the others said quantity was more
important because it showed effort.
UJhen the students experienced an emphasis on quality rather than
their expectation of emphasis on effort, they said my standards were
different from those of other teachers, fls they became familiar with
the feedback I gaue them, fewer students edited to correct
grammatical and spelling problems alone, and more students edited to
include additional supporting evidence, and by the end of third quarter,
to create varied sentence structure. I observed a direct connection
between student knowledge of quality and decreasing emphasis on
effort.
One note must be made here concerning student understanding of
quality. All students did not come to see the characteristics of
effective writing as those of quality student performance on an
assignment. At least one continued to view them as my personal
standards as shown by Faith's statement during the third quarter in
which she indicated she was not sure other teachers' expectations for
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her writing would be the same as mine, thus she said she did not know
if she knew more about writing.
The concept that quality has standards of its own was not a concept
held by most of the students as euidenced in the extensiue class
discussion during the first quarter and by their continued struggle to
learn what I expected of them. Hauing to attend to the specific
meaning of my feedback to them and edit based on what they learned
in the feedback helped most of the students to increase their
understanding of specific characteristics that create quality work. This
positiue outcome strongly supports the benefits of auoiding teacher
judgement, and in its place to prouide specific information.

Implications

Implications for Scheduling of the School Day
During the last indiuidual grading conference, I asked each student
to talk about the most beneficial part of the study. UJithout exception,
all named the indiuidual conferences, saying such specific things as,
"helps the student/teacher relationship" and "giues you a clearer idea
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of what you need to do."

In the beginning of the study, the

conferences serued to prouide security.

Rs the year progressed, the

conferences became individual work sessions. The students learned
more about how to do the work and how to become responsible.
My own experience with the conferences leads me to uiew them as
a necessary component of this style of teaching because my learnings
were as great as those of the student with whom I conferenced. I
learned the student's individual work habits and skill levels to an ex¬
tent which I could not have done while working only in a group format.
Under ordinary circumstances, time is one of the major blocks which
prevents such conferencing from becoming a regular part of the
teacher/student work. During the present study, while employed on a
part time basis, I taught four classes and a total of 61 students. During
the morning hours, I taught classes, and during the early afternoon
hours, I conferenced with students. Although the study included only
two conferences each quarter, many students conferenced with me
much more often. Assessing student work, and creating lesson plans
took great amounts of time, and I usually devoted time to this part of
my work during evening hours as well as during several weekend hours.
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In addition, I had other school responsibilities. One afternoon a
week, I took part in the regularly scheduled faculty inseruice program,
and I serued on the scheduling committee, a task uihich inuolued bi¬
weekly late afternoon meetings, uisitations to other schools,
presentations of reports, and faculty interaction tasks. Beginning in
March, I attended the Parent flduisory Committee meetings which
conuened once a month during the early euening. Finding sufficient
time to accomplish the required work and meet one-on-one with
students proued to be extremely stressful, and sometimes euen
impossible.
Based on the data collected in this study, indiuidual student-teacher
work is a powerful teaching interuention. The students' unanimous
positiue response to one-on-one time with the teacher, combined with
the data showing the beneficial outcomes of such time, is strong
euidence of the need to make adequate prouisions for such work.

Implications for Teacher Education and Staff Deuelooment Programs
The initial premise of this study is that learning requires that each
learner construct meaning rather than merely accepting another's
explanation or answer. This constructiuist concept is supported in the
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research cited in Chapter II. UJhen students, whose teacher engages
them in a process for constructing meaning, become debilitated to the
extent depicted within the present study, fear takes ouer and learning
can not result until that anxiety subsides. If, in contrast, students
were engaged in such learning processes from the time they first
entered school, their expectations would be congruent not only with
those held in this study, but also with what research asserts about how
learning can best be facilitated.
The fact that each of the students who exhibited difficulty engaging
in responsible behauior had an issue which blocked their path to
effective learning is a most important observation. The implication is
that an important part of teacher work consists of observing students
and listening to them. Then, based on continual teacher monitoring, to
guide students through a process for learning the new skills they need
to overcome or circumvent the block and engage in the responsible
behaviors.
Based on both the student response to the teaching format and the
indication that those who do not take responsibility for their learning
do not know how to do so, this study presents a strong argument
supporting the conclusion that both teacher education programs and
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staff deuelopment programs should encourage teachers to become
proficient in non-judgmental communication skills. If my omn
experience in this study teaches anything that truly is generalizable, it
*

is that teachers who work with students in a may which effectiuely
auoids becoming an aduersary or a rescuer, and which simultaneously
leads students into assuming learning responsibilities, haue to be as
expert in their use of nonjudgmental communication as they are in
their subject matter.

Implications for Future Study
Because at least part of the students' growing confidence could be
attributed to their growth in understanding my "expectations " of them,
further study would prouide broader insight into the process of
deueloping responsibility. Does it generalize across subject matter
lines? Does it persist ouer time, most particularly ouer summer
uacation? B study which documents students' activities through
seueral years' experience (and thus with seueral different teachers), is
the first recommendation.
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The Teacher's Response to the Format

The second reseach question asks the question of the teacher's
response to the teaching format. Because the main part of this topic
has been included within the quarter sections entitled "The Teacher,"
only three topics are included here: time, perception, and colleagiality.

Class Time
Time was a major issue for both the students and myself. B 45
minute class is not sufficient time for a completely meaningful
discussion followed by eualuation of the communication process. Many
classes ended just as a point of closure was about to happen, thus the
students left with the frustration of knowing only seemingly unrelated
pieces of information. Picking up the discussion the following day was
frequently a difficult task. Both the momentum of the discussion and,
often, the points of the discussion had been lost. Consequently, we
then had to engage in reconstructing the preuious day's work before
continuing to closure. This process may well haue contributed to
confusion.
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In addition to the need for longer discussion time, is the need for
time in which to discuss the communication process as experienced on
a giuen day. Listing the productiue and nonproductiue aspects of a
discussion and then making a plan for ways to improue it on the next
day, provides a procedure for students to learn how to take control of
problem areas and conueyes the message that learning to communicate
effectively is an important part of the curriculum.

Conference Time
The crucial importance of the individual conferences as revealed in
this study is an important observation. By spending time with each
student, I was able to understand the student's difficulties and
strengths, to help each make action plans, to reassess student work
and plans, and through the process, come to know each student on an
individual basis.

Teacher Assessment Time
UJriting the extensive and nonjudgmental feedback required of this
format was very time consuming. I found that when there was no
grade to inform the students of how they did, I had to write long notes.
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fln interesting outcome of my going into detail about points uiithin their
work, hotueuer, uias that I came to see the indiuidual student's work
with greater clarity, and thus was able to be more effectiue in guiding
the student toward success.
Not only did I gain from this experience, but also the students
gained. First of all, coming to recognize one's strengths and
weaknesses as well as amount of work accomplished is a process which
students must experience often if they are to deuelop the ability to
take responsibility for their learning. Secondly, a large part of taking
responsibility inuolues making and reuising action plans. Thirdly, this
entire study underscored the fact (to an euen greater degree than I had
anticipated), that a major learning task for the students was learning
to be specific in all their work. Because giuing meaningful feedback on
the students' self assessments took such a significant amount of time, I
had to cut back the number of times they engaged in writing the selfassessments. Bs a consequence, the assessments lost some of their
ualue.
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Teacher-Parent-Student Time
Although I spent a minimal amount of time during the studg in direct
discussion with parents, I belieue a necessary part of successful use of
this teaching format must include regular time for three may
conferencing. This mould serue the purpose of keeping the parents
informed, thus decreasing differences in interpretation of euents and
providing the means for parents to help their children deuelop their
learning processes. Such three may interaction could result in
individual educational programs of various types. The mork mhich Garth
and I and then Garth, his mother and I did together is such an example.

Differences in Perception
Many problems mhich directly impact my professional reputation
have been created by use of the present teaching format. The fact that
students experience this format as being so different from their
expectations that they believe it is not a real English class has, as
demonstrated by my administrator's actions, created a major problem
for me. Kara's mother's viempoint that engaging the students in
solving a problem such as undone homemork by some of the students,
is a "frustration that does not need to be in a classroom,"
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is one held

by the general public as euidenced by the Parent Rduisory Board
members' attitude that the English Department must stop these
practices. One can conclude the attitude mould be the same mere the
class soluing a classroom management problem such as lateness to
class or noise leuel. The traditional teaching format places the teacher
in control, and if the students take time to engage in soluing problems,
it is seen as "masting time."
The accepted concept of "the teacher" as someone mho transmits
information and judges products is so commonly accepted as to be
ubiquitous. Euen my principal's choice of mord "deliuering" in his letter
to me indicates this concept, "...that you are deliuering the same
curriculum as designed by the English Department...." UJhen I created a
teacher role in mhich the teacher became one mho guided students
through the experience of learning and of eualuating their omn mork,
much initial student confusion ensued, fls a result, many belieued the
format lacked structure. This format, as euidenced in the reported
data, is highly structured; homeuer, because it is not the expected
structure, many students, parents, and euen other educators do not
readily see it.
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I found this teaching format to be uery difficult in the beginning of
the year, and most rewarding in the end. Being blamed for problems
encountered in the beginning definitely created a roller-coaster effect
for my own self-confidence. Obseruing the gradual change and the
growth toward independence from the teacher was the euentual
reward. In between were massiue amounts of hard work and uery
little positiue feedback. The dangers in this, particularly for less
experienced teachers, or for those only incompletely trained in the
format, are too obuious to require further comment.

Colleagiality
My experiences and emotional responses with the teaching format
strongly support the need for teachers who uary their teaching from
the expected norm, to be part of a support group. It is euident that
euen with years of experience in using the communication skills and
with understanding of the Drama Triangle, I did not always choose the
most productiue path in my efforts to lead students to take
responsibility for their learning. Using this format is an ongoing
learning experience for the teacher as well as for the students and its
foundation requires a willingness to reflect upon one's own behauior in
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order to recognize strengths and weaknesses, and then to create
action plans for the future. All of this teacher "self-work" can be
enhanced by interaction with other teachers who are themselues
inuolued in similar work.
My personal need to be a part of a group of other teachers grew in
proportion to the difficulties and disappointments I encountered. Other
than three of my colleagues who periodically inquired about the study,
I experienced no support and no euidence of colleagial interest. Based
upon the strong need i had to discuss my experiences in the study, I
belieue any teacher who decides to use this teaching format would find
the process more rewarding if he or she created an alliance with at
least one other teacher with whom to discuss issues, raise ideas, gain
support, mourn defeats, and celebrate successes.

The Teacher and Action Research

Trying to teach and to carry on research was a uery difficult task,
and at times I found it to be nearly impossible. From problems with the
audio-taping equipment to time constraints, nothing about the study
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was easy or smooth. In Nouember I informed a colleague that I would
neuer engage in such research again. By April I had changed my mind.
Although I had used most aspects of this teaching format for many
years, and had experienced all of the same difficulties which arose, I
had not preuiously included the nongrading part—an aspect which
serued to escalate student anxiety greatly, thus resulting in student
frustration and confusion to a far greater degree than had been my
experience in previous years. My ongoing engagement in the study was
invaluable in that I was literally forced to recognize and examine
details to an extent beyond that which I had done in the past.
The major reason I changed my mind about engaging in classroom
research is the great amount I learned from the study—learnings which
have enabled me to make informed changes in the format. I have listed
what I see to be the four most significant learnings (distinguished from
those concerning individual students) and consequent changes in the
format:

Because of the massive student anxiety concerning
expectations, rather than involve students in rulemaking at the outset of the course, I will provide a
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list of class expectations. fls the course deuelops, I
will encourage students to make changes in the
expectations as theg find need to do so. This change
will also serue to prouide a familiar structure within
the teaching format.

To auoid the impression that I am not following the
English curriculum, I plan to deuote the first quarter
primarily to concrete and familiar learnings—learnings
which haue been traditionally seen as "English'—
uocabulary and grammar. Rs for the literature
discussions, I haue deueloped a plan to introduce
them in a gradual manner, and, rather than
periodically summarizing the discussions, I plan to
write the summaries on the board, at least in the
beginning of the year.

Based upon the extent to which the students belieued effort should be the foundation for their
eualuation, combined with their inability to identify
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characterisitics of quality work, my plan is to open
the year mith identification and discussion of quality.
I am presently yathering materials to carry on this
process throughout the course. (The present study
shouis that an additional advantage of engaging
students in such a process is that it guides them
through the practice of using specific support for
their conclusions.)

My greatest learning came as a result of the
indiuidual conferences—those students mho did not
take responsibility for learning, did not knoiv houi to
do so. From the one-on-one work I carried on with
each student, I haue developed a much more inclusive
understanding of the teacher's role as a guide in the
student process of learning how to take responsibility.

In spite of the many learnings, I would not again undertake so
massive a research project alone. The nature of this study, I believe,
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necessitated that I record data ouer a significant period of the school
year, and maintaining that inuoluement in research was a monumental
task.
fl question of how good the research actually is arises wheneuer the
researcher is the researched. There is no question in my mind that the
thoroughness with which I approached the task during the first quarter
was not fully sustained throughout the other quarters. Although I
continued to record detailed data on the case study students, and to
follow the taping and conference schedule as outlined in Chapter III, I
did not, during the other quarters, maintain as thorough a data base in
the Class Euents log as I had done during the first quarter. Indeed, the
study as outlined in Chapter III dictated that during the second, third,
and fourth quarters, I deuote my intense obseruations to the selected
case study students. As a result, there may haue been student
responses which did not become a part of the data base. Despite this
probability, my examination of the thousand plus pages of careful
detail recorded ouer an extended period of time, lead me to feel
confident that this database prouides a comprehensiue frame for
understanding the particulars which form the aspects of the study
presented here.
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APPEND IH H
PILOT STUDY

During the 1992-93 school year, a pilot study uias conducted rnith a
sophomore English class, leuel 1-2, initially containing fifteen
students—8 males and 7 females. By the end of the pilot study, one
female had left and tuio males had transferred into the class. IDith the
exception of one Spanish-speaking exchange student, all spoke English
as their primary language. One male student mas repeating the class.
All mere mhite, middle class adolescents.
All aspects of the curriculum, the student and class selection
process, the grant mriting, and the parental conferencing mere
identical to those mhich are proposed mithin Chapter III for this
dissertation.
As a result of the pilot study, I noticed certain themes and patterns
mhich haue guided my initial coding Start List. Of particular interest is
the anxiety theme mhich arose each time the students engaged in self
evaluation. The students also expressed displeasure at our schedule of
after-school conferencing instead of in-class conferencing. In myself I
came to recognize an anxiety in relation to keeping parents informed
in order to protect myself and the pilot study. I found I mas contacting
parents to the point of student discomfort. In addition to specific
anxieties, I recognized a great deal of free-floating student anxiety. I
found that addressing these feelings through frequent mhole class
discussions in mhich the students and I made and continually revised
class rules served to discharge much of this fear.
The folloming is a list of questions from the pilot study and mhich
may serve to help guide the emerging analysis:
1.

Are there particular time periods during
mhich the students as a group experience
elevated anxiety?

2.

Are there patterns in student response to
this anxiety?
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3.

Is there an apparent turning point at which
time the majority of the students seem to
haue achieued a comfort leuel with the
strategy?

4.

Do students use materials and pursue tasks in
such a way that they demonstrate growing use
of the higher thinking leuels as delineated
in Bloom's Taxonomy, especially the highest
leuel; eualuation?

5.

Ore there differences between female and male
students' comfort leuel and learning progress
with this strategy?
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APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTION OF MODIFIED HETEROGENEOUS GROUPING PROCEDURE
All tenth grade students in the proposed case study site may
register for the English 1-2 leuel of sophomore classes. In addition to
this class, the school offers an honors English class and a special skills
English class.
During the spring of their freshman year, all students meet mith
each of their teachers to discuss their sophomore course of studies. Rt
this time, teachers make recommendations as to which leuel of any
particular course may be appropriate for indiuidual students. The
students, hoiueuer, are free to follow the teacher's recommendations
or to make their own choices. In the cases of those students who
choose not to take their teachers' recommendations, a
parent/student/guidance counselor conference is arranged to discuss
the matter further. The final decision is always made by the student
and family.
Any student may apply to the honors English class. The application
procedure consists of (a) writing and submitting a paper on a topic
chosen by the English Department, (b) hauing earned a freshman
English grade of fl or B, and (c) hauing a recommendation from one's
freshman English teacher. These steps are flexible in that a teacher's
recommendation is considered more important than a high grade
auerage.
Entry into the special skills English class is a little different from
entry into other classes in that students are admitted by
recommendation only. They are then free, as with the other classes,
to follow the recommendation or to join a leuel 1-2 English class.
Recommendations are made on the basis of a student's reading and
writing skill leuel. The auerage skill leuel is usually about fifth grade or
lower, and often there are one or two nonreaders in this class.
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APPEND I X

C

INITIAL LETTEA TO THE PAAENTS

June 15, 1993

Mr. and Mrs. Student Parent
Street Address
City, State Zip
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Parent:
Beginning this fall, I will be your child's English teacher for the
sophomore year. In addition to my regular teaching duties at
_High School, I am completing a doctoral dissertation at the
Uniuersity of Massachusetts. I am interested in the aspects of
schooling which relate to how students learn to take responsibility for
their own learning. This information is valuable to teachers in that it
can contribute to our knowledge of how to help students act in
responsible ways.
I would like permission for your child to participate in a study which
will be conducted as a part of his or her regularly scheduled English
class. The only changes from the normal class will be the fact that
each class and any student-teacher conferences will be audiotaped,
and the grading process for the course will be conducted in the
following manner

Because gluing grades often causes the student to focus
attention on the grade rather than on learning knowledge
and mastering skills, I will eliminate grades on individual
writing assignments, and will provide each student with
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specific uerbal feedback—both written and oral—concerning
his or her progress in English and in personal skill develop¬
ment. The students will know exactlg how theg are doing in
terms of what they haue learned and not get learned, but
they will not receiue letter grades on their work.
Quarter grades (in number form) for the rank card will be de¬
rived from ongoing joint teacher-student examination of the
student file which will contain all work and the teacher's
written assessments.

I would like to meet with you and (student's name) to discuss the
program in greater detail and to answer questions you may have. In
order to schedule a convenient meeting time for you, I will call you
during the week of June 15 or June 21.

Sincerely,

Judy Holmes
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APPEND IK D
PARENT INFORMED CONSENT

I am presently inuolued in writing a doctoral dissertation, and I am
interested in the aspects of schooling which relate to how students
learn to take responsibility for their own learning. This information is
ualuable to teachers in that it can contribute to our knowledge of how
to help students act in responsible ways.
I would like permission for your child to participate in a study which
will be conducted as a part of his or her regularly scheduled English
class. The only changes from the normal class will be the fact that
each class and any student-teacher conferences will be audiotaped,
and the grading process for the course will be conducted in the
following manner:

Because gluing grades often causes the student to focus
attention on the grade rather than on learning knowledge
and mastering skills, I will eliminate grades on indiuidual
assignments, and will prouide each student with specific
uerbal feedback—both written and oral—concerning his
or her progress in English and in personal skill development.
The students will know exactly how they are doing in terms
of what they haue learned and not yet learned, but they will
not receiue letter grades on their work..
Quarter grades (in number form) for the rank card will be de¬
rived from ongoing joint teacher-student examination of the
student file which will contain all work and the teacher's
written assessments. If a student and I do not come to agree¬
ment on the student's grade for a given quarter, it is here agreed
that we will all abide by a third party (English teacher) decision.
Excerpts from selected audiotapes in the form of quotations and
paraphrases will be used in reports of this research; however, students
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mill not be identified by name. Your child's participation in this mork is
voluntary, and if you decide not to participate, a different English class
mill be assigned. If you decide to participate, and haue questions at
any time, please contact me at school, 829-4805, or at my home, 8464784. LUhen the results of the study become available, I mill provide
the principal mith a summary mhich mill be available to you upon
request.

Your signature belom indicates that you give your permission for
_to participate in this study and that you have read and
understood the information in this consent form.

Parent(s)
Signature

Date

Investigator's
Signature

Date
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APPENDIX E
STUDENT INFORMED CONSENT FORM

I am presently Inuolued in writing a doctoral dissertaton, and I am
interested in the aspects of schooling which relate to how students
learn to take responsibility for their own learning. This information is
ualuable to teachers in that it can contribute to our knowledge of how
to help students improue in their responsibility skills.
I would like your consent to participate in a study which will be
conducted as a part of your regularly scheduled English class. The only
changes from the normal class will be the fact that each class and any
student-teacher conferences will be audiotaped, and the grading
process for the course will be conducted in the following manner:

Because giuing grades often causes the student to focus
attention on the grade rather than on learning knowledge
and mastering skills, I will eliminate grades on indiuidual
assignments, and will prouide you with specific uerbal
feedback—both written and oral— concerning your progress
in English and in your personal skill development. Vou will
know exactly how you are doing in terms of what you haue
learned and what you haue not yet learned, but you will not
receive letter grades on this work.
Quarter grades (in number form) for the rank card will be
derived from ongoing joint teacher-student examination of
your file which will contain all your work and the teacher's
written assessments. If you and I do not come to agreement
on your grade for a given quarter, it is here agreed that we
will abide by a third party (English teacher) decision.
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Excerpts from selected audiotapes in the form of quotations and
paraphrases mill be used in reports of this research; homeuer, students
mill not be identified by name. Vour participation in this mork is
voluntary, and if you decide not to participate, a different Enylish class
mill be assiyned. If you decide to participate, and haue questions at
any time, please contact me at school or call me at my home, 8464784. Rs the results of the study become auailable, I mill prouide you
mith a summary copy, fl portion of the classtime mill be scheduled for
class discussion of the summary.

Vour signature belom indicates that you agree to participate in this
study and that you haue read and understood the information in this
consent form.

Date

Student's Signature

Investigator's
Signature_Date
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APPENDIX F
INUESTIGRTOR BIQGRRPHV

Tuienty-one years ago I began, with great enthusiasm, to teach high
school English. After two years I mas ready to quitl
I loue literature and writing and philosophy. As I entered my career,
I uisualized my classes—students filled with eager appetites, auidly
reading, discussing, debating, painstakingly writing.... Uery soon I had
to readjust my thinking.
"Motivation," I thought, "if I do more to motivate my students,
they'll surely become inuolued in school" I had studied many ways of
motivating students. I moulds use these methods., And I did.
. Again I readjusted my thinking. Now it went something like this:
"The little monsters...."
Euen as I blamed the students, I slowly began to notice some things.
Most students showed no confidence in their ability to do things right:
those students labeled as top ability asked for constant reassurance,
those labeled as auerage kept trying to hide, and those labeled as low
ability had been failing for so many years they'd giuen up on school
learning, and most of their teachers had giuen up on them. Could it be
that something other than laziness was standing in the way of
learning? Gradually I began to see that all my knowledge of the
subject matter known as ENGLISH was only part of the route to
becoming a GOOD teacher.
I asked myself all kinds of questions for which I had no answers.
Everyone else thought I was an excellent teacher, but I knew I needed
much more. I began studying books on education.
The ideas were exciting, and I started trying them. I individualized,
held class meetings, encouraged students to participate in class
decision making, gave them responsibility, encouraged them to process
information rather than to memorize answers, and throughout all, to
interact in problem-solving rather than to rely on the teacher to give
answers.
Bedlam broke loose! Frustrated students complained, angry parents
called, worried administrators glowered. I had fallen from Grace. In a
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few short months I had managed to drop from "most frequently
requested teacher" to quite the opposite standing.
I was discouraged and angry. I returned to my original method of
teaching—lecture and explanation. Now I felt like a hypocrite. Rs I
stood in front of these students with my information and repeated
explanations (for those who dared to ask questions), all I could see
were students stuffed into frustrating little boxes and growing more
and more conuinced euery day of their stupidity.
UJhen I questioned my peers about their experiences and
observations, I heard responses that fell primarily into two categories.
One might label the first group as compassionate; these teachers
expressed concern and sympathy for the students who "try so hard,
but can't do the work...poor things, I just giue them a passing grade if
they come for help and turn in the homework." The other group might
be called the hard core teachers; they made such comments as "Well, if
those kids can't, or won't, do the work in my class, they better moue
down to the low group." Both responses conflicted with my own
teaching experiences.
In my classes, I had obserued that when I changed my teaching
strategies to less judgmental responses—when I listened to the
students explain their work, when I asked questions rather than just
giuing directions—I frequently witnessed these same "dumb" and
"lazy" adolescents turned on to learning. Rnd I believe they were
learning. By this time, the issue had become an ethical one for me. I
couldn't teach in the traditional lecture-and-explain method because
my observation was that this was hurting many students, and I didn't
know how to teach in the ways I was reading about. Two years into
my teaching career, I made the decision to resign.
flt this point, a new special education teacher joined our staff, and
through her influence and our teaming, I stayed in education. I
continued to study and earned a master's degree in counseling which
taught me to use the nonjudgmetal language which I have continued to
employ as a teaching strategy to encourage students to take
responsibility for their social behavior and for their learning behavior.
Personal Bias Based on my Experiences
I have found, and most teachers with whom I have worked in
classes and seminars have concurred, that the very language we
tradiionally use with our students can, and usually does, inadvertently
create an atmosphere of conflict—an ongoing and usually subtle
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classroom struggle that is so common uie haue accepted it as the norm.
I belieue this atmosphere undermines the deuelopment of student
responsiblity, and that bg changing our use of language, me can help
students learn to take responsibilitg for their omn behauior and their
omn learning.
The process, homeuer, is not mithout serious pitfalls for both
teacher and student. Each gear mhen I do not respond to their ideas
and ansmers mith the expected "right11 or "mrong," students deuelop
great anxiety. Their mounting anxiety continues to reueal to me the
frightening extent to mhich students rely on the teacher to affirm their
thinking and their products.
During the pilot study, L used this method as teacher feedback on
student mritten mork as mell as in my interactions mith the students.
Based upon this experience, I expect seueral problems to deuelop, and
the folloming is an oueruiem of the pattern mhich emerged during the
first quarter of the pilot study:
1.

Initially their anxiety mill be translated
into anger, and they mill insist the strategy
is not morking and that they can not learn
this may. This is follomed mith demands to
return to a "normal" class. Students may act
out their anxiety from either Persecutor posi¬
tion or Uictim position of the Drama Triangle.

2.

Ulhen this return is not forthcoming, students
mill blame all difficulties on the strategy
and the teacher. They mill again be acting from
one of these positions.

3.

Simultaneously, they seek solace from other
teachers and try to incorporate the help of
parents and administrators in an effort to
force a return to the familiar.

Through my groming understanding of the mays in mhich
pomerstruggles are carried on, I am becoming much more successful at
staying out of them and guiding students through their intense anxiety.
I haue come to knom that once a student experiences success mithin
this process, that student begins feeling more secure. Gradually, mith
A

' s
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this success, comes self-confidence, fls the students build confidence
in their ouin learning ability, they rely less on the teacher. Then the
process of learning and the process of taking responsibility become
one.
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APPEND IH G
SELF-ASSESSMENT AND ACTION PLAN

Name_
IDEEICLWSSESSMENT-date:

I- Effort:
A) I brought ail my materials to class_days.
B) I attended class_days.
0 I uias on time for class_days.
D) Assignments completed on time:

E) Assignments completed, but late:

F) Assignments not completed:

G) Aeuisions/Editing completed:

H) Aeuisions/Editing still to accomplish:

I) During the meek, I met mlth_for help and/or
feedback concerning_
_. As a
result_
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II. accuracy - Here are my present results of tests I took this week.
(Please note that later in the year this section will expand to include
knowledge and skills growth ouer time.)

III. Class and/or team participation
fl) I contributed to class discussions by

B) I haue attached my indiuidual team work eualuation sheets.
IU. Eualuation of my Work
fl) Based upon what Cue done this week, I see my strengths to
be.
_

B) Based upon what l'ue done this week, I see my work areas to
be_

U. Action Plan (1. After careful examination of all my week's work, the
following is my next week's plan for change and/or improvement for
each specific area in which I see a need for something.) OR (I am
pleased with my progress and my action plan is to create the following
learning challenge for myself.)
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APPEND IH H
TEAM WORK ASSESSMENT SHEETS
TERM UIORK ASSESSMENT

Please fill this in for yourself and then ask your team members to add
their assessments by stating where they ayree or disayree with your
own comments.
Content fmeetinq the academic oh iectiuel
1. I contributed the following work share of the team task:

2. I participated and helped the team in the following ways:
A) Offering ideas
B) Asking questions
C) Listening while other(s) were talking

3. I declined doing other team member's work.

Process fcreating and maintaining team raonortl
I contributed to creating a positive working atmosphere by using the
following communication/ social skills:
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APPEND IH I
NO-LOSE PROBLEM SOLUING

The following steps are listed and explained by Gordon, (1974, p. 228):

1. Defining the problem
2. Generating possible solutions
3. Eualuating the solutions
4. Deciding which solution is best
5. Determining how to implement the decision
6. Assessing how well the solution solued the problem
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APPENDIX J
STUDENT QUARTER GRADES
1

.

II.

III.

IU.

fling

95

98

80

95

Beth

85

65

withdrew from class

Bill

90

88

85

78

Bobby Rnn

95

96

98

91

Charles

77

81

65

68

Faith

95

95

95

98

Garth

80

60

83

79

James

65

60

50

0

Johanna

93

88

93

94

Jon

72

79

77

65

Kara

90

92

85

90

Mark

95

100

88

95

Morrey

90

87

85

89

Rita

93

90

90

90

Ruth

92

82

75

81

Quarters:

(continues)
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Quarters

1

II

III

IU

Sam

78

84

80

79

Samantha

91

84

88

95

Ted

80

80

85

86
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APPENDIX

K

CASE STUDV STUDENT AESPONSIBILITV CHAAT

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Responsibilities
AMY
Quarters

I
+ + 0 + + + + + + 0

_

+

_

+ + + +

_

na

II
+ + + + + + + + + 0 0 0 + 0 + + + +

0

III
+ + 0 + 0 0 0 +

_

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . .

.

IV
+ + + + + + + + + 0 + + + 0 + + + +

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Responsibilities
JAMES
Quarters

0

I
+ + 0 + 0

+ 0 0

_

0

_

0

_

_

na

—

_

II
0

_

—,

0

_

III
0

0

0

IV
+

0
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0

_

_

Responsibilities
GARTH
Quarters

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

I
+ +

+ 0

+ 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 0 0

.

na

_

_

0

+ + 0 + + + + + 0 + + + + + + + + 0

_

0

+ + 0 +' + + + + + + + + + + + + + 0

-

+

II
+ + 0 0 + 0 0 +

_

+ 0 0 + + + + +

III
IV

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Responsibilities
SAM
Quarters

I
0 0 0 0

-

+ + 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 + 0 0 0 + 0 0 0

_

+ + 0 0

__

+

+

0

_

na

II
-

+

0 0 0

-

-

+ + 0 + + + + + + + + + 0 + 0 + + +

-

+

III
+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0

_

_

_

IV
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